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Station at a crossroads 
Portland is getting a train station 
for Amtrak service to Boston. 
Now all the city has to do 
is convince citizens 
to pay for it. 
• By Bob Young 
• Photos by Tonee Harbert 
AI Clark, Amtrak's director of 
operations planning, sees two j9"eat 
sites for a train station in Portland. 
The problem is that the city's old 
station was demolished at one of the 
sites and replaced with a shopping 
center, and the new Cumberland 
County Jail ocrupies the other. 
So the city must now choose 
between two inferior sites - one 
behind St. John Street, near the new 
jail, and the other on Commercial 
Street, near the International Marine 
Terminal. 
The St. John Street site is better for 
train service because it's on the 
railroad's main line. The Commercial 
Street site is off the main line, but 
could boost the local economy because 
it's closer to the ferry terminal and 
downtown. 
But both sites have potential 
drawbacks, such as hazardous waste 
and big price tags. "The sites that are 
left have problems attached. That's 
why the city's wrestling with the 
decision. There's no easy solution," 
Oarksaid. 
The city is also grappling with the 
decision because it knows so little 
about what a station will cost and 
how to pay for it. And unlike the city's 
bid for a baseball team, there seems to 
be a lack of community support for 
building a train station in Portland. 
Wayne Davis, chairman of 
TrainRiders Northeast, believes the 
future of passenger rail service in 
Maine rides on the city's choice of a 
train station. Davis calls the Commer-
cial Street site a "dead end" for 
expanding train service to the north. 
"People are implying that through 
service to the north is a fantasy," he 
said. "But they said the Wh9le concept 
of Boston to Portland service was a 
fantasy, too." 
Continued on page 9 
To illustrate the Amtrak experience, CBW 
Photographer Tonee Harbert set off on a 
round trip from Boston to New London, 
Omn. The train equipment and distance 
on his coastal journey were comparable to 
those of a Portland-Boston run. 
Amtrak passengers arrtve at Boston's 
South Station. Portlanders will be able 
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WEBSTER'S DEFINITIONS: BASICS: ADJ.- FUNDAMENTAL -
SERVING AS A STARTING POINT. 
BA§ I C8 DEFINITION: FUNDAMENTAL STARTING 
POINT FOR GOOD HEALTI-I (Where shopping is also great 
fun.) 
1) WE MEET your fundamental needs by prOviding 
natural, wholesome groceries, organic eggs, meats, 
organic bulk flour - beans, wonderful breads by Black 
Crow, Saco Bay, Tum and Port Bakehouse. Homemade 
take-out lunch & dinners, Green Mountain Coffee, treats, 
wide selection of cereals, Chips and salsas. 
2) WE ALSO MEET your needs for pleasure by providing 
stocking stutfers for Jdds (mood rings, touch stones, laser 
discs,) for adults (incense, living herbs, angel pins, cards, 
books, tarot, jewels, unique bath oils & bath salts, 
Guatemalan belts & bags, Maine crafts and much more. 
P.S. Remember, it is time to order our delicious 
free-ranging, non-medicated turkeys, geese and 
nitrate-free hams for your holiday dinner. Don't forget to 
also order your Gillespie pies! 




Now that the weather is colder and the holiday 
season is upon us, the lines of people waiting for 
tables here at Katahdin seem to have gotten 
shorter. During the week we have slowed down 
quite a lot, so we have time now to make lots of 
interesting specials ... Roast Venison, Venison 
Sausage, Seared Casco Bay Scallops, Lobster Pie. 
Also since it's slower during the week, we have 
room to accommodate after-work Christmas 
parties. Give us a call- we'll do our best to fit you 
in. And best of all, we do all of the preparation and 
clean up afterward. Worry-free celebrations at a 
very reasonable cost. 
After a hard day of Christmas shopping we have 
hot cider, bowls of soup and holiday cheer. 
So come see us, we'll wann you up. 
774.1740 • SPRING AND HIGH STREET 
MON-THURS SPM - lOPM· FRl AND SAT 5PM - llPM 
• CLOSED NOVEMBER 25 & 26 • 
SUNRISE 
SPECTACULAR! 
6 A.M. TO 9 A.M. 
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 12 ONLY! 
MARALyCE FERREE 
CLOTIDNG DESIGNS 
$25?O OR LESS! 
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Scott Brown: "We got nice trees, nice quality. W 
A conversation with Scott Brown 
Scott Brown, 25, lives on a tree farm in Dresden. 
He spends Decembers in Portland, managing sales of 
Christmas trees on a patch of grass next to the post 
office on Forest A venue. The lot is open - rain, 
shine or snow - from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. 
What kinds of traas do you have here? 
All balsam firs. That's mostly what they buy in 
Maine; they like that Christmas smell. I've sold other 
talk 
kinds, though. 
Scotch pines, they 
have real long 
needles but some 
people like 'em. Last year we sold about a hundred 
white pine trees. People like that for a change. 
Spruce, spruce has a real bad needle drop. 
But with the balsam firs, if you make a fresh cut 
and keep the water on it, it'll last a good few months. 
If you don't keep the water on, though, all the pitch 
you get on your hands will seal itself up like a 
wound. Then you can put as much water on 'em as 
you want and that's it, it won't matter - it won't 
take any more. 
That's what we always tell 'em, so they don't 
bring 'em back and tell us it was our fault it dried 
up. 
What do you with the leftovers? 
We've never had leftovers! We try and stay within 
our means. It does vary from year to year - the first 
year, there were seven or eight dealers set up in the 
Oaks and there were lots of trees. But last year, 
people were begging for 'em. 
How do you like sleeping In that camper all month? 
I spent three-and-a-half, almost four years in the 
Marine Corps, so you get used to it after a bit. But it's 
nice to go back home and sleep in a real bed. I mean, 
there's no running water or anything, so you only 
get a shower every couple days if you're lucky, if 
you get a break in the action. 
By Paul ](a", photo by Tonee Harbert 
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At BACK BAY TOWER we turn 
simple demands into simple pleasures 
:ixl.!::?ty'::': .:~,~i :.:m:I 
• More space 
• Parking 
• Recreation room 
• Spacious 1,2, & 3 bedroom apartments 
• Enclosed parking garage 
• Florida Room with indoor pool and saunas 
• Securi~ 
• Closet Space 
• Laundry facility 
• Backyard 
• State-of-the-Art Security 
• Walk-in closets 
• 24-Hour laundry facility, plus hookups 
• Landscaped rooftop park 
• Leisure time • On-site maintenance 
• Less commuting 
• View of the city 
• In-town in the hean of the cultural center 
• Panoramic views of Back Bay, Casco Bay and the White Mountains 
Back Bay Tower oJJers 25 dijJeren1 floor plans/rom wbich to choose. Some bave private 
terraces and balconies. All Ibis and more awaits you at Back Bay Tower, Portland's finest 
in-town address. Open House Hours: Sunday . .. 12-4, Tuesdays & Thursdays ... 10.0, or 
call/or an appOintment. 
(207) 772-7050 TDD# 1-800-545-1833 ext 191 
401 Cumberland Avenue, Portland, Maine 04101 
r---------------------, 
1* * *1 : 2 for 1 Dinner : 
1 ~ * Expires 12116/92 * 1 
L_!_~ _______ ! ___ : ___ J 
Save 20 - 40% on 
All 1st Quality Selections 
Before Christmas! 
Open Daily· 56 Main Street· Freeport, Maine • 865·6369 
BOOI(S ETC 
Graeme Base, who created the 
best-selling Animalia and The 
Eleventh Hour, now offers The 
Sign of the Seaborse, a sweeping 
drama of intrigue and excitement 
set in the beautiful but fragile 
underwater world of a coral reef. 
Readers of all ages will delight in 
the rhyming text and gloriously 
detailed illustrations of this 
undersea adventure. 
Use our bonus bookcard for 
Christmas Shopping-
Harry N. Abrams Publishers $19.95 One free book for every 10! 
38 Exchange Street, In the Old Port· 774-0626 
MOD .• Sat. 10·9, SUD. 12·5 
Think of Fresh Market Pasta 
for all your Holiday gatherings: 
Business • Family • Friends 
We have an endless variety of hot and cold 1----, hors d'oeuvres and entrees to choose from. 
~h., •• iI<~.\ Call or stop by to make arrangements with -90'~~a~ 
the chef. One week's notice is appreciated. 
Holiday Hours 11 :30-Spm daily Sun 12-Spm 





I Includes: I 
I Boursin in phyllo . Baked Brie in Brioche . Hot & Cold Focaccia Pizzas I 
I . Gallentinas' Pates' Cheese & Fruit Oisplays . Vegetable Oisplays . I 
I Hand-rolled Meatballs ' Scallops in Bacon ' Ready-to-Eat Shrimp' I 
: Soups' Chowders ' Raviolis . Lasagnas . Stuffed Shells and More! : 
I I 
I I 
---------------------- ______ 1 p--------: FRESH 
I P 
I 20% aff I I Free Biscatti I 
I I I I our Holiday I I with purchase of I 
II I I a large coffee. I Striped Raviolis I I I 75¢ value. I 
58 MARKET ST., OLD PORT 773·7148 I I 58 MARKET ST., OLD PORT 773·7148 I 
I EXP. 1/15/93 EXP. 1/15/93 1-_________ - - -I 1 _____________ I 
nelRlsreal A review of the top news stories affecting Greater Portland December 2 through 8. 
Portland wants the state to stop releasing mentally III 
and mentally retarded people from its institutions. Police Chief Mike 
Chi twood, who's initiated a city lawsuit against the state, said he hopes to 
prevent the state from releasing clients "unless it provides real services and 
support for them." Chitwood claimed the state is releasing clients from the 
Pineland Center and Augusta Mental Health Institute "to save money, and 
that's ridiculous." ' . 
Chitwood blasted the state on Dec. 7, just days after returning from his 
final interview for the police chief's job in St Petersburg, Ha. He said was 
"treated like royalty" in Horida, but was ambivalent about taking the St. 
Petersburg post if it were offered to him. 
Cumberland's pOlice chief remains on paid leave as the 
town oontinues its investigation of charges that Leon Planche was under the 
influence of alcohol while on duty at the Cumberland Fair on Oct. 3. After 
reviewing an investigator's report and consulting with the town's attorney, 
Town Manager Robert Benson said he will hold a hearing to 
determine if any diSciplinary action should be 
taken against Planche. Benson wouldn't oom-
ment further. 
Planche's attorney Richard Moon was not as 
stoic. "In my reading, the investigator's report 
totally absolves the chief of any impropriety 
dealing with his duty at the fairgrounds," Moon 
said. "The thing that concerns me is why is it 
taking so long to make a decision that involves six 
hours at the fairground two months ago, and does 
the delay suggest a desire to reach an unfair out-
come?" Moon said he wants to hold the hearing 
within 10 days, while the town is looking for a 
date in January. 
Anne Rand might run for gover-
nor. Rand,a Democratic state representati ve 
from Portland, has formed a oommittee to 
explore statewide support - particularly fi-
nancial - for her candidacy. Her bid for the 
Blaine House has been enoouraged by liberal 
and labor activists in the state. Rand said she 
didn't think her gender or voting reoord would 
be a "barrier to the average voter." Rand said 
she will decide whether to run by the beginning 
of January. 
Cable rates are going up again. 
Public Cable Co. will hike its standard cable 
rates 5 percent Jan- 1. The oost of the 36-channel 
standard service will rise from $19.99 to $20.99, 
affecting nearly 56,000 subscribers in Greater Port-
land_ Rates for premium services will also rise. 
"There really isn't anything we can doat this point," said Anita LaChance, 
a Portland assistant city manager. "Most municipalities have no authority 
over rates." The recently passed Cable Act of 1992 is expected to regulate 
aspects of the cable industry, including rates. But LaChance said oommuni-
ties can't stop cable rate increases until guidelines are issued. 
Jeffrey Darrell, a Public Cable Co. vice president, blamed the increase on 
the rising costs of productions and employee benefits. "I think we are all 
concerned about oonsumer reaction, but we are oonfident of the value of our 
product," Darrell said. 
Making computer chips may cause mlscarrlages,acoord-
ing to a new study. So National Semiconductor, a South Portland chip plant, 
will immediately begin removing certain chemicals from the company's 
processes. Of 412 fabrication workers at the plant, 255 are women. 
Roberta Silverstein, a company spokeswoman, said chemicals containing 
ethylene-based glycol ethers will be removed from the plant within three 
months as result of the stud y, in which National Semiconductor employees 
participated. The study, oonducted by University of California-Davis re-
searchers, reported that there is a 40 percent chance women exposed to gl yool 
ethers will miscarry. 
Women who are still concerned about their health have the option of 
moving to other areas of the company, Silverstein said. 
Peaks Island will file a bill to secede from Portland by Dec. 
18, according to Secession leader Russ Ed wards. The bill, sponsored by sta te 
Reps. Herb Adams and Anne Rand and state Sen. Gerry Conley, asks the 
Legislature to authorize an island-wide vote on secession. Edwards said 
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secessionists hope to hold the election next November. Long Island's over-
whelming vote on Nov. 3 to secede has given the Peaks Island effort a boost, 
Edwards said. "But Long Island had to sustain that effort for 14 months and 
we have a long way to go," he warned. 
Bambi had better beware on the Diamond Islands. Despite 
worries about hunting accidents, Portland city councilors voted unani-
mously Dec. 7 to allow controlled hunting on both Great and Little Diamond 
islands to reduce local deer populations. 
The measure, sponsored by Councilor Anne Pringle, will permit any 
licensed Maine hunter nominated by an island property owner to hunt Dec. 
8-10 and Dec. 15-17. The city can revoke these special licenses when the deer 
population is reduced by 24. 
Mayor Charlie Harlow said he "doesn't want to shoot Bambi," 
but supported the measure as a temporary solution to over-
crowding. Biologists have estimated that there are as many 
as 80 deer per square mile on the islands, four times the 
recommended denSity. 
Cumberland County chopped Its budgetas 
county commissioners proposed more than $550,000 in 
proposed budget cuts at a Dec. 7 hearing. The commis-
sioners were responding toa budget Advisory Committee 
request that they slash $700,000 from the county's $13.8 
million projected budget. 
The new oounty jail would be hardest hit by the 
proposed cuts. The commissioners recommended 
cutting $187,000 from the jail's personnel budget, 
most of which pays the salaries of guards. The county 
would hire just 20 new jail employees, rather than the 43 
called for in the original budget. 
Other proposed cuts include $149,000 from the sheriff's 
budget, which would eliminate four jobs, and cuts from 
the Emergency Management Agency and district 
attorney's offices. 
Sen. George Mitchell has tapped a friend 
to help him find a replacement for U.S_ Attorney 
Richard Cohen, whose job was riding on George 
Bush's re-election. Mitchell named Portland attorney 
--/ and former Democratic state party chairman Harold 
Pachios to head a 12-member panel that will advise 
Mitchell on whom to nominate as Cohen's replace-
ment. Cohen,a Republican, had held his job since the 
Reagan administration. 
By custom, the most senior senator in a state 
of the same party as the president gets to 
nominate candidates for the post. Mitchell 
also named Bath Iron Works president 
Duane "Buzz" Fitzgerald, Portland lawyer 
Kathryn Monahan Ainsworth and Maine 
AFL-CIO President Charlie O'Leary to the com-
mittee. Mitchell said anyone interested in the job 
could foreward a resume to his office by Dec. 15. 
Unum Is growing faster than Insurance premiums. The 
Portland company, which sells disability insurance, has announced it will 
take over a South Carolina payroll oompany in a $570 million stock swap. 
Unum officials said Colonial Companies, Inc. will provide it with new 
markets and a system for selling and distributing its insurance products. 
An insurance analyst said the merger was unusual because both oompa-
nies are in such strong financial shape. '1 view it as a rare acquisition and 
significantly positive opportunity for Unum to go forward," Said Tom 
Sargent of Hartford-based Connie and Co. 
The deal, which must still receive federal approval, won't cause any 
changes in the local work force, said Unum officials. 
Gov. McKernan Is hitting the road with tales of woe in state 
government. McKernan's spokesman, Willis Lyford, said the governor's 
upooming series of town meetings will be an attempt to explain Maine's 
financial problems. Lyford denied, however, that the trip would be used to 
push specific budget cuts. 
'The governor is notgoingto tell people whathissolution is," Lyford said. 
"I think what he's hoping to do is provide an overview of the problems within 
the budget." The McKernan administration has warmed up audiences by 
predicting that the state faces a $1 billion gap between revenues and spend-
ing over the next two years. The governor stopped in Cumberland on Dec. 9 
and hits Biddeford Dec. 11. 
Reported tTy Bob Young, Allan Dowd, Frank Spurr and Paul Ktlrr; 
illustrated I1y John Bowdren. 




One should be able to 
Eat, Drink & Shop 
in one place besides 
the Mall. 
DO IT ALL 
AT DEWEY'S 
Introducing the Limited Edition 
Dewey's Dark T ... Shirt. 
Stop In ' Eat Great Food, 
Drink Great Beer, 
Do Your Christmas Shopping. 
Kitchen Open 11 am ' 9 pm daily 
446 FORE ST.· OLD PORT 
PORTLAND, ME • 772,3310 
Waterfront truce 
in the pipeline 
The last scheduled public hearing 
on Portland's waterfront zoning 
changes sounded like a rerun of the 
battles fought five years ago, as 
working waterfront advocates 
squared off against pier owners in the 
City Council chambers on Dec. 7. But 
a possible truce surfaced in Councilor 
Anne Pringle's bid to craft a compro-
mise both sides could accept. 
Pringle compared herself to 
"Jimmy Carter trying to shuttle 
between the Arabs and Israelis." She 
said she hoped "to find a middle 
ground" between the planning 
board' s zoning amendments, which 
are supported by the pier owners and 
the Waterfront Alliance, and more 
restrictive amendments sought by 
proponents of the city's 1987 referen-
dum banning non-marine tenants on 
the waterfront. 
Pringle said she would present her 
proposal on Dec. 21, when the City 
Council is slated to vote on amending 
waterfront zoning. 
It's expected that Pringle's plan will 
mix parts of the planning board plan 
with tighter controls proposed by 
marine 
I it411lt1 tf] I :~~ 
Barbara 
Vestal. A former planning board 
member and associate director of the 
Marine Law Institute at USM, Vestal 
recently ppent two years studying 
zoning that protects marine uses on 
waterfronts in six states. 
USM Professor Orlando Delogu, 
who wrote the 1987 referendum, 
praised Vestal's plan. But he said it 
was too permissive and complex for 
his liking. He also predicted that the 
City Council would adopt only about 
10 percent of Vestal's proposal. 
Delogu submitted his own stream-
lined, two-page proposal to the 
council. His plan assumes that the 
1987 zoning "needs some fine-tuning, 
but has not worked all that badly." 
Delogu's proposal allows non-marine 
tenants on the waterfront, but sets 
limits on the amount of space they can 
occupy. It also excludes some sections 
of Commercial Street from being 
defined as part of the waterfront. 
Delogu predicted, however, that 
his plan was "dead in the water" with 
some city councilors eager to approve 
planning board amendments. He said 
his plan "would be pretty much what 
a second waterfront referendum 
would look like," if there were one. 
Too much relief? 
Pringle's compromise might keep 
working waterfront advocates from 
seeking another referendum. It might 
also delay the City Council' s vote on 
zoning amendments - and that idea 
vexed some speakers at the hearing. 
Rick Barton of the business group 
Partners for Progress urged councilors 
to take some action - any action. 
Paraphrasing Franklin Roosevelt, 
Barton said, ~'Let's do something. If it 
works, do more of it. If it doesn't, stop 
it. But let's do something ... We need 
to move on to other issues facing the 
city." 
Waterfront property owners and 
members of the Waterfront Alliance 
also pleaded for the City Council to 
adopt the planning board proposals 
as soon as possible. 
"We've kicked this issue up one 
side of Portland and down another. 
Please don't let this thing drag on," 
urged Union Wharf owner and 
Waterfront Alliance co-chairman 
Charlie Poole. 
But Karen Sanford, who quit the 
Waterfront Alliance over the zoning 
dispute, maintained that the planning 
board's plan offered property owners 
far more relief than they had initially 
sought. "It's as if they were a kid who 
wanted a G.1. Joe and the city forced a 
whole army on them," she said. 
Sanford added that she was 
"willing and anxious" to support 
Pringle's compromise, if it offered the 
right mix of ingredients. 
Disputes between warring water-
front factions focused on the 
planning's board's amendments for 
the Central Waterfront, which it 
defines as the area between the Maine 
State Pier and the International 
Marine Terminal. There were no 
disagreements about zoning plans for 
the Port Development Zone or the 
Special Use Zone on the east and west 
ends of the waterfront. 
Sanford and Delogu claimed that 
the retail stores, restaurants and new 
office buildings allowed by the 
planning board would displace 
marine businesses on the Central 
Waterfront. 
P.D. Merrill, president of Merrill's 
Marine Terminal, lauded Sanford and 
Delogu for trying to maintain a 
working waterfront. "They've focused 
their attention like a laser," Merrill 
said. 
But he claimed that "what happens 
to the Central Waterfront will not 
dictate what happens with the rest of 
the waterfront and will not be a 
harbinger of the waterfront's future." 
. Instead, Merrill said the Port 
Development Zone "is the real test of 
what the waterfront will become, and 
where the future of the waterfront 
will be revealed." Pringle has champi-
oned an amendment calling for all 
business in that zone to be marine-
related. 
Working waterfront advocates are 
tentatively counting on four council-
ors to vote for Pringle's compromise 
- Keri Lord, Peter O'Donnell, Charlie 
Harlow and Pringle. They expect 
Cheryl Leeman, John McDonough, 
Dick Paulson and Ted Rand to 
support the planning board's pro-
posal. That leaves Tom Allen to cast 
the swing vote, as he did this summer 
against Rand's proposal to relax the 
referendum ban. 
At the time, Allen said waterfront 
zoning changes needed to go through 
a thorough public hearing process. 
After months of hearings and work-





• By Al Diamon 
Aftermath 
The battle over Portland's gay rights 
ordinance isn't over yet. The ordi-
nance, passed by the City Council last 
May and upheld by the voters in 
November, is likely to be a major issue 
in the May 1993 city elections. 
Mayor Charles Harlow, who 
represents District 5, is up for re-
election next year, as are District 4 
Councilor Cheryl Leeman and At-large 
Councilor Ted Rand. Harlow voted for 
the ordinance, Rand voted against it 
and Leeman was absent. None of them 
has announced whether they'll seek 
another three-year term, but Harlow is 
said to be all but certain to run. 
Two anti-gay rights leaders are 
weighing their chances against 
Harlow. Carolyn Cosby is a former 
chairwoman of the Portland Republi-
can City Committee, and came within 
400 votes of winning an at-large seat 
this year. Jim Duran is the leader of 
Concerned Portland Citizens, the 
group that spearheaded the unsuccess-
ful drive to repeal the ordinance. 
District 5 encompasses the Deering 
Center and North Deering neighbor-
hoods, generally considered to be the 
most conservative in the city. It was 
the only council district to vote against 
the ordinance in November. Harlow, 
who's exhibited increasingly liberal 
tendencies since winning his seat in a 
1990 upset of incumbent Ronald 
Dorler, shows signs of being vulner-
able. 
It's unlikely both Cosby and Duran 
will take on the mayor. One scenario 
has Duran running for the district seat, 
while Cosby makes a second try for an 
at-large spot. For that to happen, 
Cosby will have to convince Councilor 
Rand not to seek a second term. If both 
Cosby and Rand were on the ballot, 
they could split the conservative vote 
and hand the seat to a liberal. 
The liberal most likel y to take 
advantage of that opportunity is 
Cosby's successor as GOP city chair. 
Ellen Bickmore said she thinks Rand 
will have trouble holding onto his 
citywide seat, not only due to his 
opposition to gay rights, but also 
because of his negative votes on 
repairing Spring Street parking garage 
and on bringing minor league baS<!ball 
to Portland. 
Bickmore won't make a final 
decision on running until she com-
pletes her term as Republican 
chairwoman in January. She said her 
first priority is to fend off another 
right-wing coup by former followers of 
Cosby and ex-Cumberland County 
GOP chairman Paul Volle, and ensure 
that the city committee continues to be 
controlled by moderates. 
Bickmore was outspoken this fall in 
her criticism of conservative Republi-
can congressional candidate Linda 
Bean, and that could provoke some 
backlash from GOP loyalists. But 
Portland is heavily Democratic, and it 
usually takes ad vanced scientific 
instruments just to detect Republican 
votes. It's more likely Bickmore's anti-
Bean activities will help her credibility 
with Dems and independents, ,~ will 
her work in favor of the gay rights 
measure. 
Bickmore may not be the only at-
large candidate seeking liberal 
support. Planning board member 
Cyrus Hagge, a political ally of City 
Councilor Keri Lord and the city's 
powerful neighborhood organizations, 
is also considering the at-large race. It's 
likely Hagge and Bickmore will each 
try to scare the other out of running to 
avoid splitting the vote and electing a 
conservati ve. 
In East Deering' s District 4 there are, 
as yet, few rumblings about who will 
run for the council. Leeman has 
traditionally kept quiet about her plans 
until close to the filing deadline. If she 
decides not to seek another term, 
candidates will probably swarm over 
the landscape, but right now the only 
potential challenger is former state 
Rep. Gerald Talbot. He's reported to be 
"thinking about it." 
Many of the city's liberal political 
activists think the field of acceptable 
Portland council candidates has been a 
little thin the last couple of years. To 
avoid that problem in 1993, liberals 
like state Rep. Fred Richardson and 
consultant Tom LaPointe have been 
meeting to review potential candidates 
and advise those with the best chances 
to get started early. The activists also 
hope to mediate disputes among 
liberals, preventing rifts that could 
allow conservatives and gay rights 
opponents to slip onto the Portland 
council. 
Back on the chain gang 
Bumper sticker of the week: "AI 
Martin for Sheriff of Cumberland 
County, 1994. Live Free or Die." 
Explanation of the week: Martin, a 
Portland locksmith, said he's serious 
about mounting an independent 
campaign. He claims to have a list of 
"40 violations against the sheriff's 
department" that he'll release in the 
future. 
. There's no disputing Martin's 
firsthand knowledge of jail conditions. 
He recently completed a stay at the 
Cumberland County pokey for driving 
after his license was suspended, and 
admits to a few earlier visits to the iron 
hotel for youthful indiscretions, such 
as assault. Martin said his resume 
includes a stint as "technical advisor" 
to the sheriff's department back in the 
1960s, and four years' work as a 
private investigator. 
"You need somebody who knows 
both sides of the coin," he said. "There's 
no way I can lose the election." 
I suppose this column will accept tales 
of hypocrisy, betrayal and double-dealing 
involving prominent political figures, 
although r d really prefer something a little 
more out of the ordinary. Send whatever 
your attention span willllllow to Casco 
Bay Weekly, 551 A Congress St., 
Portland, ME 04101. Or cal/775-6601. 
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ONKYO NOW 
The Spirit ojChristmas Past 
TX901 AM FM ONLY 
Wadsworth·Longfellow House in 1890 
487 Congress Street, Portland 774-1822 
RECEIVER $199 
9{r,w t£ng{and %-:Ji 
NEW NAME, STill THE SAME 
424 PAYNE RD. SCARBOROUGH· 207 883·4173 
F,iday. Dec~, II 3 -6pm 
SallUday. D«~, 12 1-4pm 
Sunday. Dec~, 13 1-4pm 
Come learn 10 recrealc our de<:orations at home. 
Visit our Holiday Gift Shop for great gifu for 
adults ond kidsl 
$3.00 adults $1.00 children under 12 
portland I)hotographics 
Full Service Photographic Lab 
· Exhibition and Portfolio Printing 
· Tradeshow Printing and Mounting 
· Cibachrome and Ektacolor 
· Slide Processing (E6) and Slide Duplication 
Call for a catalog: 207-774-6210 
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"Why is Everyone 
Talking About Rosie's?" 
"Rosie's dishes out 
some fantastic fare." 
"*** for food -
*** 1 /2 for service." 
-Portland Press Herald 






"There are lots of Rosies, 
and we have ours," 
"A great place to eat, 
drink, 
and relax." 
-The Old Port Reporter 
"The 'Dart Mecca of Portland,' with plaques 
and trophies to prove so." 




Buffalo Mako strips. Deep Fried Mushrooms. ijalian Breaded Chicken 
Fingers. Beer Batter Onions Rings. Buffalo Wings. Mozzeralla sticks. 
Harmons Clam Cakes 
Daily Soup & Chowdah Specials.S Alarm All Meat Chili. House Salads. 
Salad Combo Platters. Chef Salad 
20 Sondwiches to choose from. Rosle's Fomous Calzones. Design Your 
OWn Plzzo.l/2lb. Burgers. Chicken & Steak Dinners. Fried Clams. Fried 
Shrimp. Jumbo Shrimp 2 for S 1.00. Nachos. Burrito Dinners. 
a neighborhood tavern witn the activity of the Old Port. 
Free Popcorn 
Happy Hour Monday-Friday 
.4 to 7pm 
Daily Beer Specials 
Friday a Saturday - Late Nite Menu 
~. good ~nJs, .:fine :foods & Spirils 'l3lenJ 7'ogeihe, 
330 Fore Street • Old Port • 772-5656 
• j 
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Why let loud noise 
overwhelm conversation? 
ClearVoice IC automatically controls loud 
noise so you hear comfortably. 
What's ClearVoice IC? It's a revolutionary 
loud noise control microcircuit that fits into a 
Beltone hearing aid so small nobody notices 
you're wearing it. The woman on the left is 
wearing a Beltone - did you notice? 
Admit it. You're tired of loud noise making 
conversation uncomfortable. So why torture 
yourself when ClearVoice can automatically 
I control noise levels for you? Don't wait -
now is the time to hear clearly once again. 
773-6121 OR 1-800-734-HEAR 
Stop saying, "I'll do it tomorrow." 
CALL BELTONE TODAY FOR 
YOUR FREE VOICE . 
UNDERSTANDING ASSESSMENT. 
ates. 
Like, totally cool. He's just the best thing that ever happened to me. 
We met at a dance and my girlfriends thought he was totally way. 
So I took twelve color pictures down to Generated Image 
and they made me some really excellent color calendars from them. 
I'm going to give one to my parents. They are just going to die. 
GENERATED IMAGE 










SCULPTURAL TILES & PLANTERS 
FRAN SHANLEY 
JEWELRY 
1 50/0 TO 500/0 OFF 





tops in lots 
of.fun designs. 
Concepts in Comfort 
9 Faden Road, 
South Portland 







Pendleton Scarves, Caps, 
Shirts and Robes ... $20 to $115 
F,.ee Gill H rappil/g -/,')l{Ifo"p;;;:::~~-:;>C=.=--A.H . BENOIT&CO. · 
188 Middle St. In the Old Port 
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STATION AT A CROSSROADS 
Continued from front page 
Almost since the moment i.l wrecking ball finished 
destroying Union Station in October of 1961, Port-
land has wanted another train station. Finally, it's 
getting one. But not even Wayne Davis, chairman of 
TrainRiders Northeast, expects the city to build 
anything as grand as Union Station. And visions of 
Portland's train station seem to be shrinking with the 
realization that the city has to pay for it. 
The other partners in the venture to restore 
passenger rail service to Maine have already ponied 
up their share. The federal and state governments 
are combining to spend $28.5 million on upgrading 
the tracks between Boston and Portland. And 
Amtrak has committed $20 million worth of equip-
ment to service between the cities. So Portland is on 
its own to fund the station. 
"It will be a local hit," said City Manager Bob 
Ganley. That hit includes acquiring the land for the 
station, constructing a parking lot and 
building the station facility itself. At the 
very least, the station must contain a 
ticket office, a waiting area and a 
covered platform for riders. 
In April, the city selected two poten-
tial station sites: one on Commercial 
Street next to the International Marine 
Terminal, and another off St. John Street 
The Maine Department of Transporta-
tion (MOOT) ranking sy~tem gave both 
sites 70 points, enabling them to edge 
out South Portland's site in the contest to 
host the northern terminus of Amtrak 
service in Maine. 
receive an estimate of the station's cost until they . 
pick a site. In the meantime, public hearings and City 
Council workshops on the train station will focus on 
which site the citizens prefer. 
Both sites occupy apprOXimately seven acres. Both 
include room for parking at least 200 cars, plus 
parking spaces for buses and taxis. But plans for the 
sites remain sketchy beyond that. No drawings have 
been done of the stations themselves, and they won't 
be until a site is selected. Then the city will use a 
$60,000 federal grant to address issues such as how 
large the building should be, what other uses it 
might have and where on the site it should be built. 
The St. John Street site is near the waterfront end 
of the street, behind Barber Foods. It also si ts on the 
existing main line of the railroad, which means trains 
from Boston could pull into the station and head 
north - as the state hopes they will in the future-
with minimum delay. 
The site has the benefit of being close to 1-295, the 
Veterans Bridge and other major traffic arteries like 
Congress and Commercial streets. According to 
consultants who assessed the sites for the state, it has 
great potential for linking train service with other 
forms of transportation. Metro buses already pass the 
site. The Greyhound station is located within walking 
distance. And shuttle buses could easily carry people 
to the ferry terminal, airport or downtown. 
The Commercial Street site actually represents 
two possible locations for a train station. The 
primary site occupies land next to the ferry terminal, 
just west of the Million Dollar Bridge. An alternative 
site sits on the city-owned terminal property, on 
which the passenger station would be located near 
the flagpoles at the terminal entrance. 
The site is also accessible to 1-295, the Veterans 
Bridge and the Million Dollar Bridge. Although no 
existing bus routes run by the area, the site is linked 
to other forms of transportation. The 
ferry terminal is adjacent to the site and 
the island ferry terminal is nearby. And 
the city aims to create a shuttle bus 
system allowing commuters to park at 
the Portland Fish Pier. The city's pro-
posed 1993 budget also calls for 
constructing sidewalks to connect the 
terminal to the Old Port. 
The Commercial Street site's proxim-
ity to the Old Port could provide a boost 
for the downtown economy, according 
to City Councilor Tom Allen. 
"If we have a train station near the 
Million Dollar Bridge - if we can fit it in 
and make it compatible with the Hapag-
Uoyd container operation - it's likely to 
produce spinoff benefits for Commercial 
Street and downtown," Allen said. 
Since the state ranked Portland's sites 
dead even, the City Council must pick a 
station site and pick it quickly. The state 
wants a decision by mid-January because 
the Boston-to-Portland rail project is on a 
fast track, and trains are supposed to be 
running by early 1994. The council won't Amtrak conductor John Garde loads passe~e,. on board In K1naston, R.I. Continued on page 10 
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Continued from page 9 
Both sites flawed 
While both sites have merits, they also have flaws 
that add to their cost and divide support for them. 
The St. John Street site contains about 1,000 square 
feet of wetlands that would have to be filled. A 
2,800-foot access road would also have to be built-
at an unknown cost - to connect the station to 
Congress Street. And the site sits in a dark, industrial 
part of the city, which doesn't appear very inviting 
to pedestrians or businesses that might want to tie in 
to the station. 
There's also a "high probability" that the site-
which once housed a tannery and varnish factory -
contains hazardous waste, according to the state's 
consultants. The EPA even considered putting the 
site on its Superfund cleanup list in 1989. So the 
state's consultant recommended that the city test soil 
at the site for contamination. 
But the property's owner, Guilford Transporta-
tion, is reluctant to let the city conduct tests. "We 
don't like to have too many holes dug in our prop-
erty without an owner attached to them," said 
Guilford Vice President Leonard Lucas. 
Guilford isn't keen on selling the property either, 
according to Lucas. He said the company prefers to 
sell the Commercial Street site because Portland's 
waterfront zoning constrains how Guilford can 
develop it. 
Although Lucas said the company "wants to work 
with the city" on purchasing one of the sites, some 
city councilors believe Guilford is trying to coerce 
the city into buying the waterfront property. '1 can't 
see Guilford putting the city over a barrel at all," 
Councilor Peter O'Donnell said sarcastically. 
The city considered other sites in the corridor 
behind St. John Street. But available space in the area 
is limited by wetlands, the new jail and existing 
businesses. And the city didn't want to take property 
by eminent domain, Ganley said. 
The Commercial Street site has its share of 
problems, too. It also has a high probability of 
containing hazardous waste, according to the state's 
consultants. TVs, tires, scrap building materials, 
refrigerators, stoves and a bulldozer still litter the 
property from its decades of use as a local dumping 
ground. Three unregistered oil storage tanks are 
buried near the site and were the possible source of 
an oil spill, the consultants reported. The EPA has 
considered the site for Superfund status, and the 
consultants ad vised the city to test it, too, for con-
tamination. 
The site also faces the problem of being off the 
main line, which means the city would have to build 
a track to the site - and buy the property on which 
the track ran. The state estimates that it would cost 
$1 million to lay one mile of track. 
More important, trains running to the station 
would encounter delays they wouldn't at the St. John 
Street site. 
Amtrak's proposed four-car train to Portland 
would have to travel the extra mile at 10 mph, then 
tum around at the station, and drive back to the 
main line - which translates into a 15 to 20 minute 
delay, according to AI Clark of Amtrak. "That's an 
appreciable amount of time," Clark said. "It's 
certainly a factor that weighs heavily toward the 
consideration of other sites such as the one at St. 
John Street," he added. 
Portland's Economic Development Director 
Virginia Hildreth said the problem might be allevi-
ated by using "push-pull" trains. In the push-pull 
system, the engine would pull the train into the 
station. Then its power would be reversed so it 
pushed the train on its southbound route. 
But Clark noted that passengers on push-pull 
trains have to face backwards when the engine's 
power is reversed. "And if they're sitting backwards, 
they get unhappy and bitch and moan," he said. A 
Leroy Shepherd sells coffee to a passenger In the cafe car. 
push-pull system would also prohibit Amtrak from 
using some of its conventional equipment, like 
baggage and club cars, which aren't wired for push-
pull servi ceo 
Yet Clark called the push-pull debate a "non-
issue." "Push-pull is not really a solution because the 
train has still got to run down to the station and 
come back to the main line and that's two wasted 
, moves, anyway you look at it," he said. 
If Portland remains the end of the line in Maine, 
the wasted moves aren't as critical. But the state and 
TrainRiders Northeast hope service will extend to 
the north in the future. Then, the delay would add 
costly minutes to train service and make it less 
competiti ve with automobiles. '1t never occurred to 
us that anybody would want to put the station 
anywhere but on the main line," said Davis. 
Alan Caron, who helped launch TrainRiders 
Northeast in 1989, admitted that a station on the 
main line would be most efficient. But Caron fears 
that Portlanders will balk at the station's cost, 
jeopardizing restored service to Maine. So he's been 
pushing an alternative site that would hold down 
the cost of a station. 
Caron wants the station located in the ferry 
terminal. He argues that the city already owns the 
property and that the terminal is underutilized much 
of the year, especially from October to April when 
the Scotia Prince isn't sailing. 
Caron's plan has met resistance, however, from 
the people who run the Scotia Prince and the Hapag-
Uoyd cargo business, which unloads containers at 
the terminal's dock and stores them in the terminal 
parking lot. Managers of both companies said 
Caron's proposal would severely disrupt their 
operations. "It's totally unacceptable. There's not a 
square yard of space we could give up," said Hank 
Pols, president of the Prince of Fundy Cruises 
Limited. 
Pols would like to see the station built just to the 
west of the ferry terminal. Yet he predicted it would 
deliver few passengers to the Scotia Prince. "1 don't 
anticipate it would be a major factor at 
all. Besides, if people arrive at St. John 
Street we could shuttle them here," he 
said. 
"But obviously," he added, "it makes 
common sense to integrate passenger-
related sites. It also makes sense to locate 
the station closer to town ... How you 
weigh the technical aspects of the 
railroad versus common sense, leave 
alone financial issues, now that's another 
story." 
Balancing act 
Despite the lack of details about the 
two station sites, competing camps are 
already lining up behind their preferred 
sites. "St. John Street clearly does more 
for train service and Commercial Street 
does more for economic development 
opportunities. That's the crux of the 
decision," Ganley said. 
Portland's business community favors 
the Commercial Street site. And groups 
such as the Old Port Retailers Associa-
tion and the Downtown Improvement 
District have written letters to City Hall 
streSSing the benefits of siting a station 
close to the ferry terminal and down-
town. 
On the other side, advocates for train riders are 
backing the St. John Street site. The National Asso-
ciation of Railroad Passengers has even joined the 
debate. The Washington-based group cited the 
shortcomings of the "dead-end stub at the ferry 
terminal" in a letter Wayne Davis forwarded to 
Mayor Charlie Harlow. 
Al Clark of Amtrak also prefers the St. John Street 
site, although he's not adamant about it. "I would 
recommend St. John Street, but we can live with 
both," Clark said. 
City Councilor Keri Lord was frustrated by 
Clark's waffling. "Supposedly we base our decision-
making on expert advice, and they have to give it to 
us without pulling punches," Lord said. '1 don't 
want to hear a wishy-washy 'We can live with both' 
opinion. If one site has long-term benefits for the 
future of rail service in Maine, I want to hear clearly 
that 'This one will work better in the long hauL'" 
But Clark and Mike Murray, the state's director of 
rail transportation service, are trying to be diplo-
matic because the city has to fund the station. "Let 
me offer this scenario," Clark said. ''What if Amtrak 
wants Site A and the city is only willing to fund Site 
B. How do we reconcile that difference?" 
Above all, Clark and Murray aim to reach agree-
ment with the city on a site. They want rail service to 
succeed and they don't want to start the venture 
with a bloodbath over choosing a site. 
"Cost and hazardous waste might wind up being 
deciding factors," said Tom Allen. But no one in City 
Hall knows what a station at either site might cost. 
"At this point, anything is possible," Ganley said. 
"All I know is that the cost has not been identified." 
The state's consultants aim to provide the city 
with a rough estimate of the costs of developing the 
two sites - minus the cost of acquiring land. Ganley 
hopes to have the two parcels appraised in time for 
the council's impending decision. 
Still, questions remain about how the city would 
pay for the station. The most obvious answer is that 
it could float a bond. But if the bond exceeds $1.8 
million it must be approved by the 
voters through a referendum. And there 
doesn't appear to be enough time for 
that process. 
"Personally, I think there needs to be 
more than local money on this thing/' 
Ganley said. 
Wayne Davis claimed the city could 
tap federal pots of money, especially if 
the station is built to link different 
modes of transportation. Then the city 
might be able to garner funds from the 
Intermodal Surface Transportation 
Efficiency Act (lSTEA), he said. 
While he maintained that the city 
would have to pay for acquiring and 
developing the station site, Murray said 
the state might be able to help the city 
develop access roads and connections to 
1-295. 
Davis also hopes that private inves-
tors - like retail store owners - will 
help develop the train station. "1 always 
assumed there would be private money 
involved," Davis said. But so far, no 
private investors have surfaced. 
"1 think everybody knows we're under 
the gun and they should step forward 
now," said City Councilor Anne Pringle. 
"It's something that the community 
Morelli, Saco's city planner and a Portland resident. In 
Saco, Morelli explained, the city government, the 
business community, and even school children were 
excited about the prospect of building a station in the 
city (see sidebar, page 13). 
'1 haven't seen the same kind of enthusiasm in 
Portland City Hall as I did at Saco City Hall and on 
our streets," Morelli said. "If this were being champi-
oned more strongly by some people, it would have 
been worked out by now. I'd like to see some city 
councilors and staff try to pick up on the enthusiasm 
of TrainRiders Northeast. It seems to me the city may 
be squandering a real opportunity." 
Although Morelli admitted he doesn't know 
which site he'd tell the city to choose, he maintained 
that the city needs to recognize the benefits of a train 
station and start to drum up interest and support for 
a station at either site. 
"With good, progressive salesmanship, Portland 
voters would support a train station. They have a 
good record for supporting good civic projects ... and 
this is a great civic project." 
Ticket to ride 
Morelli contended that many Portlanders aren't 
rallying around a train station because they don't 
appreciate what they stand to gain. "Somebody 
should be putting together information about the 
benefits of having a train station in Portland," he 
said. ''They've got to make the case that public 
transportation benefits the economy, environment, 
social and civic life of Portland." 
TrainRiders Northeast has spent the last three 
years trying to get passenger service restored to 
Maine, but Portland hasn't soughtthe group's help 
in developing a station site. 
When passenger train service is restored to Maine, 
Amtrak plans to run trains between Boston and 
Portland at least three times a day, according to Davis. 
"We want to see six, but we'd be happy with five," 
Davis added, citing a study commissioned by the state 
has got to get behind," agreed Peter Two passengers let Amtrak do the driving. 
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Legislature, which concluded that the service would 
attract almost 300,000 riders in its first year. 
H Amtrak stuck to three trains, "they'd probably 
run one early enough for a 9 a.m. appointment, then 
one for management types or shoppers who could 
go in a little later, and then one after work," Davis 
said. Weekend schedules would be more flexible, he 
added. 
The trains would contain four cars, including a 
lounge car offering beverages and snacks. Each car 
woulli seat 62 to 80 riders, according to Davis. He 
also wants to see "revenue enhancing services," such 
as club cars and mail cars, which might help bolster 
the service's success. 
According to the Legislature's study, a one-way 
ticket between Boston and Portland would cost $6-
$10 for regular commuters, and $13-15 for others. 
The study didn't mention round-trip fares; bargain 
fares; the fares for service among stations in Woburn 
and Haverhill, Mass., Dover and Exeter, N .H., and 
Wells and Saco; weekend service to the University of 
New Hampshire in Durham; or summer service to 
Old Orchard Beach. The 114-mile trip is projected to 
take two hours, about what it takes by car. 
Davis also noted that trains are less expensive 
than other modes of transportation, especially when 
the cost of improving existing roads or building new 
ones is measured. Existing rail beds can be upgraded 
for use by high speed trains for approximately 
$500,000 per mile, Davis said, while a new interstate 
can cost from $25 to $200 million per mile, according 
to the CongreSSional Budget Office. (It would have 
cost $5.3 million per mile just to add an extra lane to 
the Maine Turnpike.) "The average person doesn't 
mind spending money for a good road to Waterville, 
but the cost of railroads is miniscule in comparison," 
he said. 
Bringing passenger trains to Portland also opens 
Amtrak's "Northeast Corridor," from Boston to 
Washington, to Mainers. In the foreseeable future, 
Continued on page 13 
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HOLIDAY BAGEL PLAlTERS! 
@:: " :>': ., '" . ~ -r :" .< And other delicious delights for you and your guests. 
Please give one day notice for platters. 
879-2425 • '5 Temple Street • Portland 
*PERSONAL INJURY. WORKERS COMP 
CIVIL LITIGATION 
JOHN J. SEARS 
Attorney At Law 
"Free initial consultation for Injury cases. 
Fees paid only upon recovery. 




97 A Exchange Street. Portland, Maine 
Your 
Christmas Tree 
is waiting for you 
Pick from a full selection of fresh cut trees including 
the exceptional fraser fir. ;:.~~ 
· Cut trees include 
Balsam fir, Blue 
spruce, Scotch pine, 
Douglas fir, Fraser fir 
· Sizes for all spaces ' 
from table top to a 
majestic 30 foot 
· Living trees you can 
plant after Christmas 
· Wreaths, swags, fresh greens 
· Balsam fir roping made to order 
· Poinsettias and holiday arrangements 
· Gift certi fi cates/ gifts for gardeners 
Open 8 am to 7 pm Mon-Sat, 9-5' Sunday 
O'Donal's Nurseries 
At the junction of Rts. 22 'and 114, Outer Congress Street, Gorham 
just five minutes from the Maine Mall Phone: 207·839-4262 
Victim of progress 
Portland once had a grand old train 
station in the perfect location. But it 
was destroyed to make way for a 
supermarket. 
Condemned by Americans' love for 
cars and airplanes, Union Station was 
demolished on Oct. 31, 1961. As 
workers from Boston's Bay State 
Wrecking Co. toppled the station's 
clock tower, the last to leave was a 
seagull nicknamed Willie the Hermit. 
The gull had been perched on the top 
of the tower daily since the demolition 
started six weeks before. 
Before the station opened in 1888, 
the city's West End was sparsely 
populated and sylvan. But once the 
building was erected, the area around 
it became a windfall for property 
owners. The West End Hotel-
another victim of progress - was 
built across the street from the station 
and settlements to the east and west 
sprang up quickly. 
During the station's rich, bustling 
life, five of the nation's presidents 
passed through its cavernous halls. 
Countless thousands of Maine 
military men also said goodbye to 
their loved ones at the station - some 
for the last time. 
But interest in the trains waned, 
and the station was closed on Oct. 29, 
1960, because Maine Central Railroad 
couldn't afford to pay taxes on it. The 
State of Maine Express, which made its 
final run from the station at 9:45 that 
night, was no longer drawing enough 
passengers on its four daily trips to 
Boston to offset the station's expenses. 
In 1961, Boston developer Samuel 
Poorvu purchased the 72-year-old 
station for $250,000. The Portland 
Terminal Co., which sold the station 
to Poorvu, had sought a demolition 
permit in March of that year. But the 
request was denied because the 
company's application did not include 
an adequate proposal for rat extermi-
nation. Portland officials were 
concerned that a large rat population 
would infest the neighborhood if there 
weren't plans to dispose of them 
during demolition. 
Finally, Poorvu got the go·ahead. 
The demolition of the station, which 
had been modeled after a French 
chateau, was mourned by many 
Portlanders. 
"On such a night as this only a few 
years ago, Union Station would have 
been alive, throbbing with holiday 
excitement, echoing to happy greet-
ings as visitors poured into Maine for 
a long weekend," wrote the Porl/and 
Evening Express. "Tonight there will be 
no greetings, no long express trains 
gliding to a halt under the train shed, 
no locomotives panting impatiently as 
they wait to move more trains deeper 
into the state. The trains are gone, the 
train shed is gone, the station is dead, 
crumbling into dust. Even the pigeons 
have been diSpossessed." 
Though Union Station was no 
more, passenger service to Boston 
continued until 1965. Riders used a 
platform across the tracks from the 
former station and bought their 
tickets, in ever dwindling numbers, 
right on the trains. 
The destruction of Union Station 
did give rise to something good, 
however. Its untimely end prompted 
local citizens to channel their outrage 
into activism. Within three years, 
Greater Portland Landmarks was 
incorporated and had begun to buy 
and renovate historic buildings. 
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Continued from page 11 
Mainers could ride to Boston's North Station and then 
hop an Amtrak bus to South Station to continue south. 
But while Boston's Central Artery is undergoing its 
"Big Dig" reconstruction, there's even a possibility its 
two train stations might finally be linked. 
U.S. Sen. George Mitchell has ordered the Federal 
Transportation Authority to study the feasibility and 
cost of connecting the two Boston stations. That 
study will be completed next year. But it would still 
take three to five years to build the link even if 
construction started tomorrow. 
Davis cited other advances on the horizon that 
will make travel on the Northeast Corridor even 
more efficient. For instance, Amtrak is bringing new 
trains into service next year that are larger, quieter 
and even contain showers. Amtrak is also currently 
testing new Swedish trains that travel at 140 mph 
and make the trip from Boston to New York in under 
three hours. 
Train travel north from Portland could improve, 
too. That's because Maine owns a rail network 
emanating from Brunswick that would allow trains 
to run to Lewiston, Augusta, Bangor, Rockland, Bar 
Harbor and even the Canadian Maritime Provinces. 
Clark said Amtrak might '1ike to conclude" its 
Northeast Corridor service with trains to Bangor. 
Davis also envisions foliage and ski trains running to 
Maine's western mountains. Others have imagined a 
light rail system connecting Portland, via existing 
tracks, to the Sebago Lake region. 
But before any such plans become reality, Port-
land has to buy a station site. And Davis is 
concerned that if Portland builds the wrong site, the 
plans will never be more than just plans. 
"It appears clear that the use of a dead-end spur 
would be just that, a dead end," he said. ''We might 
end up building a jewel for Portland, but a lemon for 
the rest of the state." caw 
Bob Young has taken trains all cmer tire C{luntry and Ire's 
eagaly IlWaiting tire day when Amtrak's East Coast trains 
offer showers. 
Portland might want to look 
south to Saco for a few tips on how 
to site a train station. 
From the start, Saco zeroed in on 
one site, right in the heart of the city, 
and the community got behind it. 
"It was an idea that captured the 
imagination and interest of the 
city," said Saco City Planner Peter 
Morelli. "There were presentations 
about the station at the chamber of 
commerce and other business 
groups, and classes of school 
children were even coloring 
pictures about what the train station 
meant to them. 
''There was the kind of enthusi-
asm in Saco for the train station that 
was reserved for minor league 
baseball in Portland," Morelli said . 
The city proposed that the station 
be built on Factory Island (also 
called Saco Island), at the same site 
that served as a station during 
railroading's heyday. The site sits 
off the railroad's main line. It also 
sits on Saco's Main Street, about 200 
feet from the center of downtown, 
and just 1,000 feet from Biddeford's 
Main Street across the Saco River. 
About 20,000 people live within one 
mile of the location. 
The decision to build a station at 
the site was made easier because the 
property was the only vacant parcel 
in the area with decent street access, 
Morelli said. And it was just 
waiting to be put to use by its new 
owners, the Saco Bay Resource 
Recovery Co., which bought the 
property at auction last summer 
after former owner Gavin Ruotolo 
failed in his bid to convert the 
island's old mills to condominiums. 
The owners and the city intend 
to make the station the focal point 
of development on the island, 
according to Morelli. The Maine 
Department of Transportation 
(MOOT) was impressed enough by 
their plans to give the station site an 
SO-point ranking, which tied Saco 
with Wells for the highest rating 
any community seeking a station 
received. 
Saco doesn't yet have construc-
tion plans designed for the station 
or the funding to build it. "It's 
difficult. We haven't worked out 
the details yet," said Morelli. "But 
we've got a spirit of cooperation 
with the owners and we're deter-
mined.'! 
Morelli hopes the sta tion will 
house a small shopping center, 
which will help to finance the 
facility. Businesses such as Dunkin' 
Donuts and Mail Boxes, Etc. (which 
provides business communication 
services), have expressed interest in 
opening shops at the station. 
Morelli also envisions businesses 
like bakeries, dry c1ean~rs and 
travel agents occupying the site. 
The Biddeford-Saco-Old Orchard 
Beach Transit Committee has also 
pledged to make the station part of 
its regular route. And the Saco 
Business ASsociation, the Saco 
Tourism Association and Saco & 
Biddeford Savings Institution all 
wrote letters to MOOT supporting 
the station. 
On the strength of such support, 
MOOT gave Saco its maximum 
score of five points in the category 
Boston's South Station Is currently the end of the line for Amtrak service In the Northeast Corridor. 
of "Community /Financial 
Support/Private Participation." By 
comparison, Portland's two sites 
each received two points. 
Although the details haven't 
been ironed out, Morelli said he 
expected Saco Bay Resource 
Recovery Co. will continue to own 
~he 7 3/4-acre station site, with the 
city holding a 99-year or similarly 
long-term lease on the property. 
Morelli, who led the city's bid 
for a station, approached the 
project from a planner's perspec-
tive. "If you want to keep your 
downtown healthy you have to 
grab at these opportunities," he 
said. "If the station is done as a 
local transportation center with 
parking and shuttle buses, it can 
become one of the urban centers 
around which economic activity 
can occur." 
A Portland resident, Morelli 
attended the Portland City 
Council's first train station 
workshop on Nov. 30. He said he 
was disappointed that councilors 
and other civic leaders "don't 
seem to be pushing hard enough" 
to make citizens aware of the 
station's benefits. 
Morelli said it's in the city's best 
interest to "push on with it. If you 
look at this as a first step toward 
better, faster train service to 
Boston and a more practical way 
to get to New York, imagine all the 
economic activity that can happen 
around it - just look at what 
happened around the Jetport. 
"Besides that, they could use 
the train to come to Saco." 
14 OIsev Bay Weeldy 
Get Portland's new 
train station on track 
Portland's supposed to get a train station soon. However, most of the activity 
surrounding its arrival has been spent in a tug of war between Old Port busi-
nesses and train buffs over where the station should be located. 
That's an important decision. But we'll also need to find money for the station. 
We'll need to design it. We'll need to promote it. And we'll need to reach out to 
people who stnI think driving 1-95 is the best way to get to Red Sox games. The 
key to accomplishing this work - and there's not much time - is a committed 
effort from public officials, private citizens and businesses. 
Nobody had to sell Saco or Wells on the idea of a train station. Those commu-
nities picked their sites early and steadily built up public support and 
involvement. 
But as the clock ticks, Portland's still stuck at the crossing. Just because we're 
getting train service doesn't mean the station will materialize out of thin air. Yet 
nobody at City Hall seems ready to talk about how Portland will pay for its train 
station and what will happen if citizens balk at buying it. 
'i' 
Weat CBWbelieve it's time to get together and get the train station rolling. 
Business groups, for instance, want to pitch in, but they haven't been asked and 
I don't know what to do. We challenge the following 
[ !l i H' { ] 5 ell groups to build a pro-train station coalition: '1 ~ U " r; Portland's City Council: Former Mayor Tom 
Allen proved to be a mover and shaker on transpor-
tation issues. But lately he and the council seem more preoccupied with the finer 
points of liquor laws than how to encourage community involve'ment in building 
a train station. Portland residents expect leadership from the council. On this 
issue, they're not getting it. 
Portland citizens: Form a group to fuel interest in the train station. The "Play 
Ball, Portland" effort demonstrated that committed citizens and businesses can 
work together toward a common interest. If we could invest the same energy in a 
"Back on Track" effort as we did in the push for Double-A baseball, we'd make 
great strides. 
Private Investors: Climb aboard. As Sc!co City Planner Peter Morelli pointed 
out (see this week's cover story, "Station at a crossroads"), people are more likely 
to use the train if the station is clean, attractive and creatively designed. That's 
where investors and developers come in. Because if the station is properly used -
as an intermodal transportation hub - they'll get a return on their investment 
from people eating and shopping in the station area. 
Portland would benefit, too. The city faces the prospect of footing land pur-
chase and station construction bills with a bond, or with property taxes. And it 
wouldn't make any tax revenues from a publicly owned station. 
Portland city officials and planners: Involve yourselves more. Saco produced a 
snappy brochure describing its vision for a station - and business support for it 
- at an early stage of the game. The work paid off: businesses, activists and even 
schoolchildren are all contributing to the effort. Here, officials have been mostly 
silent. 
The Portland Newspapers: Keep this issue on the public agenda. Back in April, 
the Press Herald gushed over an architect's mock-up of the proposed station, 
dubbing it "Gateway to the Northeast!" The editorial concluded, "Now it's up to 
us to make it happen." But in the months since, the newspapers' interest in the 
station has waned. What happened? It's ironic that the daily is using more ink to 
promote a proposed railroad museum than it is to restore train service to Maine 
for living, breathing passengers. 
Transportation advocates and environmentalists: You, too, must come aboard. 
Anyone who voted against the widening of the Maine Turnpike has a responSibil-
ity to push train ridership as an alternative. Portland's new station could be a 
transportation hub for taxis, buses, shuttles, pedestrians and - someday -light 
rail lines. And that would mean cleaner air and a lessening dependence on 
foreign oil. 
Train advocacy groups have also not been properly utilized. These groups offer 
a wealth of information and contacts. We ignore their passion and expertise at our 
peril. 
'i' 
We can present a persuasive case that trains are quicker, cheaper and more 
convenient than cars. And the new Portland station should be the best advertise-
ment of all for passenger rail service - as well as for the city to which it will be 
the gateway. 
Demolishing Union Station was a terrible mistake from which the downtown 
has never quite recovered. We fear that, without sufficient interest and planning, 
Portland's next train station may go the same way. 
We must work together to ensure that doesn't happen. (PK & BY) 
Hunting for support 
Bob Allen's hysterical diatribe 
(11.19.92) deserves an answer if only 
for his poor manners. Stereotypes, 
ignorance, belligerence, cultural 
prejudice and character assassination 
are all there. 
When five people are killed in one 
weekend we don't rail about drivers, 
we rail about drunken or otherwise 
irresponSible drivers. Last year a fi ve-
year-old boy and a 70-year-old man 
were killed in boating accidents in 
which they were basically bystanders. 
Again, the outcry was against 
drunken and irresponsible boat pilots. 
Compared to driving, boating, A TV 
riding and even skiing stats, hunting 
comes out pretty good. Check the 
insurance sta ts. Things are far better 
than they were, but they could be 
better still. Testing for licenses, 
firearms education and shotgun only 
restrictions in newly developing areas 
are good ideas. Polemical blather only 
raises tempers. 
Mr. Allen displays a cultural bias, 
using language reminiscent of the 
racist attitude of our European 
forebears denigrating the Native 
American culture that they couldn't 






ban culture. There are also deep and 
real differences between the vegan 
philosophy and the traditional 
hunting culture, which considers itself 
part of the natural process of preda-
tion. These differences are often used 
to divide what could be a very strong 
environmental constituency. 
I have never met a drunken hunter 
or one in any kind of a frenzy. Those 
who think it must be easy might take 
up serious wildlife photography to get 
an idea. If we can't get together let's at 
least be civil. Don't call me a gun-
toting, ignorant savage and I won't 





A word from the 
latex generation 
I think that the gay and hetero-
sexual communities need some kind 
of shot in the arm when it concerns 
safe sex practices. Since I'm more 
familiar with homosexual issues and 
am not afraid to admit it, I might as 
well be the one to talk like a dog in 
heat. 
I'm no angel but I've observed over 
and over how my fellow brothers and 
sisters don't protect themselves when 
it comes to sex. I try to protect myself 
these days and in the meantime am 
'1ooking" for some kind of stable 
relationship, if it's to be found . Love 
isn't all that it is cracked up to be, and 
since we're living in the '90s, the latex 
generation, sometimes love is best 
kept to one's self __ . 
Well, I think that it's time that some 
of us adults got our act together and 
stopped pretending that HN cannot 
get us. That's a fallacy. Are you afraid 
to go out and get a test, if only to scare 
yourself into using rubbers regularly? 
The test on a regular basis is enough 
to scare anybody into thinking safely. 
I've had 10 tests and am extremely 
paranoid when it concerns where I 
put my mouth or any other part of my 
body these days. 
If you're going to play and you 
don't want to pay for it in the long run 
use rubbers whenever you can and try 
to come up with new and interesting 
ways to have sexual relations. I have 
and have found that with the use of 
my imagination, sex is healthier, more 
fun and less frightening, especially 
when you slip up, as 1 occasionally 
used to. I make it a habit to use those 
damn things because I'm trying to 
protect something special: my life. Try 
to do the same thing. 
0lL, .c:j~ CB(~\ru ~nrq;:&DYl 
Ashley BraCbe Lennartsson 
Portland 
OK to kill coyotes 
I'm responding to the recent 
shooting of coyotes by a Cape Eliza-
beth resident. At the very least believe 
me, coyotes don't belong in such a 
populated area. Would you want your 
two-year-old child to encounter one 
while playing in the backyard? 
The fish and wildlife department 
hires professional trappers to go into 
deer yards in the winter when the 
snow is deep to keep the coyotes' 
numbers in check. They don't get hit 
by cars like deer. If they didn't the 
coyotes would completely wipe out 
the deer. 
I've spent my entire life in the 
study of wildlife. We also cannot 
compare domestic dogs to coyotes -
the idea is completely foolhardy. 
Coyotes in the winter chase deer out 
onto the ice of a pond or lake because 
deer quickly lose their footing and are 
easy prey. It's not a pretty sight. 
As for coyotes cleaning up road 
kills - in Falmouth we give the deer 
to someone who can use the meat. 
Wouldn't it seem better to give the 
deer to a needy family. 
Let's keep coyotes in the less 
populated areas and keep the num-
bers in check so we can have a few 
deer to enjoy. Please let's not have the 
Walt Disney attitude. 
.: uddu i )( Ie /t'i, WCof 
7 
Wilder J. McManus 
Falmouth 
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"Take the most offensive uses and totally prohibit them." 
Ganley warns against "getting greedy" 
In 1987 Portlanders voted Uy a2-to-1 mIlrgin to ban non-
marine uses from the city's WQterfront. On Dec. 21, the City 
Council will vote on zoning amendments to relax the ban. And as 
councilors wrestle with the fine points of the proposed amend-
ments - such as whether to allow an aquarium as a "conditional 
use" or restaurants that occupy 4,000 square feet - they're 
hearing one frequent lament from key players in the waterfront 
debate: that the city lacks a vision for the waterfront. Without a 
vision, these activists argue, the waterfront seems destined to 
piecemeal development and endless wrangling between staunch 
working WQterfront advocates and free market proponents. 
Below, CB W presents the vision of City Manager Bob Ganley, 
in the second of a three-week interview series with prominent 
players in Portland's waterfront debate. 
To whom does the waterfront belong? 
I think there's a balance between the people who actually 
own the land and what is the greater overall need of the 
city. Any transportation center - whether it's a highway, 
river or a waterfront - falls into that category ... The 
waterfront is part of the city's identity. We're a port city. 
How do you see the waterfront five 
years from now? 
What I'd like to see five years from now is continued 
public investment, but also more private investment, mainly 
in the working waterfront type of activity. And I'd like to 
see much more attention given to the potential west of the 
bridge and what it can do for the city, eSpecially with a new 
bridge being built. 1 think the focus west of the bridge 
should be on cargo and bulk storage ... There's a lot ofland 
there and a higher bridge means easier access for ships. 
The eastern end of the waterfront should focus primarily 
on fishing and transportation via ferries and cruise ships. 
Fishing, lobstering and ship repair berthing need to be the 
focus down there. 
How do we ensure that the berthings 
remain affordable for fishermen? 
I think it's generally been accepted that the wharf owners 
need to rent out some space to uses that will generate 
income and help subsidize [the wharvesl. The debate is 
going to continue on just how broad that policy should be in 
terms of new construction and the range of uses. 
We need to be very careful. There's plenty of opportunity 
to do things on the waterfront that does not have to infringe 
upon. the needs of the industry... If there is any relief 
granted it's got to be more toward Commercial Street and 
it's got to be on upper floors. But it should not. .. displace 
marine businesses that really need to be on the waterfront. 
How can we spur private investment? 
We need to give owners some flexibility so they can 
maximize how much rent they can get out of their proper-
ties. We also have to get them into some sort of financing 
operation like we did with the Downtown Portland Corpo-
ration. Maybe we could set up a process whereby they can 
get some help, maybe add something to their mix of 
financing, so they can go to a bank and get 75 to 85 percent 
of what they need and go to a public corporation and get the 
other 20 percent at lower interest rates. 
The health of the waterfront is as big a concern to me as 
the health of Congress Street because it's the one thing we 
have in Portland that can't be duplicated in the suburbs. 
Is an aquarium part of your waterfront 
vision? 
I'm not sure an aquarium is part of my vision for the city 
at all. I need to be convinced that there's more support for 
an aquarium than I've seen so far. I know there are people 
who think it's a major piece of waterfront revitalization, but 
it's got a big price tag and there needs to be real grass-roots 
support for it. 
Do you support the idea of creating a 
port authority or land bank to promote 
public investment? 
I'd have to know specifically how it was going to work. I 
think authorities tend to get real powerful and they can 
become another level of government and somewhat insu-
lated from reality ... I have yet to have anyone tell me that 
there's an overwhelming advantage to setting up a port 
authority. So then let the city go about its business. We run 
an airport. We run ferry terminals. We do a lot of things that 
authorities do elsewhere. 
A port authority could provide a single 
comprehensive vision for the waterfront. 
The city has been struggling for about 20 years trying to 
get that vision for the waterfront. I'm not sure you're ever 
going to get it. A lot of people have different visions. 
Doesn't it make sense to have one 
vision instead of developing the 
waterfront piecemeal? 
They tried in the early] 980s with American Cities Corp. 
That was supposed to be the vision for the waterfront, and 
where did that get us? All it did was make the debate more 
heated, and divide the community even more. So I'm wary 
of comprehensive visions. I think there can be problems 
when the whole community is locked into one vision and 
there isn't a lot of room for other viewpoints. 
So how should the city develop a vision 
for the waterfront? 
We're always going to have differences of opinion about 
what to do on that waterfront. So we should not try to get 
unanimity of opinion on it. I think consensus is going to be 
required. But consensus is going to require compromise, 
and it's going to take time. It will take incremental move-
ments. We've got to go slowly with it, go a step at a time. 
The question is how to achieve consensus. How do you 
heal the wounds? You've got to do it with trust. You've got 
to show that we took this step and it worked out and maybe 
with the next step there will be more confidence ... 
It's going to take people not getting greedy ... That's 
where I think the aquarium comes in. Some people see that 
as going a step too far. Here we are trying to provide some 
relief and relax some of our strict marine-only guidelines, 
and sure enough, as soon as we do that we start seeing an 
aquarium and a convention center and that kind of thing. I 
on the 
think that's a legitimate 
concern ... 
When you start going 
from the moratorium to wate rfront adopting a zoning law 
with an aquarium or a 
convention center slipped in, all of a sudden you raise red 
flags. 1 think the solution, and I've said this all along, is to 
take the most offensive uses and totally prohibit them. 
Are there any possibilities on the hori-
zon of bringing new marine industries, 
like aquaculture, to the waterfront? 
Nothing specific. The city's focus has been to work on our 
properties and we've done a wonderful job. 
We took the Fish Exchange from bankruptcy to solid 
solvency. We've worked hard to bring cruise ships in, and 
the cargo container facility. And we made the improve-
ments at the Maine State Pier with the new Casco Bay ferry 
terminal. All have been done in the last five years and J 
think all are to the betterment of the working waterfront. 
We need to keep working in those areas, to make sure the 
cruise ships keep coming in, to see if we can expand the 
container service, to see what we can do about other 
possible marine-related uses ... 
I think it would be a mistake to make the waterfront 
some type of chic trendy place that's going to attract lots of 
tourists. 
I know it needs some infrastructure improvements, but 
Portland has a great waterfront. We need to make sure it 
stays healthy. And we also need to ask a question in terms 
of vision - if what we have the(e now continues to stay 
healthy, isn't that enough? 
The problem with seeking a vision is that it assumes you 
don't have enough already. People continually come into 
this city and say we've got a great waterfront. 
Bob Young 
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On top 
of it all at 
SA 
Sugarloaf Mountain Hotel 
Early Winter Specials 
Ski and stay at Maine's biggest 
mountain and finest resort hotel. 
Nightly lodging and lift packages 
through December 25 start at 
$ 6 5 per person double occupancy 
For reservations or information 
from U.S. or Canada calI: 
1~800~52 7 ~9879 
Sugarloaf Mountain Hotel 
Box 2299, Carrabassett YalIey, 
Maine 04947 
• " 
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Donate And Save! . .. 
I 
Step Up To Great HQme Entertainment This Holiday! 
• 
Donate to our annual canned food drive and we'll provide 
you with great home entertainment. For just 4.95 and 5 
cans of food you can have Public Cable instaIled in your 
home. Again this holiday season, Public Cable is teaming 
up with The Salvation Army and The Preble Street 
Resource Center to distribute canned food to those who 
need it. Public Cable brings your family a fuIl line-up of the 
highest quality programming available! Public Cable's quality 
service is always backed by our 30 Day Money Back 
Guarantee. CaU now and save $25.00! 
Donale 5 cans of food and SAVE $25! 
Call now for $4.95 installation. 
775·3431 or 1·800·833·2253 
Public Cable 
3([8 
ofll tlte tIu"6-~ we a'te 
0fXr tlYllUable in Public Cable's ya.r round raldenUaI scrvicc atU only. as ddned by 
&anchlse. Some restrictions apply. Offer ends Dec. 18 . 1992. 
This Christmas, give your child 
the gift of music. 
Pine Point Records proudly announces it's newest release: 
A LITTL~ ()~AC~ &: VUI~T 
by Rick Charette 
# PPC-006 cassette 
Also from Rick Charette: 
Christmas Tree 
,A wonderful collection of original 
songs written by Rick Charette 




Available at most book stores and children 's toy stores, or call or write Pine 
Point Records, P.O. Box 901, Windham, Maine 04062 (207) 892-7175 or 
FAX (207) 892-6593. Visa or Mastercard accepted. Send $9.98 plus $1.00 
postage for each cassette ordered. Maine residents please add 6% sales tax. 
PINE POINT 
RE CO RD COM PflN Y 
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Telling tales in wood and paint 
Heidi Prior Gerquest introduces the Cheshire Cat 
to a pre-Renaissance Italian master at Congress Square 
• By Margot Brown McWU/iams 
The chances are strong that Heidi Prior Gerquest didn't 
spend her childhood tuning out in front of a TV set, ignored 
by indifferent parents. A fair wager would be that she spent 
it instead thoroughly immersed in the worlds of the Brothers 
Grimm, Hans Christian Anderson, J.M Barry, P.K Travers 
and Lewis Carroll. Such weavers of wondrous tales - and 
only those - could have forged the fanciful and joyous 
imagination of this artist, furniture maker and creator of 
environments. 
Continued on page 19 
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A1.ddln The animated tale of a poorteenage boy who 
wins the love of the sultan's beautiful daughter with 
the help of a genie (the vok:e of Robin Williams). 
Features six newsongs from the late Howard Ashman, 
Academy Award-winning composer of "Beauty and 
the Beast" 
Bodyguard Whitney Houston, In a daring casting 
move, stars as a black popular singer whose life Is 
being threatened by a crazed fan. Not to worry, she 
hires an ex-secret servk:e agent (Kevin Kastner) to 
ensure her physical wel~belng. They fall In love. Bad 
movie, nice clothes. 
818m Stok .. •• Dr""ul. A vampire (Gary Oldman) 
Journeys from Transylvania to London , drawn by an 
Innocent )'<lung woman (WInona Ryder) who Is the 
spitting Image of the love he lost four centuries 
earlier. The fate of mankind - not to mention that of 
Winona - Is In the hands of one man, Van Helslng 
(Anthony Hopkins), a vampire slayer. But can he 
serve up the stakes In time? Also stars Keanu 
Reeves. Directed by Francis Ford Coppola. 
The Candy""'" A hook-handed killer disembowels 
and plucks apart several people In a Chicago housing 
project. A unlversl1¥ student (VIrginia Madsen) be-
lieves the killer Is a black man - not sammy Davis 
Jr, - who was martyred a century earlier for a 
forbidden love. 
Th. Dlatlrwulahed Oentle""'" Eddie Murphy plays a 
small·tlme grllterwho manages to scam his way Into 
Congress. Onoe In Washington, he becomes the 
quintessential politician - taking advantage of all 
the perks, playing both sides of every Issue - until 
he meets the lobbyist of his dreams (Sheryl Lee 
Ralph). 
A Few Good Men When two Marlnes are court-
martlaled for murdering a fellow corpsman, the 
government hires a slick Harvard lawyer known for 
his plea bargaining. He, In tum, Is bullied Into trying 
to discover the truth by another officer (Deml Moore), 
who suspects a cover-up. Also stars Jack Nicholson 
as a crooked colonel. Rob Reiner directs. 
__ YouIII Mel Gibson stars as a daredevil test 
pilot who volunteers to be cryosenlcally frozen alter 
he loses his true love. FI1\y years later a couple of 
kids dethaw him, but It's Jamie Lee Curtis who 
appreciates his frozen assets. 
Glengarry Glen Ro .. SUrvival of the fittest becomes 
survival of the sleaziest when a group of smalHlme, 
unscrupulous salesmen compete against each other 
to sell worthless real estate. Based on DavId Marnet's 
Pulitzer Prize- and Tony Award-wlnnlng play. Clever, 
brittle, draining. Stars AI Paclno, Alec Baldwln and 
Jack Lemmon. 
Home Alone 2: Lost In New York Careless Kevin's at 
Itagaln. This time he loses his family at an alrportand 
ends up alone for the holidays In New York City, with 
only his dad's credit cards to keep him warm. By a 
remarllable coincidence he runs Into the two Inept 
burglars he thwarted two CMstmases ago. Stars 
Macaulay Culkin, Joe Pescl, Daniel Stem and 
Catherine O'Hara . 
La.t of the Mohican. Based on James Fenimore 
Cooper's classic novel about colonial America, in 
whloh the French and English, each allied with NatIve 
American trlbes, waged a fierce and bloody battle for 
the new continent Amid the connlct, Hawkeye, a 
frontiersman born of English parents but raised by 
Mohicans, rescues and falls desperately In love with 
the daughter of a Brltlsh officer. Stars Daniel Day-
Lewis and Madeleine Stowe. "Miami Vice" creator 
Michael Mann directed and co-wrote the script VIvid 
and violent 
A ....... of Their OWn In 1943, all the basebal~ 
playing men were at war overseas and women were 
g1Yen their chance to play professional ball. Penny 
Marshall directs this comecly about the AI~Amerlcan 
Girls Professional Baseball League. Starring Geena 
Davis. Lori Pet1¥, Tom Hanks and Madonna. 
Th. 1M.,. End Greg Araki dlrectad his own screen-
playabouttwo HIV·positive lovers -a male freelance 
film critic and a violent male drifter - who set Off on 
a crime spree up the West Coast after Inadvertently 
killing a cop. 
Malcolm X Spike Lee directs this biographical drama 
based on "The Autobiography of Malcolm X.' Acad· 
emy Award-winner Denzel Washington stars as the 
controversial activist who began his adult life as a 
Zoot-suited hustler who ran numbers, smoked dope 
and led a burglary ring before becom Ing the charis-
matic leader of the nation of Islam, famous for his 
calls for "necessary" violence and black separatism. 
The movie's first Image - after the credits roll-Is 
of Spike Lee; does that tell you something? 
The Muppet Chrl.t.".. Carol The Muppets do 
Dickens. SUpposedly, this rendition of "A Christmas 
Carol" Is faithful to the original - except for the 
singing frogs and pigs. See Kermit as Bob Cratchlt, 
Miss Piggy as Mrs . Cratchlt and Michael Caine as 
Scrooge. Paul Williams penned the original songs. 
Of Mice and Men An adaptation of John Steinbeck's 
classic novel abouttwo ltinerantlaborers trying to get 
by In Depression-era California. Lenny Small (John 
Malkovlch) plays a dimwit whose Innocent misuse of 
his vast PhYSical strength continually gets him In 
trouble with the law. Gary Slnlse, co-founder of the 
Steppenwolf Theatre Company, co-stars as Lenny's 
quick-witted friend and protector George. Sherilyn 
Fenn (Audrey from "Twin Peaks") also stars. 
Mlltr_ A has-been director and a wannabe writer 
peddle the wrlter's script to a trio of potentlallnves-
tors, all ot whom demand plum parts for their glr~ 
friends. Ironically the script Is about an artist who 
would choose death before dishonor. Stars Robert 
De Nlro, Danny Aiello. Robert Wuhl, Martin Landau, 
Ell Wallach and Christopher Walken. 
A RIv .. Run. Throuah It Robert Redford directs this 
adaptation of Norman Maclean's autobiographical 
novella about how he and his )'<lunger brother were 
taught the art of life through fly fishing by their 
Presbyterian minister father. Set In Missoula, Mo., In 
the first quarter of th Is century, "River" Is an absorb-
Ing parable about accepting life's rare moments of 
grace In the face of Its Inexplicability. Brad Pitt plays 
the headstrong little brother. Tom Skerltt plays the 
fastidiously restrained father, and EmllyLloyd makes 
the most of her somewhat undeveloped role as 
Norman's love interest 
Slnel_ Six unattached urbanites living In an apart· 
mentcomplexln Seattle search for love success and 
happiness with varying degrees of success. Directed 
byCarneron Crowe ("Fast nmes at Ridgemont High" 
and .Say Anything·) . The ensemble cast Includes 
Bridget Fonda, Matt Dillon, Campbell Scott, Kyra 
Sedgwick. Accurately captures the nuanoes of '20-
something relationships - and It's funny too. 
Sneak ... A group of security experts are hired to 
break Into "Impenetrable' places to test security 
systems. They are led by Martin Bishop (Robert 
Redford). a fugitive from the '60s. When a govem-
mentagencydiscovers Bishop's true Identity, heand 
his "sneakers" are blackmailed Into participating in 
a covert operation. Directed by Phil Alden Robinson 
("Reid ot Dreams"). 
Strang'" In Good Company Seven elderly women 
on a sightseeing trip are stranded when their tour bus 
breaks miles from nowhere. Taking shelter In an 
em p1¥ house, they go about the business of surviving 
until they are rescued and In the process they talk 
and talk some more. The actors themsellles -
amateurs recruited from retirement homes and se-
nior citizen clubs - created much of the dialogue. 
Academy Award-winner C)f1thla Soott directs. 
Und .. Sleg. A group of terrorists capture a U.S. 
battleship on Its way to being mothballed, Intending 
to sell Its nuclearwarheads. The entire skeleton crew 
Is drugged - exoept for one man, a Seal and former 
CIA operative, played by Steven Seagal- who else? 
Fairly mindless, but almost worth seeing for Tommy 
Lee Jones' perversely Whacked-out performance as 
the man who wants to nuke Honolulu. 
what's 
where 
OWing to scheduling changes 
after CBW goes to press, movie 
goers are advised to confirm 
times with theatres. 
General Cinemas 
Maine Mall 
Maine Mall Road. S. Portland 
774-1022 
Dates effective Dec 11-17 
No Dec 16. 6:45 showing of 
Last of the Mohicans 
Under Siege (R) 
4:15.9:20 
Last of the Mohicans (R) 
1:36.6:45 
Bram Stoker's Dracula (R) 
1:10.4, 7:10, 9:50 
Aladdin (G) 
12:30, 1, 2:20, 3;10, 5, 5:20. 
7. 7:30,9.9:30 
Home Alone 2: 
Lost In New York (PG) 
12, 1:30. 2:30. 4:15, 5. 
7, ~35. 9:20. 10 
The Bodyguard (R) 
1,3:45.7:15.10 
Hoyts Clark's Pond 
333 C)ark's Rd., S. Portland 
879-1511 
Dates effective Dec 11-17 
No Dec 12. 8:30 showing of Malcolm X 
Forever Young plays Dec 12 only 
A River Runs Through It (PO) 
12:30.3.6:30.9:15 
The Muppet Christmas Carol (G) 
12.2:15.4:45. 7. 9 
A Few Good Men (R) 
12:15. 1. 3:30. 4. 6:45. 
7:15. 9:45, 10:15 
Malcolm X (PG-13) 
11:30. 11:45. 3:45.4:30.8.8:30 
The Distinguished Gentlel11lln (R) 
12:45. 1:15. 3 :15. 4:15. 7:30, 7:45. 
9;55.10:05 
Forever Young (PG) 
8:30 
The Movies 
10 Exchange St.. Portland 
772-9600 
Matinees Sat & Sun 
The Living End (R) 
Dec 9-15 
Wed-Fri 7. 9; Sat-Sun 3. 9; Mon-lues 9 
Strangers In Good Company (PO) 
Dec 12-15 
Sat-Sun 1. 7; Mon-lues 7 
Mistress (R) 
Wed-lues 7. 9; Sat-Sun 1. 3 
Nickelodeon 
Temple and Middle streets. Portland 
772-9751 
Dates effective Dec 11-17 
Second shows run Sat-Sun only 
A League of Their Own (PO) 
1. 3:50. 6:30. 9;20 
Singles (PG-i3) 
1:50. 4:30. 7:20, 9:5;0 
Candyman (R) 
1:40.4:20. 7, 9:10 
Glengarry Glen Ross (R) 
1:20. 3:40, 6:50. 9:30 
Sneakers (PG-13) 
1:10,4. 7:10. 9:40 
Of Mice and Men (PG-i3) 
1:30. 4:10. 6:40. 9 
+'0. 
Telling tales 
continued from page 17 
Gerquest's art is wonderfully sly, 
Her "Painted Benches and Chairs," 
for example, look awfully 
uncomfortable: stiff-backed, straight-
sided, hard and severe as church 
benches or thrones for medieval troll 
kings_ But just as you're about to 
dismiss them as creations of torture 
for the human body, you find 
yourself staring at them in a funny 
kind of way, suddenly realizing they 
aren't reaJIy a bench and a pair of 
chairs; they're characters from a story, 
With whimsical spindles, fanciful 
painted designs and riotous rows of 
holes carved through the rigid backs, 
they assume personalities. 
You entertain the sneaking 
suspicion that as soon as your back is 
turned faces will appear on them -
like the playing cards in "Alice in 
Wonderland" - and they'll laugh at 
you. So you feign nonchalance, 
looking at other things, and then, 
hoping no one will observe you in 
this absurd act, whirl around to catch 
them at it - just in time to see their 
faces fade back into the design of the 
wood, 
But you've caught on, This is 
totally cool stuff. 
Intrigued, you move on to see who 
else you can meet. First there's a 
towering, narrow cupboard that 
seems to be a grandfather clock, but 
isn't quite, It too has a definite 
painted in a faux marble finish and 
suspended by the two back supports 
of the chair - Gerquest features as 
guest artist the pre-Renaissance 
Italian painter Piero della Francesca. 
Gerquest has apparently quite 
che2lfully cut these faces out of some 
glossy art book and laminated them 
onto the wood surface of these ovals. 
She then provides with her own 
brush an appropriately distant, 
pastoral, Italianate landscape 
background. 
These chairs are wonderfully and 
subtly humorous. The somber and 
ineloquent 15th-century faces. 
suspended in no apparent context 
from the backs of tiny chairs with 
aggrandized shapes (the chair arms, 
backs and feet are crowned with gold-
painted balls that suggest royal 
scepters), seem to gently mock the 
types of grim ance~tral portraits that 
have hung in the great halls of class-
proud European chateaux for 
centuries, To finish off the mockery 
she covers the plush, thick royal 
cushions with red-and-white-checked 
Italian restaurant fabric, Plunk. Back 
down to earth, The play's over, 
Where's the spaghetti and chianti? 
Finally, Gerquest has carved. and 
painted a headboard for a bed. that is 
so playful and colorful that fairy tales 
once again spring to mind: princesses 
in their bowers, or Thumbelina being 
carried gently down the 
stream asleep on her lily 
pad. 
personality and a 
ghost of a face, This 
cupboard's 
personality is busy, 
cheerful and efficient, 
Not an inch of it has 
been neglected by 
Gerquest's paintbrush, 
The door panels burst 
with splashy yellow 
sunflowers against a 
pale blue background. 
See "Painter's Pleces~ -
paintings and furniture by 
Heidi Prior Gerquest - with 
new works by other gallery 
artists through Dec. 10 at 
Congress Square Gallery, 42 
Exchange St., Portland. 
774-3369. 
Gerquest's world, so 
imaginative and joyous, 
is entirely a world to be 
envied. Perhaps the 
country should hear the 
message, unplug the 
boob tube and blow the 
dust off those wonderful 
classic children's tales, 
The darker borders around the doors 
are decorated with wine-red and 
bumt-umberish Oriental swirly 
patterns. The cupboard is topped by 
an ornately carved and painted 
wooden crown. The whole is a 
cheerfully busy interaction between 
carved and painted shapes. 
On the onoosite wall from the troll 
king throne are two more throne-like 
and equally uncomfortable looking 
chairs. Dubbed with mock solemnity 
by Gerquest "Ancestral Chairs," they 
really do have faces - Renaissance 
faces. In the carved ovals that serve as 
frames for these portraits - frames 
stage 
"lIMuty and the 11Mat"' The National Marionette 
Theatre presents their lavish production about a 
young malden who leams to look be)'OMd appear· 
anoes 0ec13-SUn 2 pm-atLewlstonJunlor High 
School, Central Avenue, Lewiston. Th: $6, $4 kids. 
782-7228. 
"The IIoIIrdwlllk Melody Hour MUId ... • at The 
Mystery Cafe Dinner Theatre, Verrlllo's Restaurant, 
155 Riverside DI1ve, Portland. Shows every Saturday 
at 8. For info and reservations call 693-3063. 
We should read them to our children. 
And to each other, And see if the 
world becomes a little less grim. 
Congress Square GaJlery is 
ushering in the holiday season with 
Gerquest's merry creations. as well as 
new works by 16 other gaJIery artists , 
With the waJIs covered by highly 
colorful oils, pastels and watercolors, 
and the floors decked out with Melita 
Brecher's polychrome steel sculptures 
painted in riotous colors, this gallery 
is a great place to come in from the 
dreary days and long, dark nights of 
winter, caw 
"A Child'. CMat",.ln Wh .... • Vintage Repertory 
Company presents Dylan Thomas' reminiscences of 
Christmas past followed by a selection of traditional 
Christmas carols Dec 16 - Wed 8 pm - at cafe no, 
20 Dantorth St, Portland . Th: $6. 772-8114. 
·A Chrl.t",. C.rol· TheChlldren's Theatre of Maine 
presents Charles Dickens' ghostly holiday tale Dec 
12-13 & 19-20 - SatlO:3O am & 2 pm, Sun 1 & 4 
pm - at Waldron Auditorium, Waynfiete School. 
Storer Street. Portland. Th: $6. 874-0371. 
"A CIIII._ c:.o ..... Mad Horse Theatre Com pany 
presents Its annual 1940's redlo version of this 
Christmas classic Dec 17-23 - Thurs-Frl7 pm; Sat-
Sun 2 & 7 pm; Man-Wed 7 & 9 pm - at 955 Forest 
Ave, Portland. Til<: $10, $7 seniors and students 
with ID. 
Art & Soul continued on page 22 
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Why You Should Buy Your Diamond 
Engagement Ring From Cross Jewelers 
Cnlos. u Pmland's oIdcstfamily-owned jewclrystore. has a tradition of excell",GO which spans four gemntions. 
Tho philoocphy which guid<a our store is lllat all jeweUy mUll be made from the bcot precious mdals. designed for 
beauty, deaigned to Iut, set with the f.- gcma mel IC<UI1ltdy roprcsented. Our philooq>hy mel canmitment to 
cxa:llcnce is your grca1Csl aS8Ur1lllCC lllat anything you buy from Cross will rcp=<nt true value mel provide 
muinuDD satisfocticn. Tho benefits of buying your diamond at Cross include: 
Id .. 1 Cu IIIng: ldesl Culling is simply themootbeautifuJ 
way to cut a diamond. Only one out of evcry thousand 
diamonds cut in the _Id today achieves the exacting 
standards of the Cross Ideal Cut diamcnd. Your choice 
of a Cr""" Ideal Cut diamcnd gives you the optimum 
canbination of brilliancy. dispa;sion (rainbow colors) 
and IcintillatiOlt (sparlcle) ... a lifetime of Clltroordinary 
beauty. 
Diamond Hallmark: All of Ooss' Ultimate Ideal Cut 
diamonds cane with a wtique form of identification: • 
Iasc<-inscribed regisuy number on the girdle (wtside 
edge) of the gem, which positively idmtif ... thediunond 
mel authenticates your ownership, This rcgisuy number. 
coiled a hallnwlt, i. just 4 miacns (4-tcl thoosandW of 
an inch) high, and i. vi.ible only under magnificatioo. 
Rcgi5lcrcd to the new owner in the pmnanent records of 
CnlosJcwelcn, the quality grades (cut, color and clarity), 
u well u the carat wcight arc also listed in an interna-
tional diamcnd rcgisuy in New Yark City. Only Cross' 
Ultimate Cut diamonds oIfcrthi. additional guarantee of 
quality. 
FlneslDlamond Moundng: A Cross DiamcndsoUtairc 
mounting starts with the part which holds the diamood, 
coiled thehead. Forged from lSinglc block ofl8K white 
gold alloyed with platinum, the hud go<s through 12 
individual die strikings, using 55 tons of pressure in each 
step. The result i. the strongest, most durable head ever 
made. Tho part of the ring which ",circles the fiflga- is 
coiled the shank. mel is aaftcd from two rectangular 
blocls of 18K gold. Likethehud, theshan1t sectioos go 
through multiple die-striking •• the 55 tons of pr ...... e 
which squcczcs oot aU the air bubbles. densciy compacts 
the atoms of gold. Afur the head and shank st<:ticns arc 
assmtblcd, the ring mounting i.rcady forftnishing. The 
die striking rcsuJts in a ring which accqns an extraordi-
narily high polish. for a beautiful ring which will hold 
Cnlo.· most beautiful diamonds, 
Cross' Diamond Lab: One of the values ofbuyingyour 
diamcnd from Cross Jewelm i. the usuronce lllat your 
diamcnd hIS been weighed. IIld the quality grading 
cha:ked and verified by a rcgi5lcrcdjcwcla-. Byacquir-
ing our diamonds loose, we can guarantee the quality 
represented is exactly correct Each Cross Ideal Cut 
diamond has been hand selected from hundreds. to 
pr<>vide the vcry bcot quality and value, 
Cross' Diamond Selling Shop: Cross' Diamood ScI-
tingShop is staffed by America', finest diamond setters, 
and is 'Visible fran our shaw rocm. ThCflfSt rule of our 
diamond setting shop is, "Take wltatevcramountoftimc 
is necessary 10 set the diammd most SCCW'l:ly and most. 
beautifully." Few people realize 1IIa~ at the moment a 
properly weighted proog is pushed over the edge of a 
diamond, <>ver 45 pounds of pressure i. exerted on that 
diamond. Careful prcparatioos Ire required to ensure 
that the precious m ... 1 00 which the diamood rests is 
perfectly smooth. and properly supports the diamond. 
Because of their value, diamoods are never set "while 
you wait" at Cross Jewelers. Any time pressure on a 
diammd setter inaeases therislc. 10 themamond.. For the 
safety of your diamond, setting in our shop i. always 
scheduled within a block. of time, allowing maximum 
time for III preparation detail •. Tho safety and security 
ofyourdiamcnddq>endsoothequalityofthemounting, 
the philosophy of the diamond sc:tIin8 shop, Il1d most 
imponantly, the skills and attentioo to dcuil by the 
diamood setter. If yoo woold Uke to leam more aboot 
diamoodsclling, ask for a copyof our "Quality of Stone 
Setting" guide, wrillm by Cross Jewelers. 
Cross Diamond Prit .. are Real: For over three quar-
len of a cenwry. Uoss Jewelers has maintained I 
consistcn~ conservative pricing philosophy that allows 
you to shop. with the "r ... 1 price" on evcry piece of 
jewelry in OlD' store. Items are priced according to their 
true value - we never have sales a' offer discounts, 
because prices arenot inlIated to allow for these types of 
anificial sales teclmiqucs. We ftnd that people enjoy 
shopping in a store where quality is accurately repre-
sented and the values arc real - 365 days of the year. 
When non-ideal cut diSCOWll and sale diamonds are 
accuratdy graded for cut, color and clarity and accu· 
rately weighed for their Cllntt weight, their "savings" 
often not ooly vanish when compared to an Ideal Cut 
diamood, but may be priced at a premium <>va- the Ideal 
Cut. 
Cross Is • Teachln, Jewelry Slo .. : We have always found that whenever coosumcn have the facts, they make 
infomtcd decisions and have thehighcst level of satisfaction in their pun:hasc. Our entire .taffi. committed to taking 
any amount of time necessary to answer your questions and give you the backgroond information necc:ssary 
concerning gems andjcwclry. Cross has just completed a 24-page booldcttitled, "Cross Guide to the World', Most 
Beautiful Diamonds." Hyw have been thinking of the purchase of adiamond, we invite yoo to'lop and receive your 
frcccopy, 
Cross Jewelers 
The Uptown Jewc!ry Store 
Manufacturillg lewelers since 1908 




& stay amused. 
Somewhere over the rainbow 
If you're wondering why oh why. like the birds. you too can't fly over the 
rainbow - just for the holiday season, you've got a kindred spirit in John Mason. 
Join Mason, an editor for Muse Press, as he riffs on Christmas with a reading of 
the Ad\<ent Vespers episode of Thomas Pynchon's postmodem classic, "Gravity's 
Rainbow: 
"This ain't no Dickens,' said Muse. The reading commemorates the season; 
Christmas in 1944 London - the sixth of World War II - a time for exiles, 
prisoners, the elderly, the mentally ill and the "passed over"; as well as the 20th 
anniversary of Pynchon's controversial novel. 
Though it won many awards. "Gravity's Rainbow" was denied the Pulitzer Prize 
because the board decided it was obscene and incomprehensible 
(like Joyce's "Ulysses," which holds a similar cultural 
position). No Pulitzer was given that year in fiction. 
Pynchon himself is as evanescent as a rainbow: 
He has never been photographed or 
interviewed, and his whereabouts have 
Friday, Saturday 
Sunday 
December 11, 12, 13 
10 am to 6 pm 
wonderful gifts, 
free gift wrapping, 





118Washfngton Ave.lntawn fUtIaIld 
always been unknown. 
Rnd out more by tapping 
your heels together 
tIYee times and 
, 
saying, "I want 




7:?IJ p.m, on 
Dec. 15: 772· 
8114. 
• great music meg - great beer & wine 
Dec. 10 fremN.Y.O'yAB_a 
& J 1 YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD 
SAXOPHONE QUARTET 
Dec. 12 r ....... N.Y O'Y J ... V.caIia, 
DOIIINIQUE MOE w/ '11m Ray OD ptaao 
Dec. 15 POE'I1lY READING. JOlIN MASON 
....... 'I1Iomaa Pyaclloa 
Dec.16 __ Rep. Co. Dylaa 1110_' 
"CHILD'S CHIUSI1IAS IN WALES" 
reR"_UODI wekome • cloeecl monday. 
20 danforth It. • 77208114 
thursday 10 
• Not just for the wick-ed commit-
ted: In observance of International 
Human Rights Day, Amnesty 
International Group #174 
holds a candlelight vigil at 
Monument Square tonight 
from 5-6 p.m. City Coun-
cilor Peter O'Donnell and 
former political prisoner 
Reza Jalali will 
speak. Group #355 
does the same thing 
at 7 p.m. at Royal 
River Park, E. Elm 
Street, Yarmouth. 
After a procession 
down Main Street, 
the group will hold 
a meeting at 7:30 in Merrill Memorial 
Library. 
Call 874-3250 for more info about 
the Portland gathering, 688-2220 about 
Yarmouth. Bring a candle, (bring a 
match), bring a friend. 
• 'scape artists: Escape the visual 
confines of life in the city with 
Annette Lavallee and Heather K 
Baker, both members of Union of 
Maine Visual Artists, whose New 
England oil and watercolor scapes will 
be on view in "Down East Flair," a 
holiday art show opening tonight 
from 5-7 at the Seamen's Club, 1 
Exchange St., Portland. Champagne 
(not free, 'cause that's illegal! but 
cheap - $1 / glass) and free hors 
d' oeuvres. 772-7311. 
friday 11 
• Enjoy great sax? Reed on: Based in 
NYC and Boston, Your Neighborhood 
Saxophone Quartet is a multi-reed 
ensemble that collaborates in a full 
spectrum of compositional techniques 
from traditional jazz formalism to 
cutting-edge improvisational excur-
sions. Each member of the quartet -
Joel Springer, Tom Hall, Allan Chase 
and Doug Yates - contributes 
original compositions to the band's 
repertoire. Hear 'em improvise at cafe 
no,20 Danforth St., Portland. 
Admission's six bucks for the 9 o'clock 
show. 772-8114. 
JOURNEYS 
!...!':!. 1\1 A I N E 
by Welsey McNair 
Prints by Marjorie Moore 
POETRY READING TONIGJIT 
December 10, 8 pm 
~
. RAFFLES 
' .. d C·A . F.E 
.' . . ' .. BOOKSTORE 
OPEN WED & TlIUR 'TIL 8 PM 
Mon.-Fri 8-5, Sat , 9:30-5, Sun 12-5 
555 Congress Street, Portland' 761·3930 
FREE GIFT WRAPPING 
Join us for lunch, dinner 
or some Christmas Cheerl 
While you relax we will 
wrap all your gillS for freel 
Please bring your own boxes & 
we will do the restl 
Dec.12 & 13, 2·7 pm • Dec.19 & 20, 2·7 pm 
Dec. 21·23, 6·10 pm • Chrisbnas Eve, 1 Ni pm 
336 Fore 51. "In Ihe Old Port 
772·8619 
tuesday 15 
• There are four kinds of 
movies in this world: 
full-price, matinees, renters and 
sneak-ins. Using this system is 
fun and easy. 
'The Bodyguard," for 
example - the tale of a rock 
superstar (Whitney Houston) 
who falls in love with her 
bodyguard (Kevin Costner), 
who can't commit to her 
because he holds himself 
personally responsible for the 
shooting of ex-President Reagan 
- is definitely a renter (if 
possible, a dollar swap). To 
quote CB W Listings Assistant 
Where's Waldo? Look for him Thursday, Dec. 17. PhctolJim Dugan Shelley Tebbutt: "Bad movie, 
saturday 12 
• Quick-draw McMall: See Pauline 
Comanor, the world's fastest cartoon-
ist, as she gives a demo of her tech-
nique at 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. today, and 
supervises a free Christmas Cartoon 
Workshop featuring a draw-along at 1 
p.m. (Drawing materials will be 
provided at no charge.) Comanor was 
discovered by Max Fleischer, creator 
of Betty Boop and Popeye movies, and 
eventually became his protege and 
idea developer. Find her near the 
Gazebo at Maine Mall (Maine Mall 
Road, S. Portland). 774-0303. 
sunday 13 
• Opposites attract: A maiden learns 
to love a beast for what he is, and not 
what he appears. Oh. That's deep. 
Don't you wish the real world worked 
that way. It does, at the National 
Marionette Theatre, which sets its 
production of "Beauty and the Beast" 
in the Renaissance period, using full 
stage sets, special effects and music by 
Bartok & Easdale. The acting's a bit 
wooden, but you won' t mind paying 
$6 to see it ($4 for kids and seniors) -
at 2 p.m. in Lewiston Junior High 
School on Central Avenue. Call LA 
Arts for more info at 782-7228. 
monday 14 
• Put pedal to the metal: He sings, he 
dances, he makes hors d'oeuvres! 
That's right, for the fifth year, David 
Goulet presents his "Reflections of 
Christmas" festival featuring holiday 
songs and stories and accompanied by 
David Rafter on the organ. Home-
made refreshments prepared by 
Goulet and friends will be served after 
the concert at 7:30 tonight at the 
Cumberland Center Congrega-




are $7.50, $5 





must be received in 
writing on the 
Thursday prior to 
publication. Send your 
calendar and Ustings 
infonnation to Ellen Uburt, 
Casco Bay Weekly, 55.1A 
eongrtIU St., Portland, ME 04101.. 
nice clothes." But if you're 
desperate, and want to verify this 
rating system, 'The Bodyguard" is 
playing at General Cinemas, Maine 
Mall Road, S. Portland. 774-1022. 
THE YELEVETEEII RABBIT 
by The Young People's Theatre 
Wed., Dec. 2, 9 & 16 at 4 pm 
Sat., Dec. 5 & 12 at 7 pm 
Sun., Dec. 6 & 13 at 2 pm 
****************** 
A SUOBTLY ASKEW 
CHRISTMAS REVIEW 
on the Mainstage 
Fri., Dec. 4 & 11 a18 pm 
Sat., Dec 5 & 12 at 2 pm 
For infor.'nation a~. The Theatre Project 
reservatIOns • • ~. t 4 School Street 
call 729-8584 . Brunswick 
wednesday 16 
• Years and years and years ago, when I 
was a boy, when there were wolves in 
Wales, and birds the colour of red-flannel 
petticoats whisked past the harp-shaped 
hills ... when we rode the daft and happy 
hills bareback, it snowed and it snowed. 
Quit yer waling and go hear more 
about "A Child's Christmas in Wales," 
Dylan Thomas' mini-epic (what the 
French call an epicette, or epicita, as they 
sa y in the Spanish. And wha t seismolo-
gists call an epicenter). Anyway, 
Vintage Repertory Co. presents the 
poet's memories of Christmas past-
followed by traditional carols sung in 
four-part harmony - tonight at 8 at 
cafe no, 20 Danforth St., Portland . Tix 
are $6. 772-8114. 
thursday 17 
• Take the scenic route: Portlander 
Jim Dugan exhibits his photos of 
Monhegan island and sister island 
Manana in "Island Sojourns," which 













SUNDAYS 1 1 -2pm 
Mexican specialites 
such as huevos chorizo, 
huevos rancheros, 
eggs benedict 1St 
traaitional brunch 
items for the gringos! 
~~~~~~~~92 Exchange St. 
Portland, ME 04101 
Phone 77-LOCOS 
Open Every Day 
The show opens tonight from 5-8 at 
the Photography Cooperative, 547 A 
Congress St., Portland. 781-4578 . 
friday 18 
• Stop brooding, get out of the house -
and down to Geno's (13 Brown St., 
Portland) to see The Brood, an all-girls 
garage rock band from Portland. Double 
Naught Spys, a Connecticut garage rock 
band, also plays. Admission is $4 for the 
9 o'clock show. 774-8760. 
saturday 19 
• You'll have Christmas coming out 
your ears: Portland Symphony 
Orchestra presents its annual "Magic 
of Christmas" concert, this year 
featuring musical theatre star Karri 
Nussle, The Boy Singers of Maine, the 
1SO-member Magic of Christmas 
Chorus and Portland municipal 
organist Ray Comils. They'll perform 
the usual musical suspects under the 
direction of Conductor Toshi 
Shimada. Tix are $9-$27 for shows 
today at 2 and 7:30 p.m. at Portland 
City Hall Auditorium, 30 Myrtle St., 
Portland. Reservations: 773-8191. 
Mutagenic caviar, anyone? Feast 
your eyes Thursday, Dec. 17. 
Photo/Tim Dugan 
Plan Your 
Holiday Gathering at 
The Olde House 
cXfie 
o[cfe +faUS( 
e(e.qo"tlf atftC 'l!~ 
5- ~cfi[o.,i Cs 






llam- 2pm . 
Located 1 mile north of Route 302 
on Rt 85 in Raymond. 
Reservations Accepted • 655-7841 












NEW, VI NTA GE & CONS IGNED CLOTH ING 
500 Congress St., Portland 774-1241 
Monday- Saturday 10:15-&.00 Sunday 12-5 
XMI>S ~: THURSDAY & FRIOAY EVENINGS TILL 8 
... wishes to thank our underwriters for 
their continued support: (Part 1 of 2) 
Amaryllis FOldns Pizza 
Bagtlwalb General store 101 Pets 
Casa~lanca CtRies Grilly McDulfs 
Casco Bay Wtlkly Haldmade Desserts 
JOllihaa CIoper Violin Inner Guide 
Eatt"ri .. Rtconls InlerculbJral Press 
For more information regarding underwriting 
on WMPG call Joanne Lafferty at 780-4151. 
Holiday Spirit Begins here .... 










1/~ Tortes • Bteads • 
t~~ Rolls 
ONE MONUMENT WAY. PORTlAND 
772-7299 • FAX 772·9662 
LUCAS GARDEN CENTER 
• Christmas Trees: Fresh Cut and Potted • Roping: by the yard 
• Wreaths: Plain and Decorated • Poinsettias: of all sizes 
• Holiday Trim: To Deck the Halls 
Santa will be available from 12 noon to 3 PM on Sat. & Sun. 




I $5.00 orr or Free 10" Wreath with I 
I Christmas Tree purchase. I 
144-'"-'"-'"-'"-'" .... 1 
I Limit one coupon per purchase I L ______ / _____ J 
f_ 
Lucas will Recycle your 
Christmas Tree after the Holiday 
at designated drop off areas. Call 
for details. 
LUCAS OPEN Man-Sat 8-5 PM Thurs & Fri 
Til 7 PM 
GARDEN CENTER Sun 9,4 PM 
Course Schedule New Classes Begin January 25, 1993 
MONDAY-THURSDAY 
PERIOD I (8:15-9:35 A.M.) 
AC 120 Principles of Accounting I 
AC 122 Principles of Accounting III 
CS 137 Pro~amming in dBASE" 
EN 170 BaSIC Writing 
GM 262 Medical Computer Technology·· 
LS 256 Introduction to American Gov. 
MS 184 Clinical Procedures II·· 
PL 260 Civil Law and Procedures 
SS 262 Document Production 
PERIOD II (10:15-11:35 A.M.) 
AC 223 Intermediate Accoutning If 
CS 233 System Analysis 
GE 110 BusinessWnting 
GM 164 Pharmacology 
LS 191 Contemporary Problems 
LS 193 Introduction to Economics 
LS 195 Psychology of Personal Dynamics 
PL 264 Debtor and Creditor Law 
SS 168 Word Processing Theory·· 
SS 260 Information Processing! Applications·· 
PERIOD III (11:45 A.M.-1 :05 P.M.) 
AC 120 Principles of Accounting I 
BA 108 Organizational Behavior 
CS 234 Advanced Computer Concepts·· 
LS 172 Speech 
LS 190 Psychology 
MS 183 Medical Science II 
PL 160 Legal Research and Writing 
SS 150 Basic Keyboarding 
SS 168 Word Processing Theory·* 
SS 260 Information Processing!Applications·· 
TUESDAY & THURSDAY 
PERIOD I (5:30-7:55 P.M.) 
BA 108 Organizational BehaVior 
CS 133 Programming Logic 
GM 263 Medical Transcription·· 
LS 190 Psychology 
LS 193 Introduction to Economics 
LS 195 Psychology of Personal Dynamics 
MS 168 Clinical Procedures IV·· 
PL 264 Debtor and Creditor Law 
SS 144 Introduction to Records and 
Information Management 
SS 268 Word Processing Applications·· 
PERIOD II (8:05-10:30 P.M.) 
AC 121 PrinCiples of Accounting I 
AC 122 Principles of Accounting III 
CS 135 Introduction to Microcomputers·· 
CS 233 Systems Analysis 
EN 170 Basic Writing 
LS 184 Group Leadership 
and Conference Techniques 
LS 258 World Regional Geography 
MS 184 Cli nical Procedures II·· 
PL 161 Criminal Law and Procedures 
SS 161 Document Formattinl/ 
SS 260 Information Processing 
Applications·· 
*. indicates a course with a $75 lab fee 
CEU COURSE 
Monday & Wednesday 





Open Daily Until: 
Monday: 8:00 p.m. 
Tuesday: 8:00 p.m. 
Wednesday: 5:00 p.m. 
Thursday: 8:00 p.m. 
Friday: 5:00 p.m. 
Saturday gam -1 pm 
Call for more information at: 
774-6126 or 1-800-639-3110. 
901 Washington Avenue • Portland, ME· 04103· 207-774-6126· 800-639-3110 
Art & Soul CClntinunI from page 19 
stage 
"A Chrtst_ c ..... • The Schoolhouse Arts Center 
presents Its version of Charles Dickens' classic Dec 
11·13 & 18-20 - frl.Sat 8 pm, Sun 2 pm - at The 
Schoolhouse Arts Center, Route 114, Sebago Lake 
VIllage. TIx: $10, $6 Seniors, students & kk1s. 642· 
3743. 
ChrlftlN. St.w The Royal River Players presents a 
Christmas show Dec 11·12-Fr~Sat 7:30 pm - at 
Yarmouth Elementary School, McCartney St. 
Yarmouth. Donation. 8464740. 
"n.. FoNI ...... Portland Players presents this rom p 
about a group of people dealing with a stranger who 
(th<ly think) knows no English Dec 11·12 - Fr~Sat 8 
pm, SUn 2:30 pm - at 420 Cottage Rd, S. Portland. 
TIx: $13. 799-7337 . 
"For the HoUdIoys· The Theater Project presents an 
evening of upbeat Yuletide songs, skits, poetry, 
comedy and drama Dec 1()'13 - Thurs-Sat 8 pm, 
SUn 2 pm-at14 School St, Brunswick. T1x: $10. $8 
seniors and students. 729-8584. 
"HoIldlly Me .......... • Portland Stage Com pany prtr 
sents a special holiday show based on Truman 
Capote's "The thanksgiving Vlsltor- and ·A Christ· 
mas Story" Dec 1·20 -Tues-Thurs 7:30 pm; Frl 8 
pm: Sat 4 & 8 pm; Sun 2 & 7 pm - at Portland 
Perfo""lng Ans Center, 25A Forest Ave, Portland. 
The $12·$20. 774-0465. 
HoIldllY Studio ShoW Casco Bay Movers Dance 
Studio showcases Its students and faculty In their 
holiday studio show Dec 18 - Fri7 pm -at 151 St 
John St, Portland. TIx: $2. 871·1013. 
"1940. R.clo How" The originals present a holiday 
musical Dec 11·12, 17·19 - Thurs-Sat 7:30 - at 
Saco River Grange Hall. Salmon Falls, Bar Mills. T1x: 
$8, $6 students and seniors. 929-{;472. 
"Noir Suaplcl ..... • at The Mystery Cafe Dinner The-
atre, Verrlllo's Restaurant, 155 Riverside Drive, Port· 
land. Shows every Saturday at 8. For Info and 
rese!Vatlons call 693-3063. 
"n.. NuterllCker" The Maine State Ballet presents 
this traditional fairy tale Dec 11·13 - Frl8 pm; Sat 
2 & 8 pm; Sun 2 pm - at City Theater In Bk1deford, 
205 Main St, Biddeford. TIx: $14. 282.()849. 
"n.. NuterllCker" The Portland Ballet Company per-
fo""s the holiday classic Dec 1()'13, 17 &19-20-
Thurs-Frl7 pm, Sat·Sun 1 & 7 pm - at Portland High 
School Auditorium. 284 Cumberland Ave, Portland. 
TIx: $16, $10 seniors, kids and students. Special 
100th anniversary performance Dec 18 at 6 pm 
followed by VIctorian Christmas feast at the Portland 
Club. TIo: $50, $25 kids. 772·9671. 
"n.. R .. son for the .. _on· Portland lync Theater 
presents a holiday musical Dec 16 (for seniors), Dec 
18-20 - Wed 7:30 pm. Fr~Sat 8 pm, SUn 2:30 pm 
- at 176 Sawyer St. s. Portland. T1x: $5 & $10 and 
$2.50 for seniors. 7994802. 
"n.. Red -.. Mad Horse Theatre Company 
presents David Ives' drama. which follows one man's 
search for Identity and explores the boundaries of 
gender Nov 27-1)ec 13 -Thurs.sat 8 pm, SUn 7 pm 
- at 955 Forest Ave, Portland. T1x: $16. $14 kids 
and seniors. 797·3338. 
"Sleuth· Port-Star productions serves up dinner 
theater at The Baker's Table Restaurant, 434 Fore 
St. Portland. Shows every Saturday at 7:30. T1x: 
$27.95 (Includes dinner). 77!H>303. 
"n.. Ve~ RIIbbIt" The Young People' s Theater 
presents Margery Williams' tale of a velveteen rabbit 
who leams what It means to be ·real· Dec 16 at 4 
pm. Dec 12 & 18 at 7 pm, Dec 13 & 19 at 2 pm, at 
The Theater Project, 14 School St, Brunswick. T1x: 
$5. 729-8584. 
"Waltlrc on • a_r USM's Theater Department 
presents this spoof on making life decisions Dec 4-
11-Mon-Sat 7:30pm, SUn 5 pm-at Russell Hall, 
USM/Gomam. TIx: $4. 7f1O.5483. 
auditions 
City n..",., Assocl_ hok1s open auditions for 
• Blithe Splrlt,· Dec 17·18 at 7 pm. All cast members 
will use standard British dialect For more Info call 
282'()849. 
Port*Star Ptoductl ..... holds auditions for Its Janu· 
ary production of -The Butcher, the thief, and the 
Buyer of Beef, • Dec 16-17 at 6 pm atOak st. Theater, 
92 Oak St, Portland. 774-5818. 
Roy.1 River PIIIy_ needs at least four men and four 
women for their Reader's Theatre Christmas produ<> 
tlon to be performed Dec 11·12. Rehearsals are 
scheduled for Thurs evenings and Sat afternoons. 
For more Info call 846-4740. 
VlntII •• R~ Comllllny seeks three slngers/ 
actors for Its Spring/Summer production of "Kurt 
Weill: Berlin to Broadway.' Auditions are Dec 14 at 8 
pm. For more Info call 8284645. 
concerts 
friday 11 
arv... FIthI.n • FrIenda (Medieval/Renaissance 
holk1ay) 8 pm, Corthell Concert Hall, USM/Gorllam. 
T1x: $8, $4 seniors and students with 10. 7f1O.5555. 
Art & Soul continued on page 24 
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Truman (Benjamin Stewart) faces the past as Buddy (David Alford) contemplates the future. Photo/David A. Rodgers 
Share tru "Holiday Memories" at Portland Stage 
• By John PhilUrick 
Portland Stage Company. Those three 
words are enough to bring a snarl to my 
lips, an angry glint to my eyes, a chip to my 
shoulder. Like most actors in southern 
Maine, I am forever griping about how 
Portland Stage Co. (PSC) treats local talent 
at best as second-rate citizens, shipping in 
Equity actors from New York and 
elsewhere, occasionally using one of us 
locals as a spear carrier or other relatively 
insignificant role. 
So It was with malevolent glee that I 
went to see PSC's "Holiday Memories," half 
hoping in my heart of hearts that the show 
would be bad, or at least mediocre, SO I 
could justifiably vent my frustration. Alas, it 
was not to be. 
"Holiday Memories," Russell 
Vandenbroucke's stage adaptation of two 
Truman Capote stories - 'The 
Thanksgiving VisitOl" and "A Christmas 
Memory" - is a very good show. Both 
stories are taken from Capote's childhood, 
when he lived with his elderly cousins in 
Monroe, Ala., while his divorced mother 
attended college. The young Capote became 
best friends with Sook, the eldest of his 
spinster cousins, who called him Buddy. 
Although Sook was in her 60s, hers was a 
young spirit, and she shared Buddy's 7-
year~ld sense of the world. The two were 
virtually inseparable during the five years 
he lived at his cousins' farmhouse. 
As the incidents from his past unfold, the 
grown Truman alternately observes and 
interacts with the characters onstage. 
Capote's rich verbal imagery prOVides the 
audience with an opportunity to snuggle 
back into their own distant childhood 
memories, distorted by the passage of time, 
but waiting to be triggered by the smell of 
fruitcake or the sound of a 
barking dog. sta e 
the school bully or pouting over 
disappointing Christmas gifts. 
David Alford as the young Buddy 
captured the immediacy of a child's mind, 
in which all events seem bigger than life, 
and emotional gears are shifted in the 
period of time between heartbeats. Playing a 
7-year~ld is very difficult for an actor of 20-
something, but Alford convinced with ease. 
John Elsen and Sarah Zinsser each 
played a myriad of roles, from frowning 
relatives to glowering 
bullies. Although many of 
these characters had no 
lines, each was well defined. 
"Holiday Memories" is 
a production with a sparse 
set and a small cast, but the 
talmts of those involved 
more than compensate for 
the lack of spectacle. 
Benjamin Stewart gave a 
wonderful performance as 
the older, narrative 
Truman. His broad 
Elsen's portrayal of Art 
Henderson (Buddy's school 
bully) was especially 
effective. 
MHoliday Memorlesw runs 
Tuesday through Sunday 
through Dec. 20. TIckets are 
$12-$20. A curtain call 
But the audience's 
discussion follows the 2 p.m. 
matinee Dec. 13. 774-0465. favorite in this production 
was undoubtedly Bette 
caricature - flamboyant gesturing and the 
slight lilt he gave a rich southern drawl-
captured the essence of Capote without 
trying to "be" Capote. Stewart moved 
effortlessly from the vantage point of a 
middle-aged observer to a child scared of 
Henritze as Sook, Buddy's 
best friend. She flawlessly coupled the 
simple wisdom and grace of an older, 
experience-laden mind with a childlike joy 
and wonder at everyday life. Henritze was 
perfect in this role, and the noise levell'05e 
measurably when she took her bows. 
Technically, "Holiday Mem:>ries" was 
also outstanding, particularly Chris 
Akerlind's lighting design. The feelings and 
relationships presented by the actors were 
mirrored by subtle shifts in the lighting that 
heightened and expanded the action. Tom 
Prewitt's excellent direction kept the 
characters flowing on the sparse set (the 
Thurberesque image of Art the bully 
enveloping the house was brilliant), and the 
relationships between the characters, 
particularly Buddy and Sook, were very 
clear. 
It would have been easy to try and 
portray the older Truman more literally, but 
Prewitt undertook the more difficult task of 
capturing his spirit, and allowing the 
audience to overlook the physical 
dissimilarities. With a less capable actor this 
might have failed, but Prewitt obviously 
knew what Stewart was capable of and went 
with it, a gutsy choice that paid off. 
Anita Stewart's ingenious set design 
allowed the audience to be inside that old 
farmhouse while simultaneously observing it 
from a distant vantage point - no small feat. 
See "Holiday MeIrOries." Bring the kids, 
your grandmother - hell, bring the dog. 
None of them will be disappointed. caw 
Philiphose Chiropractic Clinic CHRISTMAS SPECIALTIES 
Dr. Alexander Phlliphose. RN. DC 
Attention Skiers I Do you have skier's 
knees? Are you having problems being 
the skier you want to be? Maybe the 
answer is simple - leg inequality. Call 
for a pre-skiing leg check and be the 
best skier you can be. Saturday and 
evening appointments, Free initial 
cODsultatioD. 
Real Health Care For Real Problems 
Toda,.'. chiropractor 
doe. much more thaD. 
Just eet back. to work. 
778 Main Street, South Portland 828-1490 
~ 
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S.t.,. Mu 13 Fri .. Feb. 5 Pittsburgh ~.'BIRrI/:' (W.ut " RASS:' Brian Bedford 
Mon" Feb 8 
THE &IEAr Frrcrson VAUOnlLLi String Quartet MAGIC SHOW Th u .. Apr I 
s.t.. MM. 27 
This Holiday Season give the g ilt of live per-
fo rmance. Purchase a PCA gift certificate ror 
everyone on your list. One size fits aU; great 
Ballet B;4't-/'D' 
c-~_ 
Theatre jji~ Thu .• AF"'. 22 
Tue .. Peb. 23 
111 1.1 .. Forb. 18 
SOLD OUT 
~5tl lOW (6rtttl ~~.~. Silt.. Feb. 20 
s..q.n. 16 
for kids, too. Call PCA or v is it o ur booth 
convenie ntly located at the Maine Mall ne ar 
the Food Court. 
The Third in our Mental Health Awareness Series 
ith Stress 
Due to the overwhelming response to our free program on 
dealing with stress last week, Gina Mosher, OTAll and the 
staff at Jackson Brook Ins.titute will offer it again this Monday, 
December 14, 1992 beginning at 6:30 P.M. at the hospital. 
For many of us, the demands of everyday life can become 
overwhelming and lead to serious stress or depression. 
If you or someone you love are experiencing any of the 
following problems, please plan to attend this program: 
• Isolation • Sadness 
• Financial crisis • Physical illness 
• Depression • Stress 
Reservations are not required for this free program. 




175 Running Hill Road 
South Portland, Maine 
{At the Maine Mall, take the road that runs West between 
Toys 'R Us and the new Lexus dealership}, 
Or, call us at the number below for more information. 
1-800 .. JBI-2000 
Art & Soul amtinued from page 22 
concerts 
PortI.Ind SymP'*'y Orcheetno (Chrtstmas magic) 
7:30 pm, 30 Myrtle st. Portland. Th: $9-27. 773-
8191 or 8()()'639-2309. 
W.'" Cent. Choir _ til. Lewtston-Aubum Youth 
OrcIlHtnl (hOliday) 7:30 am, Bates College Chapa I, 
lewiston. TIx: $5, $3 seniors and Sllldents with 10. 
786e330. 
saturday 12 
8IobIItunoIe ot.tunjI (Afrlca1 drumming) 6:30 &. 9:30 
pm, Arst Parish Church, 425 Congress St, Portland. 
T1x: $15, $12 seniors and kids. 76H)591. 
PortI.Ind Symphony om-trw (Christmas magic) 2 
pm &. 7:30 pm, 30 Myrtle St, Portland. TIx: $9-27. 
77~191 or 800-639-2309. 
Tony "nand .nd John Roberta (Christmas) 7:30 
pm, lhe Center for the Arts at the Chocolate Church , 
804 Washington St. Bath. TIx: $10, $8 students and 
seniors. 442-8627. 
sunday 13 
1IIIt .. Cha .... SI", ... (holiday) 5 pm, Bates College 
Chapel, Bates College, Lewiston. Free. 78&6330. 
C .. co a.y Conc.rt BlInd (hOliday) 3 pm, Woodfords 
Congregaijonal Church, 202 Woodford St, Portland. 
TIx: $6, $4 seniors, sllldents and kids. 797-2737. 
~ne'. Gey Men'. ChON. (holiday) 3 pm, Arst 
Parish Church, 425 Congress St. Portland. TIx: $81n 
advance, $10 at door. 773-5747. 
Fr."k GI ••• ndllueeta (classical plano) 2 pm. Olin 
Arts Center Concert Hall, Bates College, Lewiston. 
Free. 78&6330. 
PortI.Ind Symphony Orcr-trw (Christmas magic) 2 
pm &. 7 :30 pm. 30 Myrtle st. Portland. Th: $9-27. 
77~191 or 800-639-2309. 
Southern ~ne Chllftn'. Chorua (holiday) 3 pm, 
CortheliConcertHall, USM/GorIlam. Free. 78().5555. 
monday 14 
D8v1d IIouIet (CMstmas reflections) 7:30 pm, 
Cumberland Congregational Church, MaIn Street. 
Cumberland Center. Th: $7.50, $5 seniors and 
students. 773-1121. 
• UpcomIng 
PortI_ Symphony Orcheetrw12/17-20/ 92 (Christ-
mas magic) 2 pm &. 7 :30 pm, 30 Myrtle St. Portland . 
TIx: $9-27. 77~191 or 800-639-2309. 
M.rle Pr_"",n .. Edw .... Reichert: 12/20/92 
(contemporary song ~Ie) 2 pm, Corthell Concert 
Hall, USM/Gorham. Th: $5. 78().5555. 
clubs 
thursday 10 
Y_ N.~ ~ ~It« Oazz) cafe 
no, 20 Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114. 
o.Ir. (ham rock) Geno's, 13 Brown st. Portland. 
772·7891. 
Tom Plrcrrzoll (electrlc folk) Granny Killam's Indus-
tr1al Orinkhouse, 55 Market St. Portland. 761·2787. 
Thunclerblly (rock) The LMng Tree Culture Club, 45 
Danforth St, Portland. 874-0022. 
1M Sen .. (new wave) Moose Allay, 46 Market St, 
Portland. 774-5246. 
pt.n.ury Citizen (rock) Old Port Tal/em, 11 Moulton 
St, Portland. 7740444. 
Aztec Two step (folk &. roll) Raoul's Roadside Attrac· 
tlon , 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886. 
Le_ Kerwok. with Rock8t RuRy (karaoke) Spr1ng 
Point Cafe , 175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 7674627. 
T.II.0. (top 40) Hllrds, 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. 
77~O. 
D .. j4Iy Gr.. P__ (karaoke) Tipperary Pub, 
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 775-6161. 
Open Mlc with M. J. BrInk (acoustic) lhe Wrong 
Brothers' Pub at Port BlIIiatds, 39 Forest Ave, Port-
land. 775-1944. 
Look out (alternative rock) Zootz. 31 Forest Ave, 
Portland. 77~187. 
friday 11 
Marl J.". Brink (acoustic) Bramhall Pub, 769 Con-
gress St, Portland. 773-9873. 
Your NeIIIhborhood ~ Quertet Oazz) cafe 
no, 20 Oanforth St. Portland. 772-8114. 
Stevie .. tile BWckouta (rock) Chapples, 1192 
Forest Ave, Portland. 797-9155. 
Art & Soul ccntinued on page 26 
Babatunde OlatunJI: MRhythm Is the soul of life." 
He's got rhythm 
Who could ask for anything more? 
• By Jim Pinfold 
Drummer Babatunde Olatunji came to 
the United States from Nigeria in 1959, 
intent on becoming some form of 
diplomat. On a Rotarian scholarship to 
Morehouse College, Olatunji sadly 
discovered what Africans still find only 
too true today: Americans don't know 
anything about Africa. Surrounded by 
people whose only exposure to his home 
came from Tarzan movies and the like, 
Olatunji was amazed at their naivete. 
"Very horrible ideas," he commented. 
"Most of those movies were filmed 
somewhere other than Africa. Imagine 
how many years of very damaging 
stories people have heard ... " 
Olatunji tried to rectify other students' 
mistaken impressions in informal 
gatherings, teaching them about his own 
experiences. As a child outside Lagos, 
he'd learned drumming from the local 
fishermen, and he'd brought a single 
drum with him to the United States. 
Drumming became part of those 
meetings. By the time he was in graduate 
school at New York University, Olatunji 
was aware that his 
music 
'That's what I do." In traditional 
cultures that's what everyone does 
(though some certainly better than 
others). There is no "why." The 
separation from that integrated cultural 
life is one of the central anxieties of 
modernization. 
In considering the difficulties he has 
witnessed in black America, Olatunji 
addressed this cultural fragmentation, 
saying, 'The drumming is the 1 am: 
This is what the African-American 
doesn't know about. He can have every 
model of car, or buy whatever he wants, 
but if he has no image of himself he 
won't appreciate it. 
"Rhythm is the soul of life. Every cell 
in your body or mine is in constant 
rhythm or frequency. No matter what I 
use in my recordings percussion 
predominates. That' s the source - that's 
where I'm coming from." 
In 1959 Olatunji released "Drums of 
Passion," which to this day remains the 
best-selling recording of traditional 
music ever. After numerous recordings, 
dozens of awards and 
formal citations, and 
innumerable performances 
diplomatic skills were 
not as slippery as the 
field of professional 
diplomacy required. 
He embraced his music 
as the alternative. 
In Western music 
melody is generally 
stronger than rhythm. 
with musicians from Max 
Roach and John Coltrane to 
the Grateful Dead's Mickey 
Hart as well as his own 
ensembles, Olatunji is the 
ambassador he once 
Babatunde OlatunJI performs 
Dec. 12 at 6:30 & 9:30 p.m. 
at FIrst Parish Church, 425 
Congress St., Portland. Tlx 
are $15, $12 seniors & kids. 
761·0591. 
intended to be. Occasionally 
augmenting his own music with modem 
instruments, he is now the foremost 
cultural ambassador for African music in 
the world. 
Children can hum Raffi but they can't 
clap their hands in time to the song. Any 
performance where the masses are 
invited to clap along demonstrates that 
adults are rhythmically illiterate as well. 
But in most cultures of the world 
rhythm is at the forefront of the music 
and the melody is the embroidery. Listen 
to any traditional Native American music 
or Brazilian rainforest music, or almost 
any Asian or African music that isn't 10 
steps removed from its source by 
acculturation: Even the singing is 
primarily rhythmic. 
An inarticulate artist or musician may 
reduce the "why" of his or her art to 
Yet eVer) in this heady role he would 
still like to return to Nigeria for one last 
assignment. He has plans to establish a 
center for African performing arts in his 
hometown of Ajido. But until then, there 
are all the hands to shake (and make clap 
in time) and ears to open. 
"My idea is not to impose African 
culture on anyone," he said. "We need to 
emphasize the things we all have in 
common." caw 
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CELEBRATE WINTER 
with the live music of The Scott 
Oakley Trio. Friday & Saturday 
nights December 11 & 12 
••••••••••••• 
Below Raphael's Restaurant 




·IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST: 
The Civilian Conservation Corps. (1 hr) 
• NEVER IN ANGER: 
The Forts of Portland. (1 hr) 
• THE MUSIC OF THINGS THAT ARE DONE: 
Community Development in West Ireland (1 hr) 
Programs premiere Frl 7-1 ()Pm, and are repealed Sat· Mon.1-4 
& 7-10pm and Tues., Wed., to Thurs. 9arn-noon. 
Callie Channel 37 In Portland, So. Portland, cape Etillibeth, 










MON-TUFS 7 GOOD COMPANY 
~ 
The most creative gifts you'll find! 
Join us daily 
from 11 :30-1 
for holiday 
carols and 
10% oR all 
merchandise. 
The Museum Shop 7 Congress Square 
Give the Gift of Health, 
Fun & Fitness 
A gift that will be enjoyed long after the Christmas tree is gone! 
M.u.e'. Most CO"'l"e#Urui-n Pull Semel CI.b 
196 U.S. Route 1 • Falmouth, ME 04105 
.. ... ..... , 
26 usco Bay Wukly 
GET 
Bringing you a little 
magic for the 
holidays ... ' 
IIII THE PINE.!:F' SHOP 
BAYVIEW GALLERY 
75 Market Street Portland 
773-3007' 10-6, Mon-Sat 
FRAMED 
FOR THE HOLIDAYS! 








SAlURDAY, DECEMBER 12 
10am-4pm 







Art & Soul continued from page 24 
clubs 
Down end Aw., (garage rock) Geno's, 13 Brown 51, 
Portland, 772-7891, 
God Street WIne (new folk) Granny Killam's Indus-
trial Drtnkhouse, 55 Market 51, Portland, 761·2787. 
Scott o.td., Trio aazz) Little Willies, 36 Market 
Straet. Portland. 773-4500. 
The KopteR (rock) The Living Tree Culture Club. 45 
Danforth St. Portland. 874-0022. 
Ac1Ive CUItuN (rock) Moose Alley. 46 Market St. 
Portland. 774·5246. 
PIMebNy Citizen (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11 Moulton 
St. Portland. 774{)444. 
The Zen Trlckst_ (rock) Raoul's Roadside Attrac-
tion. 865 Forest Ave. Portland. 773-6886. 
TheUpe«te,. (R &. B) Spring Point Cafe. 175 Pickett 
St, S. Portland. 7674627. 
T.K.O. (top 40) Hllrds, 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. 
7738040. 
MIIrC llrenn (a<:oustlc) Tipperary Pub. Sheraton Tara 
Hotel. S. Portland. 775-6161. 
Sp/tftN (rock) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port 
Billiards. 39 Forest Ave. Portland. 775-1944. 
saturday 12 
Marl Jane Brink (acoustic) Bramhall Pub. 769 Con-
gress St.. Portland. 773-9873. 
DomInique Eade aazz) cafe no. 20 Danforth St. 
Portland. 772-8114. 
St_1e a the II*:kouta (rock) Chapples. 1192 
Forest Ave. Portland. 797·9155. 
Stone Hut (hard rock) Geno·s.13 Bro .... St. Portland. 
772-7891. 
HeM<_ to Murptrolcl (psychedelic rock) Granny 
Klllam's Industrial Drlnkhouse. 55 Market St. Port-
land. 761-2787. 
Only Motions (worldbeat) The living Tree Culture 
Club. 45 Danforth St. Portland. 874-0022. 
Scott OIIkIey Trio aazz) Little Willies. 36 Market 
Straet, Portland. 773-4500. 
Ac1Iv. CUItuN (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market St. 
Portland. 774-5246. 
Planetary Citizen (rock) Old Port Tavern. U Moulton 
51, Portland. 774{)444. 
BIN Chl..,ok (rock) Raoul's Roadside Attraction. 865 
Forest Ave. Portland. 773-6886. 
The Upe«tera (R & B) Spring Point Cafe. 175 Pickett 
St. S. Portland. 7674627. 
T.K.O. (top 40) Hllrds. 126 N. Boyd St. Portland. 
7738040. 
Bill Cameron (acoustic) npperary Pub, Sheraton 
Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 775-6161. 
Sp/tft,. (rock) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port 
Billiards. 39 Forest Ave. Portland. 775-1944. 
Bad Brain. (hard core/reggae) ZOO!2. 31 Forest Ave. 
Portland. 7738187. 
sunday 13 
Thanu to llravlty and BII .. (alternative rock) The 
living Tree Culture Club. 45 Danforth St. Portland. 
8740022. 
DJ_ undry (acoustic) Geno's, 13 Brown St. Port· 
land. 772-7891. 
Swift lee Cw. (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11 Moulton 
St. Portland. 77 4{)444. 
Jolllltlllln Eclwa" (folk) Raoul's Roadside Attrac-
tion. 865 Forest Ave. Portland. 773-6886. 
_1_ Comedy NIIIIt willi Arrthony Clark (com-
ady) Hllrds. 126 N. Bo)(l St. Portland. 773-8040. 
_e (acoustic &. electr1c) Wharfs End. 52 Wharf 
St. Portland. 773-0093. 
monday 14 
IMvId Good (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11 Moulton St. 
Portland. 774.()444. 
So.Me II .... Society (blues jam) Raoul's Roadside 
Attraction. 865 Forest Ave. Portland. 773-6886. 
Open Mle willi Ken IIrllMIey (acoustic) Wharfs End, 
52 Wharf St. Portland. 773-0093. 
tuesday 15 
John Ma ..... (poetry reading) cafe no. 20 Danforth St. 
Portland. 772-8114. 
SbIt. StMet Traditional Jazz Band (New Orleans 
jazz) Cebele's Bistro. 57 Wharf St. Portland. 775-
6257. 
DeeJ., OK., (worldbeatj·60s &. '70s rock) The 
living Tree Culture Club. 45 Danforth St. Portland. 
874-0022. 
SWIft Ie. Cw. (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton 
St. Portland. 77 4{)444, 
N~ DeICIlucIIca and 1Mt. Hlrah (folk) Raoul's 
Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave. Portland. 77 3-
6886. 
Open MIcwilli Pet. QleMon(b.y.o. acoustic) Spring 
Point Cafe. 175 Pickett 51, S. Portlland. 7674627. 
Jim Dulley • ~ (a<:oustlc) Wharfs End. 52 
Wharf St. Portland. 773-0093. 
wednesday 16 
Open Mle NICht (b.y.o. a<:oustlc) Geno·s. 13 Brown 
St. Portland. 772-7891. 
Bop H_., (worldbeat) Granny Klllam's Industrial 
Drlnkhouse. 55 Market 51, Portland. 761-2787. 
Bachelor.' NIIIIt (topless) Moose Alley. 46 Market 
St. Portland. 774-5246. 
Swift lea Cw. (rock) Old Port Tavem. 11 Moulton 
St. Portland. 774{)444. 
AbnI .... a And_on (comedy) Raoul's Roadside 
Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 7738886. 
Open Mlewlth Damlenand llraIIx (rock) T·Blrds.126 
N. Bo)(l 51. Portland. 773-8040. 
Sk.leton Crew (acoustic) Wharfs End, 52 Wharf St. 
Portland. 7730093. 
Open MIeNlChtwllll The Cool Whlpe (b.y.o.jam) The 
Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port Billiards. 39 Forest Ave. 
Portland. 775-1944. 
dancing 
lIatta Dance, Inc., locations to be announoed. Smoke-
and chem·free dances with swing, latin &. ballroom 
music Fridays from 9-12 pm &. SUndays from 3-6 pm. 
$5. 773-3558. 
The Uvlna Tree Culture Club, 45 Danforth St. Port-
land. African. world beat, reggae and alternative 
rock. Open Tues-Sun. 874-0022. 
Maine "lIroom, 614 Congress 51, Portland. Every 
Sat 9-mldnlght. Cost: $5. No reservations required. 
773-0002. 
The Moon, 425 Fore St. Portland. Open nightly. 8 pm 
' on ... Naked Thlrstdays: no cover, drinks $1.25 &. 
dralls 25$; mSat until 3 am; SUn·Mon: chem free. 
Cover: $3. 772-1983. 
.. Iut.., 20 Milk St. Portland. Open nlglltly until 1 
am. No cover. 7744200. 
T-Blrd·a. 126 N. Bo)(l 51, Portland. Sun: comedy 
night; weekdays: special events; Frl &. Sat rock &. 
roll. dance. 773-8040. 
Wh.eho .... Danc. Club, 29 Forest Ave. Portland. 
Progressive music. FrI: chem free. all ages with 
deejay; Sat women's nlghtfrom 9-1 with deejay Deb. 
874-9770. 
Zootz, 31 Forest Ave. Portland. Wed: chem-free; 
Thurs: cutting edge dance; FrI: live national acts; Sat 




__ lIall.ry 345 Fore St, Portland. Opening Dec 11 
from 5 pm·3 am for ·Coastal Maine and the Carib-
bean,· the paintings of Bill Jewell. Showing through 
December. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat lo.5. or by ap-
pointment. 773-3334. 
LawIa lIallery Portland Public library. 5 Monument 
Square. Portland. Opening reception Dec 14from lo. 
2 for ·Can Do.· the work of artists who work In or are 
clients of Com munlty Su pport Services. a commun Ity 
program serving people with disabll~les , Showing 
through Dec 31. Hours: Mon. Wed &. Frl 9-6; Tues &. 
Thurs 12·9; Sat 9-5. 871-1758. 
Portland ChMnber of C""",*ca 145 Middle St. 
Portland. Opening reception for an exhibit of four 
Maine artists: Zoo Cain, Crow Cianciola. Lisa Dombek 
and Lenny Hatch Dec 18 from 5-7 : Showing through 
Jan 8. Gallery hours: Mon-Frl 8-5. 772-2811. ext 
223. 
Portland Photo Co-Op 547A Congress St. Portland . 
Opening reception for 'Island Sojourns,' an exhibI-
tion of work by Portland photographer Jim Dugan. 
Through Jan 7. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat lo.6. 781-
4578. 
sawy. Street Studloe and lIaliery 131' Sawyer 51, 
S. Portland. Open house Dec 12 from lo.5 and Dec 
13 from 124 for oeramlcs of Lucy Breslin and Paul 
Heroux as well as work by 11 participating members 
of the studio. 767-7113. 
The s."..'a Club 1 Exchange 51, Portland. Open-
Ing reoeptlon Dec 10 from 5-7 for 'Down East Flair. 
A Holiday Art Show •• the work of Annette Lavallee and 
Heather K. Baker. Through Feb 14. 772-7311. 
Deen Velentpa Gallery 60 Hampshire St. Portland. 
A selection of paintings by Maine Artists and prints 
by Charles Hewitt are showing Dec 12-13. 19-20 
from 12-4. 772-2042. 
around town 
African Irnporta and New England Arts 1 Union St. 
Portland. Original artwork & adVloe to collectors. 
Hours: lo.9 Mon-Sat. 12-6 SUn. 772-9505. 
Alberta'a Car. 21 Pleasant St. Portland. Various 
works by Maine College of Art students showing 
through Jan 1. Hours: SUn-Sat 6:30 am·2 pm, 5-11 
pm. 774-0016. 
AREA Gallery Campus Canter. USM/Portland. Paint-
Ings and drawings by Camille Cole. Showing through 
Dec 18. Gallery hours: Mon-Fri 7-10, Sat·Sun lo.7. 
7804718. 
The Art Gallery at Six Deerln& StNet 6 Deering St, 
Portland. ·The CM stmas Show: the paintings of Bill 
Barton, Sylvia Murdoch and Monlque Sakellarlos. 
Showing through Dec 19. Galleryhours: Tues-Sat 11· 
5 the first two weeks of the month; thereafter by 
chanoe or appointment. 772·9605. 
Th ... xter Gallery Maine College of Art, 619 Con· 
gress St. Portland.·Balancing Acts: Designs on Art: 
the work of eight American graphic designers. Through 
Dec 18. Gallery hours: Tues-Sun 114, Thurs 11·9. 
775-5152. 
COftIINU Squa .. lIailery 42 Exchange St. Portland. 
'Painter's Pleoes,' the paintings of Heidi Prior 
Gerquest and holiday works by gallery artists. Includ-
Ing Melita Brecher. Philip Barter, Margaret Gerding. 
Henry Isaacs. John Muench. and Paul Niemiec show-
Ing through Jan 10. Gallery hours: Moo-Sat 10:30-5. 
774-3369. 
Fr_StreetStudlo8 City Center. Portland. Sculpture 
by Karen Dow. paintings of Chris Mlr and paintings 
and sculpture by Lyn Mir. Through December. Gallery 
hours: Mon·Sat lo.7. SUn 12·5. 774-1500. 
Froet Gully Gallery 411 Congress 51, Portland. Work 
of gallery artists. Gallery hours: Moo-Frl12-6. or by 
appointment. 773-2555. 
II_hut lIaliert" 146 Middle St. Portland. ·Port-
land Show,' new works by Nancy Bro ..... Thomas 
Connolly. Jane Dahmen. Alison Goodwin, Connie 
Hayes. Sarah Knock and Glenn Renell. Through Dec 
25. Gallary hours: Mon.frll0-5:3O. Sat lo.5. 772· 
2693. 
-'-le,'a Work 30 Exchange St. Portland. New 
works byTeresa Mowery. SailyWebb, Martha Sullivan. 
Rachel Alvarez, Elizabeth Prior. Elizabeth Nowers, 
Julie Fltzgerald and more. No set gallery hours. 
Malne Color S8IYlc. lIaliery 4 Milk St. Portland. 
·Malne Business/Art '92' an exhibit of Clbachrome 
prints of 11 local commercial photographers. On 
view through Dec 15. Gallary hours: Mon·Frl 8:3o. 
5:30. 7744300. 
Nancy Margolis Gallery 367 Fore St. Portland. ·Wear· 
able Art,· by fiber artists Including Randall Darwall 
and Cynthia Wlnlka showing through Dec 30. Dec0-
rative arts, featuring a fiber show with pieces by 
Cynthia Boyer and Randy Darwall; a Menorah exhlb> 
tlon. Includ Ing work by Gene Wilson and Lynne 
Ja<:obs; and a children's exhlb~lon with chlld-scale 
versions of ceramic tableware. fUrnlture,Jewelry and 
toys. Through Dec 15. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat lo.9, 
SUn 11-5. 775-3822. 
Meande, Gallery 40 Pleasant St. Portland. 'Country 
In Mind: The Spirit of Aboriginal Australia.· showing 
through Jan 31. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat 12-6. or by 
appointment. 871·1078. 
The Photo lIaliery Maine College of Art, 619 Con-
gress St, Portland. The photos of Edward Curtis. 
Showing through Dec 18. Gallery hours: Mon-Thurs 
8:30 am·9:3O pm. Frl 8:30-5. Sat·Sun 114. 775-
3052. 
Portland M .. eum of Art Seven Congress Square, 
Portland. Hours: Tues. Wed, Fri & Sat1o.5. Thurs lo. 
9, Sun 12·5. Admission: adults $3.50. senior c~> 
zens and students with ID $2.50, youth 6-18 $1. 
children 5 and under are free. Museum admission Is 
ha~· prlce lo.noon Saturday. 773-2787. 
'Artists Vou Lewe: Monet, Renol, and other Ma.· 
t ... Works by European masters of the past two 
centuries from the Joan Whitney Payson ColiecUon 
and other private lenders. 
'The Art of Discovery An exhlblUon of maps from the 
age of exploration. Through Dec 13. 
'An .. 1 Adama! Th. Ea,1y Veara Seventy-seven rare 
photographs, Including some of Adams' earliest 
work at Yosemite. Showing through Feb 7 . 
'The Scott M. BIRk Collection A sampling from 
Scott Black's 19th- and 2Oth-century paintings and 
sculptures. Including works byChagal1 and Toulouse-
Lautrec. 
Portland Photocraphlca 85 York St. Portland. 'A 
Matter of Conscience,· the photos of Michael A. 
Koch. Maine Coalition for the Homeless receives a 
portion of the proceeds from sales. Through Decem-
ber. Hours: Mon-Fri 8:30-5:30. 774-6210. 
Portland WIne and Ch_ Co. 57 Exchange 51, 
Portland 011 paintings by AI Waterman and waterco> 
ors by Frieda Lundberg. Through Dec 31. Hours Mon-
Sat lo.2. 7724647. 
R.N, Cohen Gallery 547 Congress St, Portland. 
Recent paintings and limited edition prints by R.N. 
Cohen. Showlngthrough Dec 23. Gallery hours: Mon-
Fri 10-5:30. Sat-Sun 104. 772-0633. 
The Spirited Gourmet ;1.42 St. John St. Portland. 
·Photographlc Fascination: A Debut Presentation of 
Black and Wh~e Photographs by Art Students of 
Charles B. Melcher.' showing through Dec 20. Hours: 
Mon.frll0-6, Sat lo.5. 773-2919. 
ThaStain lIall.ry 20 Milk St. Portland. ·Blown Glass 
Show:a show of blo .... glass from alloverthe Un~ed 
States through Jan 15. Gallery Hours: Mon-Sat 11·6, 
SUn 11·5. 772-9072. 
'""-_ Moe. Cablnebnak_ 415 Cumberland Ave, 
Portland . • Heavenly Works: a show of mixed media 
angel Imagery shows through Jan 30. Hours: Mon-
Sat 9-5. 774-3791. 
The Trove Gallery 112 High 51, Portland. ·Images 
and Objects. 'the work of 20 artists. On view through 
Dec 24. Gallery hours: Thurs 5-8, FrI-SUn 12-5. 772-
1961. 
out Of town 
_dolnColiege Mu .... m 01 ArtWalker Art Building. 
Bowdoin College. Brunswick. The museum Is open to 
the public free of charge. Hours: Tues·Satlo.5, Sun 
2-5. 725-3275. 
'Ann Aklml LoIqulat Recent landscape paintings. 
Through Dec 13. 
'Tom Killion Color woodcuts of the Callfomla land-
scape. Showing through Jan 10. 
'Cindy Baumgartner Photos on view through De-
cemberln Moulton Union, Lancaster Lounge. Hours: 
Mon-Thurs 7 am-12:3O am, Fri-Sat 7 am-2 am, Sun 
7 am·11 pm. 
'The North American Indlon The photos of Edward 
S. CUrtis. On view through Decemberln the Hawthorne-
Longfellow Library. Hours: Mon-Sat 8:30 am·12 am. 
SUn 10 am·12 am. 
"Tha Flora of Maine The drawings of Kate Furbish On 
view through December In the Hawthorne·Longfeliow 
Library. Hours: Mon-Sat 8:30 am-12 am, Sun 10 am· 
12 am. 
Cry of the Loon Art Gallery Route 302. S. Casco. 
• Affordable art: Inexpensive paintings and sculp-
tures. Through Deoember. Gallery hours: dally 9:3o. 
6. 655-5060. 
Curtla Memorial Library 23 Pleasant St. Brunswick. 
·Columbus and the New World Order.· Maine artists 
explorlngtheColumbus ~e. Through Jan 3. Hours: 
Mon-Wed 9:30-8. Thurs·FrI9:30-6, Sat 9:3o.5. 725-
5242. 
The Gallery at WlcI&eon Cove Studloe Route 123. S. 
Harpswell. Work of gallery artists. Through Decem-
ber. Gallery hours: Thurs-Sat 114. SUn 124. or by 
appointment. 833-6081. 
Icon Contemporary Art 19 Mason St. Brunswick. 
New paintings by Anne Greslnger showing through 
Jan 15. Hours: Mon-Fri 1·5. 725-8157. 
Krlatlna'a 160 Centre St. Bath. 'Works on Paper: 
drawings, prints and watercolors of DahlOY lpear. 
Through Jan 2. Hours: Man 8-9 pm. Tues-Frl8 am·9 
pm. Sat 9 am-9 pm, SUn 9 am-2 pm. 442-8577. 
Maine Maritime Muaeum Maritime History Bldg. 
243 Washington St. Bath. Gallery hours: dally 9:3o. 
5. 443-1316. 
"The Maritime Folk Art 01 A. De Clerck Paintings by 
Belgian artist portraying the coastal and deepwater 
vessels that entered the ports of Antwerpand liverpool 
In the last days of sail. On view through the year. 
'N_ Worlds! North Atlantic Seafaring In the Era of 
DllICovery Rare world maps and nautical charts. early 
navigation Instruments, Illustrations of fine art and 
archaeological material bring together the Old and 
the New Worlds In the Age of Discovery and beyond. 
On view through the year. 
'Born from Coeatlng This exhibit Includes water· 
color paintings, drawings, sketches and oils by John 
Faunce Leavitt, focusing on his made-from-memory 
renditions of the last generation of coasting schoo· 
ners that piled the coast of New England unti I the late 
193Os. On view through the year. 
M ..... um of Art, Olin Arts Center Bates College, 
Lewiston. ·New Prints/Old Prints: contemporary 
prints primarily from the Landfall Press in Chicago 
and old master prints from the permanent 
coliection.Through Dec 18. Hours: Tues-Sat lo.5, 
Sun 1·5. 786-6158. 
O'Farrell Gallery 58 Maine St. BrunSWick. Group 
show featuring gallery artists Margeruite Robichaux, 
Neil Welliver, Eileen Gillespie and Elana Jahn, show-
I,ng through Dec 23. Gallery hours: Tues·Sat lo.5. 
729-8228. 
SelNllICodegen Artllta Gallery Route 24, Great Is-
land. Works by 21 Maine artists. Gallery hours: Tues-
Sun lo.5. 833-5717. 
Thoma. Memorial Library 6 Scott Dyer Road , Cape 
Elizabeth . 011 paintings and watercolors by Mamie 
Souza showing through Jan 2. Hours: Mon. Wed, Fr~ 
Sat 9-5; Tues & Thurs 9-9. 799-1720. 
Union of Maine Vllual Artllto 19 Mason St, 
Brunswick. ·Small Works,' sculpture and two- and 
three-dImensional art work by union members show-
Ing through Jan 13. Ga llery hours : Mon-FrI1-5, Sat 
124. 7374749. 
Vork Inltltute Mu .... m 371 Main St, Saco. 'From 
To .... to City: Saco In 1867:photos, artifacts and 
documents depicting changes In Sa<:o life. On view 
through the year. Hours: Tues, Wed & Fri 14; Thurs 
1·8; Sat 14. 283-3861. 
other 
"""I Adama Wes lafountain discusses the life and 
works of Ansel Adams Dec 10 at 5:30 pm and Dec 11 
at 12:30 pm at Portland Museum of Art, 7 Congress 
Square. Portland. Admission: $ 3.50, $2.50 seniors 
and stuqents. $1 children. 
Art Clas_ Carlo Pittore offers private art lessons 
and life drawing classes athls studio In Bowdoinham 
every Thurs from 7:3o.9:30. 666-8453. 
Book Arts The winners of the Stephen Harvard Prize 
competition will be displayed at the Portland Room, 
Portland PublicUbrary. 5 MonumentSquare. through 
New Yea~s Day. 773-4200. 
Art & Soul continued on page 28 
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ICYCLE 333 Foresl Ave .• Porllond. ME 773-6906 
OPEN Mf 106. Sol 10-5. 
Sun 1 1-4, Thur Iii 8 
....... < ... , < < 
~ Get in the Spirit a -w-ith Lunch at }'s q;fi 
and we'll give you ~ 
ONE HOUR FREE PAR-KING 
while you Christmas shop 




Maine's 1\ Authentic 
Oyster Bar 
Mixing Good People, Good 
Food and Good Drinks 
Jor 13 Years. 
5 Portland Pier • 772-4828 • 
Full menu from Ham - midnight 
START THE HOLIDAYS 
ON THE RIGHT NOTE. 
Send the FTD"' Brass 
Horri" Bouquet. Just 
call or visit us today. 
Christmas is Friday, 
December 25. 
67 BRENTWOOD ST. 
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art 
ChI'Iatmn ~ Portland Pottery Retail Store 
presents three days of wonderful gifts, free gift 
wrapping, elder and sweets Dec 11-13 from 10 am-
6 pm at 118 Washington Ave, P!'rtland. 7724334. 
Craft Show United Maine Craftsmen present their 
15th annual show Dec 12-13 from 10 am-5 pm at the 
gym at USM/Portland. 646-5172. 
CIM'tIY. Alta P.....,... Portland Rea'eatlon offers 
classes In drawing and painting for senior adults 
Tues and Frl from 9:30 am-12:3O pm at NorthfIeld 
Green Community Room, 147 Allen Ave, Portland. 
874>8793. 
PorII.nd C_oICon.lI ..... ,s looking for Maine 
artists to share their work. 772-2811, eXl 223. 
sense 
All A_rei for Union Stftlon Westbrook author John 
Marclgllano presents a video/discussion program 
daplctlngthe rise and fall of Portland's Union Station 
Dec 16 at 7 pm at Warren Memorial Library, 479 
Main St, Westbrook. Free. 854-5891. 
Book R .... '" John Mason performs the AdVent 
Vespers episode from Thomas Pynchon's novel 
"Gravity's Rainbow: Dec 15 at 7:30 pm ateate no, 
20 Danforth St, Portland. Free. 772-8114. 
The FI .. t Amendment University of Maine School of 
law and Maine Civil liberties Union offer two sem~ 
nars on litigating Rrst Amendment cases. Part One 
- Freedom of Expression, Freedom of the Press-
takes place Dec 11 at the law school, 246 Deering 
Ave, Portland. Cost $85, $10 It you're a law student 
774-5444. 
H_.rlt. End Charlotte Renner leads a discussion 
on E.M. Forster's novel Dec 10 at 7 pm In the 
CommunltyRoom, Thomas Memorial Library, 6 Scott 
Dyer Road, cape Elizabeth. 799-1720. 
1.8 .... T ...... Students and community mem-
bers are Invited to partiCipate In Informal sessions to 
Improve their French, German, Portuguese, Russian 
and Spanish skills. 780-4390. 
MIIptMId", Lectu .. Need some d Irectlon In your 
life? Erik Rlback, Vice President at Delorme Map. 
ping, discusses "Mapmaking In the Computer Age: 
Dec 10 at 7 pm at Portland Museum of Art, Seven 
Congress Square, Portland. Free with museum ad-
mission. 775-6148. 
Poetry Reedln, Wesley McNair reads from his latest 
book, "Twelve Jou meys In Maine," Decl0at8 pm at 
Raffles Cafe Bookstore, 555 Congress St, Portland. 
761-3930. 
Paychodr._ Md Addiction. Rachel Sager, M. A., 
leads a discussion on "Substance Abuse, Recovery 
and Gay lite," Dec 10 from 7 :3()'9 pm at the 
Matlovltch Society. Rines Auditorium, Portland Pub-
lic Library, 5 Monument Square, Portland. 657· 
2850. 
Rell,*, _ Public Educlitlon Rev. Dr. landon 
SUmmers lectures Dec 11 at 2:30 pm at State Street 
Church, 159 State St, Portland. 874-2214. 
wellness 
Adult ~h. Clinic on the last Wed of every 
month, for blood pressure and testing for sugar, 
anemia and cholesterol, from 11:30 am-l pm at the 
Peoples United MethodlstChurch, 310 Broadway, S. 
Portland. Fee for services. 767-3326. 
Aikido Is a martial art used to Increase flexibility, 
stamina and a sense of wel~belng. Adult classes: 
Mon and Wed, 5:30-6:15 pm and 6:30-7:30 pm; Frl, 
6:3()' 7:30 pm; Sal 2:30-3:30 pm and 3:4!>4:45 
pm. Children's classes: Sat, 1:15-2:15 pm. Classes 
held at Portland Aikido, 25A Forest Ave, Portland. 
772-1524. 
AutII_c M ... _t Classes and workshops begin 
In December to teach you to dance Into your sponta-
neity, C/8atlvlty and wisdom at the Expressive Therapr; 
Center, 150 St John St, Portland. 871-8274. 
BuddhIA-Orlented Medltlltlon Grou p meets every 
SUn from 1()'11 am at 1040 Broadway, S. Portland. 
Small donation. 839-4897. 
Chltoptectlc Dloc_lo .. Dr. Roger Nadeau pre-
sents chiropractic health care discussions Tues from 
1-1:30 pm and Thurs from 8-8:30 pm at Saco Island, 
SUite 1214, Saco. Free. 284-7760. 
Community He.lth5erYlc .. sponsors wel~11d clin-
Ics at the following locations: Dec 18 from 9 am-12 
pm at Rrst Congregational Church, Blackpolnt Rd, 
Scarborough; Dec 22 from 9 am-2 pm at Village 
Church, Maine Street, Casco; Dec 30 from 9 am-2 
. pm at Westbrook-Warren Congregational Church, 
Main Street, Westbrook. Adult health screening for 
diabetes, anemia, colorectalcancer, high blood pres-
sure and cholesterol level offered at the following 
locations: Dec 16 from 9:3()'11:30 am at Windham 
Community Building; Dec 30 from 9:30-11 am at St 
Anne's Church, Gorham. Fee for services. 775-
7231. 
CPR a Firat Aid S. Portland Pool offers CPR and flrst-
aid courses during December at 21 Nelson Road, S. 
Portland. 767-7655. 
FIrst Aid Cou .... The American Red Cross offers 
first aid courses, Including adult CPR Info and certi-
fication, lifeguard challenge program and babysitting 
skills program throughout December In Portland. 
874-1192. 
Freedom a Energy In M ... ..".nt A non-profit dance 
group meets Mon eves at 6 pm In the Elm Street 
United Methodist Church, 168 Elm Sl S. Portland. 
Children are welcome. Donations. 799-1902. 
Fflenlt. 01 the W .. tem Bucldhlet 0nIer Invite all 
Interested Individuals to a period of meditation and 
study of Buddhist concepts and practice. Meetings 
are on Mon eves, from 7:15-9:15 pm. 642-2128. 
alltol_1th Essenoe, professional massagetherapr; 
services, donates 10% of all proceeds from each gift 
certificate purchased before Christmas to the 1992 
Santa Fund. OffICe located off 1-95 In Freeport. 865-
0431. 
Hmy Yop Clinic Yoga teacher Elaine McGillicuddy 
and adVanced rolter Thomas Myers offer a Hatha 
yoga clinic Dec 19 from 8:30-11:30 am at Portland 
Yoga Studio, 616 Congress St, Ponland. Cost: $35. 
Registration required. 797-5684. 
H.tM Y .... for 1'Mp1. with AlDI Is available every 
Wed and Frl from 12:45-2 pm at 22 Monument 
Square, Portland. Cost $1, for those who can afford 
It. 797-5684. 
H .. U",Support Group A safe environment for those 
experiencing personal traumas, addiction, grief, loss 
of good health, and Who seek support within a 
context ot mutual sharing. Tuesdays from 5:3()' 7:30 
pm at BrIghton Medical Center, SUrgical Conference 
Room, 335 Brighton Ave, Portland. 767-3262. 
H .. rtllne C."fiac RehllbilltIItIon USM Lifeline offers 
an exercise program for people Who have had a heart 
attack, angina, bypass surgery or angloplasty or are 
at risk for heart disease. Classes are ongoing Mon-
days, Wednesdays and Fridays at 7 :30 am and 6 pm 
at Portland Campus Gym, Falmouth St, Portland. 
780-4649. 
Kln .. 1oIoCY Work.hop The Center for Kinesiology 
presents "Tools of the Trade," a level I kinesiology 
training workshop Dec 12·13 from 9:30 am-5:30 pm 
at 44 Exchange St, Suite 204, Portland. Cost $150. 
Deposit required. 871-8854. 
Hear a state of 
the Union address 
. Westbrook author John Marcigliano presents a video and discussion program 
based on his book, "All Aboard for Union Station," which depicts the rise and fall 
of Portland's Union Station. Estimated time of arrival is Dec, 16 at 7 p.m. in 
Warren Memorial Library, 479 Westbrook St., Westbrook. The program is free and 
open to the public. Call854-58~1 for more, 
My Choice PrelMncy R.-ource Ctr offers counsel-
Ing, referrals and housing for women and teens 
experiencing an untimely pregnancy. Counseling to-
cuses on the options of parenting or adoption. A birth 
mother support group Is offered to any woman Who 
surrendered a child for adoption or Is consldarlng 
doing so. 772-7555. 
KrIPllIu Yo,," Make peace with your bocy and mind. 
Practices for the transformation of pain Into Inner 
peace Dec 12 from 9 am-4 pm at 10 Exchange St, 
Portland. Cost $60. 772-9812. 
N.turel Foods Solution. learn all about the pur-
chase and preparation of whole foods vegetarian 
meals In your home. 774-8889. 
Pl.-ned P.renthood Free pregnancy testing and 
male services now offered at Planned Parenthood's 
500 Forest St clinic In Portland. Other confidential 
services Include birth control, pregnancy tests, pap 
smears, STD' screening and treatment Also Teen 
Walk-In Clinic Fri. 1-4:30 pm and Sal 9 am-noon. 
Fees based on ability to pay. 874-1095. 
PUlmoMry Reh.blllt.tlon USM lifeline offers a pro-
gram designed for Individuals with various lung dis-
eases Tues and Thurs from 11:15-noon at the USM 
Portland Campus Gym, Falmouth st. 780-4170. 
s.aYja Yop Medlt.tlon Experience thoughtless 
awareness Wednesdays at 7 pm In the Faculty 
lounge, USM at Portland. Free. 799-5749. 
Slnllng MedIt.tlon MeetTues from 8-9 In Falmouth 
to sing rounds, chants and songs. 781-0944. 
Spin.! Exarna Chiropractors In Partnership with the 
Community offer free exams In eXChange for canned 
goods and clothing, Which will be donated to the 
Portland Preble Street Resource Center. 879-5433 
(Ponland), 846-1481 (Yarmouth) or 883-5549 
(Scarborough). 
St .... MaMgement Cour .. Better Way Chiropractic 
offers free workshops every Wed at 7 pm at 2063 
Congress Sl Portland. Call 879-5433 to RSVP. 
Sub.tance Abu .... Recoyery and Oay Ule The 
Matlovlch SoCiety presents Rachel Sager Dec 10 
from 7:30-9 pm at Rines Auditorium, Portland Public 
library, 5 Monument Square, Portland. 657-2850. 
Sufi Medltltlon join the Portland SUfI ordar for 
meditation sessions based on the works of Hazrat 
lnayat Khan and Pir Vilayat Inayat Khan . Experienced 
teachers offer sessions working with a'eative vlsua~ 
Izatlon, breath, sound, light and dlYlne qualities. 
Sessions ongoing and open to all; no experience 
necessary. Bring a meditation pillow or bench If 
daslred. No fee, blJt donations accepted. Sessions 
at Expressive Therapr; Center, 150 St. John Sl 
Portland. 657-2605. 
T'eI Chi Ch'u.n Is an ancient Chinese martial art 
basad on mental and physical balance. It's good for 
Spiritual growth, physical health and for reducing the 
effect of stress and tension. Beginners through 
advanced classes ongoing. 772-9039. 
The T .. n/youn, Adult Clinic Is a place to go If you 
have a health concern or medical problem, need a 
sports/school physical done, or have birth control 
Issues to deal with. Open to anyone 13-21, every 
Monday from 4-8 pm, at Maine Medical Center, 22 
Bramhall St, Portland. Walk·lns seen If they arrive by 
7 pm. 871-2763. 
V..-.n SocIety 01 MolIn. meets the third Mon-
day of every month at 6 pm at 35 Saunders Sl 
Portland, for a potluck get together, vegetarian sup. 
port group meeting and planning meetlng. 773-
6132. 
Wlshcr.tl/Te.mworka Support team of motivated 
people Who want to make things happen. Through 
giving support, Ideas, accurate steps and the faith In 
one another's ability to succeed, we won't let you 
quit. 773-6226. 
Wo",.., '. Meclltlttlon Workohop learn to listen to 
your Inner voice. 781-0944. 
Wo",..,Over 50 A support group facilitated by louise 
Bennett will explore this v~al time of life and those 
that tollow. 772-1910. 
family 
Acting P ...... tatlo .. The Center for Performance 
Studies announces an open house Dec 10 at 4 pm 
at the Center for Performing Arts, 25A Forest Ave, 
Portland. Students ages 9 through 18 will share 
scenes and monologues. 774-2776. 
Aerobics for Kid. Children ages 7-11 can leam funky 
new steps and get great exercise each Wed from 
5:15-6 pm at the Reiche Community Center, 166 
Brackett St, Portland . Cost: $12 first month, $10 
each month thereafter. 874-8873. 
a..ketball Program The Portland YWCA is now 
accepting registrations for Its youth basketball pro-
gram for children in grades one through eight. 874-
1111 . • 
The Children'. Mu.eum ot Maine Invites kids to 
.enjoy Its workshops: "Winter Solstice: Dec 14 from 
1()'11 am and 3:30-5 pm. Free with museum admis-
sion. Also, try out the latest sottware Dec 10 from 
6:3()'8:30 (any age) and Dec 11 from 3:15-4:15 
(school age).The museum's located at 746 Stevens 
Ave, Portland . Reservations requested. 797-5483. 
Friday NlghtSpecla1 Portland Recreation offers orga-
nized gym programs for middle school children at 
Riverton Community Center, 1600 Forest Ave, Port-
land. Cost: 5O'/vislt. 874-8793. 
Holld,,!, CnrIt Work.hop Riverton library Invites chll· 
dren ages 5-10 to make holiday decorations and 
ornaments Dec 10 from 6:30-7:30 pm at Riverton 
Branch library, 1600 Forest Ave, Portland. Call to 
reserve a space. 797·2915. 
HoIld,,!, Festlv.l. 01 Music Portland Museum of Art 
presents carols and holiday songs featuring bands 
and choirs from area schools and churches Dec 11-
13, 15-20 & 22-23 starting at 11:30 am at 7 
Congress Square, Portland . Admission: $3.50, $2.50 
seniors and students with 10, $1 kids. 773-2787. 
HoIIchIy Wortc.hopa Kids ages 7 to 14 won't want to 
miss the holldayworkshopDec 12from 10 am-12:30 
pm at the Portland Museum of Art. 7 Congress 
Square, Portland. Learn to draw holiday greeting 
cards and winter landscapes. Cost: $12, $10 mem-
bers. Registration required. 775-6148. 
1..-'1 Student Excy",e ASSE International, a 
non-profit organ Izatlon, offers academic yew or sum-
mer programs to high school students Interested In 
visiting various countries around the world. 846-
5894 or 1-800-677-2773. 
M.ke • Uttle M.gJc The Children's Museum of 
Maine Is starting a monthly magic club for children 
age 7 and older. The museum Is located at 746 
Stevens Ave, Portland. 797-5483 for more Info. 
MunjoJ Bntnch Ubrery offers a public story hour for 
children ages 3-5 each Wednesday at 10:30 am at 
44 Moody Sl Portland. 772-4581. 
Music for KIlt. Classes for kids aged 3-7 In basic 
keyboard, singing, note reading and a lot more at the 
Starbird Music Shoppe, 500 Forest Ave, Portland. 
775-2733. 
P.,_ Anony ....... VoI_ Tr.lnl", Parents 
Anonymous needs volunteers to facilitate parents 
groups, provlda child care and receive parent calls. 
Free training at St Elizabeth's Center, Portland. 
Registration deadline Nov 13. 871-7445. 
PorII.nd Public Ubrery Invites children to enjoy Its 
upcoming programs: Tales forTwos, Dec 11atl0:30 
am; Preschool Story Tlme Dec 14 at 10:30 am; 
Anger Fun for Babies Dec 16 at 9:30 am; Preschool 
StoryTlme Dec 16 at 10:30 am; Tales for Twos Dec 
18 at 10:30 am; Family StoryTlme Dec 19 at 10:30 
am. The library's located at 5 Monument Square, 
Portland. 871-1700. 
Riverton Ubrlll'Y orters ToddlerTlme for 1- to 2-year 
olds, Including games, stories and songs, Wed at 
9:30andl0:30am & Frlat9:30am; Preschool Story 
Hour for ages 3 to 5, Frl at 10:30 am. The library's 
located at 1600 Forest Ave, Portland. 797·2915. 
Sees.am. and tell him all your Christmas wishes Dec 
10 from 4-7 pm at Mln~Santa Village, 7 Bridge Sl 
Westbrook. 
Silty saturday. The Portland YMCA presents a series 
of workshops for pre-schoolers. 874-1111. 
Student FIlm Fe.tlyal You ought to be In pictures ... 
and nowyou can bel The Maine Alliance of Media Arts 
announces the deadline for the 16th Annual Maine 
Student Aim and Video Festival Is 5/15/93. The 
festival Is open to any Maine resident age 19 or 
younger. Entry forms are available from Maine Stu-
dent Film and Video Festlval, Box 4320, Station A, 
Portland, ME 04101. 
T .... Open Gym Teens ages 13-18 play basketball, 
Whiffle ball, floor hockey and more Mons & Weds 
from 7:30-9 pm at Reiche Community Center, 166 
Brackett Sl Portland. Cost: 50' . 874-8873. 
Write N_ The Children's Theatre of Meine Invites 
children up to 18 years of age to enter Its second 
Annual Young Playwrights Contesl Your original play 
can be any length and about any topic. Entries must 
be submitted by March 1. The Children's Theatre of 
Maine will produce the winning play In the spring. 
874-0371. 
Youth 1_ SOCCer ....... m at Portland YMCA for 
children 6-11 years of age. Registration Is ongoing. 
874-1111. 
.. ~ .. '-" _ .. ·.It."' 
sweat 
Adult Coed VoUeybaU The Portland YMCA Is accept-
Ing registrations for Its volleyball league. 874-1111. 
Aerobics Ongoing classes at Reiche Community 
Center, 166 Brackett Sl Portland. 797-0484 
Back Country Sklln, Explore the natural beauty of 
southwestern Maine with guided a'oss-<:ountry ski 
touring In the White Mountains. Dally guided tours by 
appointment or special weekend packages. For more 
Info call Back Country Ski Excursions 625-8189. 
.... keotbaM lOt Adultl Plck .... p games every Mon & 
Wed from 5:15-7:15 pm at Reiche Community Cen-
ter, 166 Brackett St; Tues & Thurs from 6-9 pm at 
Riverton Community Center, 1600 Forest Ave; and 
Tues 6:3()'8:30 pm at Peaks Island Community 
Center, Peaks Island. Cost $2 reSidents, $3 non· 
residents. call 874-8793. 
o.n ... CI ..... learn ballroom, Intemationa~style 
and country & western dancing at Maine Ballroom 
Dance, 614a Congress St, POrtland . 773{)()()2. 
HlIVe. B.II at the Smooth Steppers Dance Club's 
Holiday Ball Dec 14 from 8:30-mldnlghtat Westbrook-
Warren Congregational Church, Main Street, 
westbrook. Cost: $12, $10 members. 
HoIlchIy Sklitlng The Cumberland County ClYlc Cen-
ter Invites you to tha following public skating ses-
sions: Dec 26 from 10 am-12:30 pm & 1:3().4 pm; 
Dec 27 from 10 arn-12:3O pm & 1:3().4 pm; Dec 28 
from 12:3().3 pm; Dec 29 from 12:30-3 pm; Dec 30 
from 12:30-3 pm. BrIng your skates to One Civic 
Center Square, Portland . Cost $3, $2 kids under 12. 
775-3825. 
HoIIdOI)' VolkalNlrCh Southem Maine Volkssport Irl-
vltes you to participate In a six-mlle walk through 
neighborhoods decorated for the holidays Dec 13. 
The course Is designed for walking or jogging and 
begins at McDonald's Restaurant, Route 1, Falmouth, 
between 4-6 pm. 7814082. 
Ice sutl", Leuon. Portland Recreation offers pr~ 
vate or group lessons at Portland Ice Arena, 225 Park 
Ave, Portland. For more Info call 774-8553. 
IntenwtloMl Folk Daneln, An evening of line, circle 
and couple dances Dec 16 from 7-9:30 pm (danoes 
taught from 7-8 pm) at the Main lounge, Mou~on 
Union, BoWdoin College, Brunswtck. Cost $3, free 
for Bowdoin students. 729-1.555. 
JlttertMCSWlrcO.nceCut loose to solid '50s rock .. 
rockablnyand classic swing recordings the second 
Friday ot each month at Casco Bay Movers Danoe 
Studio, 151 St. John St, Portland. Beginner work-
shopbeglnsat8 pm, Dancefrom 9-mldnlght. Smoke 
and alcohol frea. Cost: $5. 725-6216. 
_ne~ __ Clubbringstogetherpeopie 
who enjoy the outdoors. MOAC offers trips and 
events to people of all skill levels, beginner to expert 
Upcoming: Dec 12-13, a'0SS- country skIIng and 
snowshoe hiking at lake Moxie (772-2311). Ongo-
Ing: Baxter Blvd walk everyTues at 6:15 from Payson 
Parle For updated trip Info, call the Outdoor Hotline 
at 774-1118. Forclub and membership Information 
call 772·9831. 
Nordic SkI Report Call 800-835-0232 to leam nordic 
ski condltlons throughout Maine. 
~ T~p Une For the latest bicycling, hiking and 
other outside activities Info, sponsored by Casco Bay 
Bicycle Club and Maine Outdoors Adventure Club, 
call 774-1118. 
Rollin, a S ..... yak R .. cue Clinic. sponsored by 
SacoRlverOUtfitters, run Sat nights ata cost of $40. 
Call Saco River Outfitters at 77 3-0910 for more Info. 
s.aturday O.nce Dance the day away every Saturdey 
at Maine Ballroom Dance, 614a Congress Sl Port· 
land. Dancing for beginners from 8-9 pm; all others 
dance from 9-12 pm. Cost: $5, $3 for beginners 
dance. 773-0002. 
Scuba LHao .. Portland Recreation offers ongoing 
iessons at Riverton Pool, 1600 Forest Ave, Portland. 
799-7990. 
SeakaYlking Network Is forming now. 874-2640. 
s.anlor FItn ... for Men a Women 55+ USM lifeline 
offers classes Mondays, Wednesdays & Fridays from 
10:30-11:15 am at the USM Portland campus gym 
on Falmouth Street. Program consists of progressive 
exercises. Registratlon Is ongoing. 78().4170. 
SERVE/MIlne Volunteer Ol_tooy lists volunteer 
opportunities throughout Maine with state and fed-
eral natural resource agencies. Opportunities In-
clude "adopting" hiking trails and streams, working 
on water quality Issues, coordinating natural re-
source volunteers, conducting environmental com-
pliance surveys and working as conservation educa-
tors_ Projects require volunteers with skills and 
abilities ranging from enthusiasm and Interest in 
nature to highly trained professionals. For more 
Information, orto obtain a copr; of the directory, call 
or w~te to Libbey Selgars, SERVE/Maine, Maine 
Dep't of Conservation, Station #22. Augusta, ME 
04333. 2B7-4945. 
Ski ProtIrarna Portland Recreation Is aoceptlng reg-
Istrations for Its programs. This year's programs 
offer ski lessons for youth and teens, x-()ountry ski 
lessons for teens and adults, recreational skIIng for 
youth, snowboard lessons and a Junior Race Pro-
gram. 874-8793 or 874-8791. 
Sport. at All Sorts The Boys & Girls Clubs of Greater 
Portland offers a variety of activities for adults, 
Including swimming, basketball and volleyball at 277 
Cumberland Ave, Portland. 874-1070. 
Volleyball Pick-Up games every Tues & Thurs from 
7:3().9:30 pm at the Reiche Community Center, 166 
Brackett St; Wed 7-9 pm at Peaks Island Community 
Center, Peaks Island. Cost $2 resldants, $3 non· 
residents. Call 874-8793. 
w.ter SIIfety Basic water safety and emergency 
water safety are offered at S. Portland Municipal Pool 
Saturday mornings from Dec 5-19.767-7655. 
Women'. HoIlcIey O.nceDance all nlghtDec 12 from 
8-mldnlght at Temple Beth EI, 400 Deering Ave, 
Portland. Chem-free. Refreshments. Cost $5 In 
advance, $6 at door. 
Women'. RlCbY The Portland women's rugby team 
welcomes new and old players. join us for prectice 
Tues & Thurs from 5:3().7:30 pm at Baxter Bou levard 
field, Portland. 878-5087. 
our 
towns 
Are You Crafty? The Old orchard Beach Art Associa-
tion seeks profeSSional and amateurcraftpersons to 
display their work at the Christmas Art and Craft Fair 
Dec 13 from 9 am-4 pm at the Elks lodge, Route 1, 
Saco. Cost: $20 entry fee. 934-7712 for application 
and Info. 
Chrl.t ..... F.r So much to blJy, so little time, Dec 11 
from 9 am-6 pm at Portland Regional Vocational 
Technical Center, 196 Allen Ave, Portland (room 
140). 874-8165. 
ChrIItrnM a_ SllleCentral Square BaptistChurch 
Is seiling greens Dec 12 from 10 am-12 pm at the 
comer of Stevens Avenue and Brentwood Street, 
Portland. 774-1355. 
Commute .. Riders are wanted for a self-supporting 
commutervan from Portland to Augusta. Regular and 
occasional riders welcome. Stops In Freeport and 
Yarmouth. 287-2271. 
aeot • BookIe All kinds of books are for sale at the 
Swedenborgian Church, 302 Stevens Ave, Portland. 
772-8277. 
HoIIcI,,!, Art B_r Now's your chanoe to meet and 
chat with your favorite Maine artists. Union ot Maine 
Visual Artists holds their annual bazaar Dec 12 from 
10am-4 pm atOne City Center, Portland. 775-0712. 
Art & Soul continued on page 32 
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THE SUN IS SEiliNG AT TAO. 
DISCOVER BIG SAVINGS 
W9J1~~imE~~~~~S, 
Christmas is drawing closer and so is the end of 1992 when 'Ml will 00 
closing our doors forewr. What a ~nderful opportunity for you to pick 
llJ some of the most uniQUe gifts and jewelry in the area at substantial 
savings! Stop in soon for the OOst selection on our closing inventory. 
372 Fore Street Old Port Exchange Portlald 773-{i884 Open Seven Days 
eBigDeal 
FREE e!rFREE 
2nd set roll of 
of prints Konica 
film 
30 City Cmur, Portu"," 772-7296 
71 U.S. Rouu I, S<RrbtJrough 883-7363 
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30 Casco Bay Weekly 
D----~--~------------------~ : GIFT BASKETS : 
PIACE YOUR ORDERS NOW! : 
FiU with our gourmet delights I 
and fine wines and cheeses! I 
• 
Pates I 
Holiday Cheese Platters : 
In stock now... I 
George Duboeu{ Nouveau Beaujolais-VJlages, I 
NOI~ve(lu JosepJi Drouhin . 
& Maine's own Bartlett Beaujolais I 
Fine Cheeses: I 
I French Brie, Gjetost, Cambert, Roquefort, I 
I 1 112 yr Canadian Chedtlar I 
I .Portlaad Mon.Sat: 9:30. 5:30. Friday: Open 'till 6 : 
I . __ . ~ _ ~ ~ Delicious Homemade Soups Daily I 
I Wme "~~e Tel: 772-4647· Fax 772-5294 
~-~-----~--~~-~~~~~:~~~~~~~D 
...----------------:::::=::---=:------------, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ 
: Sand Castle Toys of C.E.~ : 
• 
1 
I ~ Is Moving to Colorado! J>o~ I 
ave : /;tJ To Ma;:nC!":t;~~ppinD V: :1 ~ ~J, ::9l jEveTYthinD is on Sale 20-60% OjJ7 r:1 ~I_ !.ego, Playmobil, Ge0s4ari 503 Ocean Street, So. Portland 
I '-'',. -1 799-6600. Mon.-Sat 10-5 I 
I I 
~~~==~~~~~~~~~==~~~==~~~~~T-------------------I 
I SEASON'S ~ I OVE(l,WORKED SAILS? V I 
:1 
ZM GREETINGS! ~ Send Your Sails Away For A Utde R & R r I 
~ I S 2.50 Lb. WASH, CHECK, MINOR 
Come dine witb us in our I REPAIR & STORAGE (wi<h <hi. =upon "p. 12i31fl2) I 
upstatrs restaurant I I 
I after 4pm and accept I I 
I Variety & our gift of a PERM $35 reg, $55 I 
Maine State Lottery Ticket * I tel (207) 828-0003 fJu Restaurant exp.12/31/92 • Call 772.3304 Cut, perm & style I fax (207) 828.0003 II 
I d k with Kelly, Meg & Yvonne I ~ortl~"""'d .Sa1·1 _ Open seven ays a wee . riLL&. L 
I • Breakfast anytime • Eat in or take out I 47 ~la Street, InlOwn Portla,nd, 772·8690 I and RIGGING CO. • • I I 
I 327 Main Street, Cash Corner, South Portland I Present this coupon for penn special (exp. 12/10/92) I 58 Fore Street, Portland' 828-0003 SAIlMAKERS I I .-~- ~ _+ ___________________ ~
rr - - - - - - - - - - - - KNITIING ;SPINNIN'G.WEAVING"7SUPPLlES:jNSTRUCTION I with this coupon • expires December 31. 1992 I 
I Winter Special TO~ I -CALLFORClASSDATES- . ~ I S I HAIRCUT With head,neck & shoulder I r- I ~ .. , ....... , massage, $15 
I Manicures I 1 00'0 OFF.tltl~lf"" I Fornrst-tlmers. WE USE AND RECOMMEND I 
: only $10 C 0 AT S : Maine ~~Signed ~ ...... ......: ~~~~o:e~s~~mer matrix· : 
I reg. $1$34 FULL SERVICE NAIL SALON I S.M. Hanson's I E SSE N T I A LSi 
Fullset 2 Tan IOvlshl $24. Former I 
I $65 8 74 0929 I Chrisbnas Stocking Kits I customers $22 • Perms start $30. NOW 20"!. OFF I I .reg. • I eqe;12·~ I 
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Short stories sought for 
Casco Bay Weekly's 
Relevant Fiction 
Competition 
Casco Bay Weekly is accepting original, unpublished 
short stories on topics relevant to modem life in the 
Casco Bay region. A panel of three judges will choose 
the most compelling, well-written short stories for 
inclusion in Casco Bay Weekly's Relevant Fiction Issue, 
Feb.11, 1993. 
We seek stories that raise questions about some facet 
of everyday life here in the Casco Bay region. We are 
looking for stories that demand 
to be told: fiction that is evoca-
tive and finely tuned to the 
author's intention. (Please do not 
submit stories in the" genre" 
traditions of erotica, fantasy, 
mystery, science fiction, the 
supernatural, reminiscence or romance.) 
Double-spaced manuscripts of 3,000 words or less 
will be accepted until 5 p .m., Dec 25. (Longer stories will 
be disqualified.) The author's name, address and phone 
number must appear only on the cover page of the 
manuscript. Subsequent pages should be identified by 
story titles and page numbers only. Do not submit 
unfinished stories. Proofread your stories carefully. 
Chosen authors will be notified within one month. 
Only manuscripts accompanied by a self-addressed, 
stamped envelope will be returned. 
Selected authors will each receive $50, and their 
stories will be presented in the Feb. 11 issue of Casco Bay 
Weekly. Around that time, judges, authors and CBW 
editors will dine together for the literary and gustatory 
benefit of all concerned. 
Send your manuscript. by Friday, Dec. 25 to: 
Casco Bay Weekly 
551A Congress St. 
Portland, ME 04101 
A. Invocation of th. 
Holiday Spirit with 
th. original Africa • 
Drum Mast.r 
Salurday, December 1 2 
Two Shows, 6:30 & 9 :00 
1 sl Parish Church 
425 Congress SI. , Porlland 
Tickels $15/8 
Call 77 4'()465 
Also available at 
The Whole Grocer 
dB &J 




thru Sun. night 
• Roast Lamb • Moussaka 
• Spanakopita • Dolmathes 





Edge of Magic 
CELEBRATE THE 
SEASON WITH YOUR 
WHOLE FAMILY. 
duy a family pass before 
December 1 0, 2 children 
under 12 are free . 
A savin s of $ 16 • 
BIG SOUNDS FROM ALL OVER 
SPONSORED BY Shop 'n Save, fleel Bank, Well, and Maine nmes 
1192 Forest Ave., Portland 
(207) 797-9155 
BEST BREAKFAST 
IN TOWN! Don't Miss Us! 
Everyday Special 
99' 2 eggs $ " bacon . sausage 
. with toast 
Stop by on your way to work! 
Mon-Sat 6-11am e Sun 7-2 
.. -.... ~ .. -- ................... : 
Free Coffee ~ 
I 
Monday through Friday 
With any breakfast and this coupon j 
. expo 12110/92 J'o 
.... ' ••• c;:,~appi!~ !! 2~ ! ~~e..st ~!e.: \0 li:C!rJl.!'~c!. _ •• I 
FREE PARKING BESIDE BANK 
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GIVE US A 
GREAT AD AND ••• 
Traveling over 850 miles a week means that your ad really 
goes a long way for just $60 per month. 
METRO buses are rolling throughout Greater Portland every 
day. whether you're moving in traffic or walking post them on the 
street, METRO's traveling billboards are almost impossible to miss. 
If you'd like to drive your message home using METRO 
vehicles, call Carole Davis at 77.4-0351. New METRO media kits 
available by request. 
And at $60 per month, you'll think you're taking US for a ride. 
AMERICANA NEW YEAR'S EVE 
PARTY ASSORTMENTS 
FOR 10 PEOPLE $6.50 
Yes! We carry a full line of rentals for all your 
parties ... chairs, tables, coffee urns, champgne 
fountains and much more ... 
Also a full variety of party items for your 
everyday parties. 
633 Warre'n Ave. Portland 774-2261 
''The real voyage 
of discovery 
consists not in 
seeking a new 
landscape, but in 
having new eyes. " 
-Marcel Proust 
EAT GOOD FOOD 
AND THINK GOOD THOUGHTS. 
UFE'S SIMPLE THINGS. 
484 STEVENS AVE., PORTLAND 772·3961 
Art 6' Soul continued from page 29 
our 
towns 
HoIldlll' FI.lr Scarborough Public Library sponsors a 
holiday fair Dec 13 from 12·5 pm at 48 Gomam Rd, 
Scarborough. Enjov live music, candles and baked 
goods. craft tables and a children's comer. Free. 
883-4723. 
1I11ts,II11ts,II11ts Woodford Pal'll Nursing Care Center 
will be seiling crafts made by the residents and 
others Dec 12 from 9 am-2 pm at 68 DellOnshlre St. 
POItJand. Also enjoy homemade baked goods, white 
elephant Items and rallle prizes. All proceeds to 
benefit the residents' activity fund. 772·2893. 
_I ... red Ch~lt ..... MMI. Southern Maine 
Area Al,ercy on Aging will once again provide home-
delivered Christmas meals for older people In 
Cumberland and Yol'II counties. A traditional dinner 
will be delivered to the home of any person age 60 
and over who will be alone and unable to get out on 
Christmas Day. To make a referral or resefVatlon, or 
to IIOlunteer to help, call 283-2472 or 800-4()(} 
6325. 
In the lion'. Den join the Lion's Breakfast Club to 
eat great food and enjoy the Sunday papers Dec 13 
& 27 from 8-11 am at the llon's Den, Route 114, 
Gorham. Cost: $2·5. 839-3933. 
_ • Oat. lor _ Y_'. Eve? Maine Arts needs 
IIOlunteers to usher, sell buttons, distribute posters, 
plan parties and handle staging and equipment for 
. thls yea~s New Years Portland celebration. 874-
1000. 
Portland City Meetln,. The following meetings ara 
scheduled for the week of Dec 10 at City Hall: 
Downtown Portiand Corporation Meeting Dec 10 at 4 
pm In Room 209; Board of Appeals Public Hearing 
Dec 10 at 7 pm In Room 209; City Manager's Policy 
AdvlsoryCommlttee Meeting Dec 11 at noon In Room 
209; City Council WorIIshop Dec 14 from 4-0 pm In 
City Council Chamber; CATV Committee Meeting Dec 
15 at 4 pm In the 4th Floor Training Room; Historic 
Preservation Committee Mee~ng Dec 16 at 6 pm In 
Room 209: Sister City Sports Committee Meeting 
Dec 16 at 7:30 pm In the State of Maine Room; 
Regional Waste Systems Board of Director's Meet· 
Ing Dec 17 at 7 pm In RWS Board Room. 
Public 01....., The salVation Army sponsors a public 
Christmas dinner Dec 25 at 297 Cumberland Ave, 
Portland. Meeting starts at 11:45 am followed by 
dinner at 12:15 pm. All are welcome. 774-6304. 
Retired Senior VoIunt_ ....., .... seeks people to 
work at the CenterforGrlevlngChlldren. 775-6503 or 
1·800-427·7411. 
_. C_ Enjoy Christmas revels set In 
Elizabethan England, featuring 6ongs, jesters, jug-
glers and all sons of tomfoolery Dec 11·12 at 7:30 
pm at City Hall Auditorium, 55 Front St, Bath. The 
audience Is Invited but not required to wear EI~ 
than garb. Early ticket purchase Is recommended. 
Tlx: $10, $5 kids. 443-9603. 
VoIunt_ c.nt. needs second-language, reading 
and math tutors; computer lab monitor; oftloe assis-
tants, therapeutic horseback riding assistant and 
Meals on Wheels volunteers. 874·1000. 
I 
Ac1InC "'-,billona The Center for Perfonnance 
Studies announces an open house Dec 10-11 at 
7:30 pm at the Center for Performing Arts, 25A 
Forest Ave, Portland. Members of the adult classes 
will shere scenes and monOlogues. 774-2776. 
ACT UP/MaIn.(AlDS C""Utlon To Unl_ Power) 
Is a diverse group committed to nonviolent, direct 
action to end the AIDS crisis. Our goals Include the 
establishment of 8 Maine AIDS Resource Center and 
the seW-empowennent of People LMng with AIDS 
Community. Meetings open to the public and held 
<Nery Man from 7-9 pm at 72 Pine St, Portland 
(Andrews Square Building). New members welcome. 
V<t1eelchalr accessible. For more Info write ACT UP I 
Maine, P.O. Box 5267, Portiand 04101. 774-5082 
or 828-0401. 
ACTUP~AreyouanlllYthatpeopieared)'lng 
because Individuals In the federal and local govem-
ment are IlV'Oring the fact that we are In a health 
~sls - and that because of their Ignorance, preju-
dice and fear nothing seems to be getting done? join 
us. We are a grassroots organization of volunteers 
dedicated through nonviolent direct action to ending 
the AIDS crisis by dispelling ignorance through edu-
cation. Open meetings are SUndays at 7 pm at the 
YWCA, 87 Spring Street, Portland. Wheelchair acces· 
sible. 828-0566. 
Alp/IIo Oneannounces Its holiday parties Dec 15 from 
5-7 pm at 100 State St, Portiand and Dec 17 from 1· 
3 pm at 1700 Broadway West, S. Portland. 767· 
2189. 
AntIque Ho.day Show Enjoy remembrances of Christ· 
mas past for the Christmas present at the Bath 
AntiQue Show Dec 13 from 10 am·3 pm at Bath Junior 
High, Congress Ave, Bath. Items Include jewelry, 
china, paintings, dolls and toys. Cost $2.50. 443-
8983. 
__ ....... Author Will Anderson signs copies of 
his book ·War; Baseball Really Invented In Maine?· 
Dec 12 from 2·4 pm at Bookland, Mall Plaza, S. 
POItJand. 
Chrtotnlea Aroundth.Worlcl SOuthWorth Planetarium 
Invites )OU to Its annual Christmas show at 96 
Falmouth st, Portland. Cost $4, $3 kids and se-
niors. Free for USM faculty, staff and students. 780-
4249. 
Chrtot .... at V1cto1t. M .... ,on Th Is year's theme Is 
·A Botanical Christmas,· featuring a Christmas tree 
with nosegays and floral garlands. The mansion will 
be open Dec 10-13 from 1·7 pm andls located at 109 
Danforth st, Portland. Cost $5, 54 members, $2 
children. 772-4841. 
Community Pride Art hrade Maine Arts Invites 
nelghbomoods and community groups from all over 
the city to team up with local artists and musicians 
and participate In the 1992·93 New Yea~s/Portland 
Community PrIde Arts Parade. Groups wishing to 
participate In the parade must register with Maine 
Arts. 772·9012 . 
Dl¥orc ..... pectIY_ Three people from Divorce 
Perspectives share their personal stories ·You Can 
Get There From Herel· Dec 16 at 7:30 pm at 
Woodfords Congregational Church. Support group 
for people facing problems In dlllOrce meets year· 
round Weds at7:3O pm In WoodfordsCongregatlonal 
Church, 202 Woodford st, Portland. Donation of 
$1.50 requested. 774-HELP. 
E_ Folk MUliIc Portland Folk Club Invites you to 
share evenings of music while sipping coffee and 
munching cookies Dec 19 at 7:30 pm at 
Swedenborglan Church, 302 Stevens Ave, Portiand . . 
Proceeds benefit the club and the church. Tlx: $5 In 
advance, $6 at door. 773-9549. 
Enrtc __ Ag.Cent. Invites men and women 
60 and <Ner to dally luncheons at 297 Cumberland 
Ave, Portland. Meal at noon. The following programs 
are offered at 12:30 pm In December: Birthdays and 
50+ Club, Dec 16; Rotary Christmas dinner for 
members and guests, Dec 23; New Year Celebra-
tion, Dec 30. Donation: $2.50. 774-6974. 
Femlnlota ~nlt Rllpe (FAR) meets Tues at 7 pm 
for discussion and planning. join us If )OU are a 
femlnlatdetermlned tohelp make Portland a cltyfree 
of sexual VIolence. 799-7242 or 772·5941. 
~ D1acrlmln_ The Maine CMI Liberties Union 
Is Interested In hearing from any Portland resident 
who feels that she or he has been illegally discrimI-
nated against In housing. employment or credit on 
the basis of sexual orientation. 774·5444. 
Fr_1iI the M .... YOUth Cent .. are Interested In 
meeting with others who are concemed about the 
effects of budget cuts on the center. 854·9872. 
111ft Wrap Event Wrap up your Christmas gift wrap-
ping at the American Cancer Society's Christmas gift 
wrap through Dec 24 In front of Jordan Marsh at the 
Maine Mall, S. Portland. Booth hours: Marl-Sat 9:30 
am·9:30 pm, SUn 12·5 pm. Volunteers are still 
needed. 772·7102. 
HoIldlll' FeItMUn The Portland Museum of Art 
celebrates the holiday season with dally perfor· 
mances by area schoolchildren and musical groups 
through 23 at 7 Congress Square, Portland. Caroling 
occurs dally lues·Sat 11:30 am·1 pm; Thurs eve-
nings 6:30-8 pm; Sun 12:30-2 pm. 773-ARTS. 
lAwn to It8IId Better Project Link offers free Infooma-
tIon, referrala and support to all Cumberland County 
residents. 874-1140 or 1-800-698-4959. 
M .... AnI ..... lI8nctUliry holds regular meetings the 
second and fourth Tues of every month at Ciai'll 
Memorial Church, 15 Pleasant Ave, Portland. 773-
5054. 
H."... Project/AIDS M .......... Quilt holds a panel· 
mal<lng worllshop the nrst and third SUn of each 
month. 774-2198. 
Peopl ....... not C~ ... provides classes In personal 
defense strategies at 565 Congress St, Suite 207, 
Portland. 799-{)607. 
" Splrtt iii CM.t ..... P.lt Maine Historical Society 
Invites you to a holiday open house Dec 11 from 3-
6 pm and Dec 12·13 from 1·4 pm at the Wadsworth· 
Long/ellow House, 485 Congress St, Portland. The 
decor In each room of the house will renect the 
18905 and will feature homemade decorations typl-
cal of that era. Cost $3, $1 kids, members free. 774-
1822.ID 
'Tak~". ~~ntim~ntaljourney 
:::::::::~:.: ::::~::: ........ ": ::~:~~ ..•.. '. :;::; :.:.: ::: :;:;: . .~:: ", ::::,. 
"Wesley McNair reads ~ms from his latesfbook, "Twelve]oumeys into 
¥ail'~/:, t;>e<:i.19;~t ,~ p.m. ai:~flesCafe BookstorE!, 555 Congress.St~, Port4lnd; 
';~~iw~~$s:~~;!!:i:~ 











MON-FRI 6:45 -11 
SAT &. SUN 7 - 2 
BEST BREAKFAST! BEST DINNER! 
CBW READERS' POLL 
2 YEARS IN A ROW! 
THE TROVE. GALLERY ,.,seNTS : 
A GROUP a. VARIOUS WORk'S . . . 8 V 
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Offering a huge selection of videos, 
magazines and toys for the 
discriminating adult. 00 
I 
'-nt, I/are WI/(/t }oll're Sellrcltillg 







At These Prices 
Why Rent?! 
I: .. Q· .- .; "'. ...: ... : .... '.... ..','.. .... .'.'. . .... , ~ tJ0""Fi:"~": :;., :.. '0':"::' :":'::':'~ ':':::::::'\ ' .. ;\i:::o~ :, :,,:'" ' .. >: :., ........ -- .'. ::.:: ,:. . .' 
Also in KITTERY 
• VIDEO EXPO. 
• VIDEO EXPO. Route 236 • 439-6285 
Open M-Th. 10-10 • Fri.-Sat 
10-11 • Sun. 12-9 
666 Congress St • 774-1377 
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OVER 100,000 READERS CALL 775-1234 OR FAX 775-1615 
body a soul 
25 YEARS OF AEROBIC EXCEUfNCE-
Jadd'sAmOBlC OANCWG; Vertical firm-
ing with optioM weights. aerobic cond-
tioning. AI ages and fiIl1IIIlew1s. Haw 
sessions begin ~uary 4 in Brunswick. 
Falmouth. North Yarmouth. Old Orchard. 
PorUand. South Portland. Raymond. Scar-
borough. Westbrook, Yarmouth. Morn-
ing.aftemoon.evenlngclasses.Som&wi1h 
babysitting. 12 weeks. $84. Treatyoursat 
and a lriend 10 SOm& serious lun with our 
2-FOR-l SPECIAl! Pay $42 each. Gilt 
cef1iIicaIes available. For inlorrTlllion. call 
n4-5403.or929-4846. 
ASTROLOGY REPORTS- Natal. Compat-
ibility. Forecasts. Your birthchart can tell 
you more about yoursell. your relation-
ships, and yourfuturethanyou rmythink. 
Al:curatB. personal and inexpensive! As-
trology Se!vices (O.O.B.). 004-4889. 
CHANNELING FOR PERSONAL 
GROWTH. Call Tyler 774-1183. 
CHRISTIAN SUPPORT GROUP for men 
struggling to overcome homosexual 
thoughts. leelings or behaviors. Full 
conlidentiality. Crown of lile Ministry. 
Established April 1990. Also support 
group lorspousesand transexuals. Call 
us at 828-1025. 
PSYCHIC-CLAIRVOYANT- Astrological 
wisdom solutions to decisions- Regard-
Ing now & '93! Your health. job. str8SS88. 
financial problems. pets. moving. dis-
abilities from accidents. Holiday office 
partyentartainm&nt.Appojntm&nts: 883-
3223. (Moving local soon). 
RrTIS TO CElEBRATE- A weekend lor 
women d all ages to honor their bodies. 
saxualityandtransitions. Call Barbara Hare 
Noonan or Carrie PeIe!son. 773-9625. 
SHIATSUORSWEDISHMASSAGE.Shiasu 
is Japanes&-style massage. Special intr~ 
ductory oller of 20".4 dI regular lee. Keith 
Hintz MST 823-2023. Portland license. 
SPtRITUAlfTYMDSPEM>INGduringthe 
holiday season. Jane Galr is facilitating a 
noontim& discussion series Mondays and 
Wednesdaysthrough December. Come to 
oneorall olthem. $5 per session. Call 774-
8633 lor details and location. 
STEVE FARRElL. licensed Clinical Pr~ 
lessional Counselor. starting 12-session 
Therapy Group on your most importan~ 
relationship. call 642-5094. 
TAl CHI CHUAN is an ancient Chinese 
Martial Art. based on mental and physi-
cal balance. One learns to blend with an 
opponents force to control it. TAl CHI is 
a fluid system based on meditation in 
movement ExceIlentforspi ritual growth. 
radiant physical health and unequaled in 
reducing the ~ects 01 stress and ten-
sion in ones lile. Beginners through ad-
vanced classes. including Push-Hands. 
Visitors welcom&. For information call 
Gene Golden. 772-9039. 
FRIENDL YPOOCH.TEACHER.grad-stu-
dent seeking N/S mature citizen who 
doesn·t mind recycling (preler 25+). to 
share mosHy lurnished. 2-story. house 
near USM. No other pets. please. $2OCV 
mo. +oil heat Call 871-7212. 
FRIENDLY. RESPONSIBLE NlS. NID. 
lemalesto share beautiful. sunny. 3 BR 
near Eastern Prom. Furniture. cats wel-
come. $17!i1mo. +113 utils. Must see! 
Available 211/93. 871-0509. 
GF. PROFESSIONAl. seeking NIS F (or 
lesbian couple) to share spacious West 
End apt. 2 BR. 1st floor. hardwood! 
carpet WID. gas heat. modern lacilities. 
pari<ing. $3O!Vmo. +112 utils. Avail. 1/11 
93.775-5112. 
NEAR MMC & USM- Female roommate 
wanted • large sun ny home to share. I am 
a prol. NlS. 2 rooms lor you. $35!Vmo 
complete. 775-3145. 
NORTH PORTLAND- MIF. NIS wanted 
to share 2 BR apt with GM. Pari<ing. 
snow removal. quiet building in conve-
nient location. $255/mo+. 797-2680. 
PlEASANT AVE.- Female NlSwanted to 
share spacious 3 BR apt in nice. resi-
dential area. No pets. $21!vmo. +1/3 
utils. Call 773-5190. 
PORTlAND. ~ USM-Neat tVS. QUiet, 
responsi bIe I.NF to share 3 SA house wt2 
GMs.Largeyard.deck. WID. parldng. stor-
age. $25(Vmo. plus. 773-0362. 
Place your 3 - week classified 
ad in the lilFIE. 
~m under any 
category & receive the fourth 
week FREE! 
SCARBOROUGH-Prol. Miookingfor2N1 
SMIF.Spacious3BR 1.5 bath house. Walk 
to beach. W/O. woodstove. $25!i1mo+ 1/3 
utils. Pats neg. Dead end. 883-1206. 
SOUTH FREEPORT HOUSE- Prol. male 
and two Iriendly dogs seeking respon-
sible NIS MlFtoshare2 BR hom&. WID. 
wood stove. Monitor heater. large yard. 
Convenient to Portland. Brunswick and 
beaches. $l85/mo. + 112 utils. Call 865-
9246. please leave a message. 
TWO ROOMMATES NEEDED lor semi-
large house: Must be non-prolessional. 
absurdis! rrislit quasi-intelligent respon-
sible. clean. obtuse braines. Call ourhorret 
lalling haus. 515!i1mo. 772-8529. 
WESTBROOK- Share huge 3 BR house. 
plenty off-street pari<ing and storage. 5 
mins. from USM. on bus route. $24!i1 
mo. +1/3 utils. 856-7315. 
YARMOUTH- TheJunipers. Seeking Fto 
share 2.5 BA. Smoker okay. Laundry. 
tennis courts. close to highway. studio 
space available. S312.5O/mo heat in-
cluded. 781-5251. 846-1310. 
aplS/rent 
ADAMS ST. 119- Clean. modem. 2 BR. 
custom-buiHkitchen. WIW. WID hook-up. 
oll-street parldng. water views, sec. dep. 
$45!Vrno.+ utils.(gas heat). 772-2690. 
BACK COVE- 2 bedroom with 
waterviews. Clean & quiet Includes heat 
& hot water. $57!Vmo. Call 773-2245. 
CUMBERLAND AVE. (WESTEND)-Great 
FOREST PARK APARTMENTS- Charm-
ing 1 & 2 BR heated rental homes over-
looking Back Cove & Baxter Blvd jog-
ging path. From S4651mo. 773-RENT. 
FREDERICK ST.- Newly remodeled. 2 
BR. LR. DR. k~chen. bath. Sunny. quiet 
building. $43!i1mo. +utils. (gas). Avail-
able immediately. 799-8895. 
HIGH ST .• PORTlAND 174- Spacious 
2BR. w/enclosed sun porch. gas heat 
WID hookup. pari<lng. $600 + Uti Is. 
Phillips Property Mnot. Inc. 772-6345. 
MASS AVE- Bright & sunny 1 BR with 
basement storage. $450/mo includes 
heat. hotwater.laundry.pari<ing &snow 
removal. Call 773-7368. 
MERCY AREA- Large. sunny 2 BR. 2nd 
lloor. WID hook-up. hardwood floors. 
pari<ing. storage. S450/mo. plus heat & 
utils. 200 gallons FREE oil. 773-6076. 
MIDDLE ST .. PORTLAND- Contempo-
rary2BR corner unit high ceilings. large 
wi ndows. gas heat & range. storage 
$625 + utils. Phillips Property Mngt 
Inc. 772-5345. 
OCEAN VIEWS- Large 1 BR. deck. pri-
vate parking. adjacent to tennis courts. 
walk to beautiful 7 mile beach. $510. 
King Real Estate 934-7622. 
OLD ORCHARD BEACH- Year round. 
furnished 1 BR apt $210 + heat & utils. 
NoPets. N/S. Securitydapositand lease. 
846-6474. DEEP MlISCLEMASSAGE-KaranAusten. MA. LM.T .• Licensed Massage Thera-
pist. Alleviate chronic backaches. head-
aches, neck and shoulder stiffness. sci-
atica, stress. improve IleJCibility. muscle 
tone. circulation. athletic perlormance. &i 
appointm&nt 865-06n. 
DISCOVER YOUR INTUITION. creativ-
ity. ability to heal your spirit. Openings 
in small group that meets bi-weekly. 
Call Winter. 92!Hi96O. 
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE AND BODY-
WORK lorwom&n (male clients accepted 
on referral only): Recovery issues, stress. 
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Call 775-1234 NOW to take advantage 
II 
; , efficiency in Old Victorian. high ceilings, 
hardwood floors. bay windows. lire-
place. private bath & kitchen. $l00/mo . 
heat & HW included. Call 828-1426. 
OLD ORCHARD. SMITHWHEEL COURT-
2BR. CMP "GOOd Cents" condo. lully 
applianced including washer & dryer. 
$500 + utils. Phillips Property Mngt. 
Inc. 772-5345. 
008, LARGE 2BR IN VICTORIAN HOME-
Near beach. porch. parldng. reasonably 
pricedat$350. King Real Estate934-7622. 
EUROPEAN PSYCHIC- Jonathan Marks, 
MSO-Predicling & analyzing past happen-
ings, present problems and future ewrrts. 
lt2-hourl hoursessions. Psychic. Tarot & 
Counseling. Portland. 775-2213. 
FREE ACUPUNCTURE CONSUL TA nON! 
limited Holiday oller- NOw until Janu-
ary 1st. Call the Portland Center 01 Clas-
sical Acupuncture. 775-0058. lor an 
appointm&nt. 
INSIGHT: A GIFT FOR YOURSELF or 
someone special. A Tarot reading is a 
unique and valuable experience. Call 
Jeanne- Tarot Society of New England. 
799-8648. 
MASSAGE THERAPY - Retu rn to a leel-
ing 01 being in your body. Release pain 
and trauma. recenter.l .5 hoursessions. 
Brunswickollice.Stu Phillips, LMT. 737-
8576. 
OPENINGS AVAILABLE IN ON-GOING 
Men's TheraPl' Group (Mondays. 7-
9pm). and Mixed TheraPl' Group (Tues-
days, Hipm).Lead by Stephen Aronson. 
PhD. Insurance reimbursable. For info. 
772-3176. 
roommates 
AM LOOKING FORANlSROOMMATEto 
share a 2 BR condo oil 01 Brighton Ave. 
WID. gas heat. 1.5 baths, parking. No 
pets. $25(Vmo. +112 utils. n4-4916. 
AM LOOKING FOR NlS. responsible 
roommate to shara 2 BR townhouse oil 
RI. 302. Windham. OIl-street pari<ing. 
Must like cats. $l251mo. includes all. 
892-7225. 
BACK COVE AREA- 2 professional Ie-
males seek 3rd lor 4 BR house w/yard. 
oil-street parking. Clean. quiet. NlS 
house. Preler F non-drinker. $l13/mo. 
+utils. 879-0882. 
BACK COVE! Responsible, chem-Iree WS 
roommateswantedto share beautiM spa-
cious, quiet, 3BR, 2 bathroomaptS260+. 
Available In/93 & 2/1/93. Call 774-4103. 
EASTERN PROM- BeautilulViewsol Casco 
Bay to share ~ng larrily in large fur-
nished Victorian. Must see. Seeking sober 
person wMBadoJ incorre. Avail. immed. 
$3IXVrno .• security. 774-3013. 
HANG YOUR STOCKING BY Tl£ FIRE-
PLACE & join us lor the holidays. Private. 
lurnished space in large apt in safe. West-
ern Prom area. SlOlwk. m -14D2. 
INTOWN- Considerate lemale N/S 
wanted to share 2 BR. 3rd lloor. mod-
ern. sunny ~t. w/skylights. No pets. 
Avail 111/93. $237.50/mo. +112 utils. 
Call Lori. 773-3657. 
LELAND ST.- M(41) seeks 2-3 MlF NlS 
prolJgrad. students to share 3-4 BR 
apt in Quiet neighborhood. Respon-
sible people w/good sense 01 humor. 
25+. $284/mo heated. 772-7838. leave 
message. 
MATURE. RESPONSIBLE. NlS MIF 
wanted to share large. comfortable house 
in Deering area with 2 others and dog. 
Sense 01 humor helpful. Parking. WID. 
52751mo. +113 utils. n2-7317. 
N. Yarmouth- NlS F to shara spacious 2 
BR 112duplexw/proIFanddog. WID. all 
appl .• yard. Dog welcomed. $3O!Vmo 
incls. heat. HW. 829-6472. 
NEAR DOWNTOWN- Chem-Iree. recy-
cling non-smokers looking lor a 3rd to 
share spacious. sunny. cheap apt Cats 
okay. Avail immed. $15!Vmo+ 1/3 utils. 
RelsJdeposit required. 775-4981. 
PORTlANO- MIF roommate wanted to 
share nice 2 SR apt in ME Med. area. 
$22!i1mo +112 elec. Call 761-0719. leave 
message. 
PORTlANO- Male roommate wanted to 
share 2 BR apt. in quiet neighborhood. 
NlS. chem-Iree. responsible. $300/mo. 
includes utils. & sec. dep.Avail. immed. 
874-0074. leave message. 
PORTlAND- NlS GM to share 2 BR wi 
ocean views. yard. pari<ing. quiet spa-
cious. on bus route. close to 1-295. 
S2751mo + utils. 871-9940. 
PORTlAND- New 4 BR. 2 bath. large 
rooms. quiet neighborhood. oil-stroot 
pari<ing. on bus-route. Carpeted. cable. 
WID. complete kitchen. No smoke or 
drugs. $l5!Vmo. 878-8350. 
PROFESSIONAL. discreet GM. 34. seek-
ing NIS. responsible MlF. GIS room-
mate lor large. modern house. 3 acres. 
WID. fireplace. own bath. $l2!i1mo. in-
cludes heaVcable. 892-1056. 
RESPONSIBLE HOUSEMATEWANTED-
to share spacious 2 BR house. No pets. 
$325 + 112 utils. 883-6591. Includes 
tennis courts & pools. 
DANFORTH 169- Sunny 1 BR. newly 
redecorated. quiet building. superinten-
dent on premises. Heat. utils incl. $4501 
mo. 879-2478. 
DANFORTH ST 1212- 3rd lloor. 3BR. 
LR. dining area. full bath. $600'mo + 
utils. n4-7604. 
DEERING ST.- Spacious room in quiet 
Victorian. Large windows. hdwd flrs, 
laundry.$275/mo. includesall utils. Call 
828-1426. 
FALMOUTH FORESIDE- Rooms with 
views. Pristine condo. 3112 BR. 2 bath, 
Iplc. alc. all appliances. sunny deck, 
privacy. pool. tennis courts. 51150/mo. 
Call 781-4591. 
FOREST AVE- Modern 2 BR w/dish-
washer. disposal. microwave. eat-in 
kitchen. S569/mo. includes all uti Is. Call 
823-3600. 
FOREST AVE. #999- Nice. spacious 1 
BRs. 2nd lloor. gas heat clean. quiet 
building. Cat O.K. Availableimmediately. 
$425-45O/mo. tutils. 797-8846. 
FOREST AVE .• Near Mad Horse Theater-
1 BR. lstlloor. clean. carpeted. pari<ing. 
No pets. $32!i1mo. tutils. Available now. 
797-8846. 
PARKSIOE-Largalstfloor 3 BR apt. wi 
hardwood lloors. oil-street parking. 
laundry. fenced yard. storage. lease. 
security. No pets. 54951mo. +utils. 1-
363-5544. leave message. 
PORTlAND.589RIVERSIDEST.-Large. 
2 floors. 3 BR. eat-in kitchen. conve-
nientto 95. $7SO/mo. includes parking. 
all utilities. Sec. dep. 797-4969. 
PORTlAND- I.JSMn.1E Mad Area. 1 BR 
eIIie. Hdwd floors, sundeck. yard. Ireshly 
painted. Quiet, non-srnoker. nodogs. $300 
incl. heat & HW. 767-2844/780-4642. 
OUIET WOODED SETTING. 006- Large 
2BR, 11.5 bath townhouse. WID hookup. 
2carpari<lng. deck.lullyappliarced.great 
location. $S5O King Real Estate934-7622. 
SACO "SPECIAl"- $500 for this 2BR. 1 
bath w/monitor heat Quiet residential set-
~ng. parldng. King Real Estate 934-7622. 
SACO. NICE RESIDENTiAl AREA- 2BR. 
1 bath. economical to heat. parldng $425. 
King Real Estate 934-7622. 
SACO- Spacious 2BR 1.5 bath 
townhouse full basement deck, quiet 
area off ExitTurnpike5. $565. King Real 
Estate 934-7622. 
CLASSIFIED AD ORDER FORM BY PHONE: 775-1234 BY FAX: 775-1615 
categories the sure sell your ad: 
Obody&80ul o dining 25 words ... $11 per week 
Oroommat .. o stull for"'. additional words ... 50¢/Wordlweek 
Oaptstrent 0$02 stull for .... Phone it In: 775-1234 (visa/mc) 
o houses/rent o yard"'" FAX it in: 775-1615 (visa/mc) 
o offIc.s/rent o arts & cl'llft8 WalkIMaillt in: Casco Bay Weekly 
o business rental. o gardena 551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101 
o studlos/rent o wanted Attn: Classlfieds 
Ou.onel/rent Ocomputera deadlines Oreal .. tate o music 
o business property Owheel8 
Une ads: Monday at 6PM 
Oland ... o boats Display ads: Friday at 5PM 
o auctions o theater aI1ll Call 775-1234 for display rates. 
o child care o learning Phone ,. 
Number of words: o help wanted o publications fine print Name: o Jobs wanted Oanlmal8 Number of weeks: 
o buslne .. services o toat & found (free) aas.Iled ads rrust be poid ra h advance wIh casI1, per.oonaI Address: First 25 words ct1ecl<. money order. 'ma Of Mastercard. lDsI & FOlIld itemsllsted 
o bu.tnesa opportunltl .. o legal notices frao. ClassIIed ads .... non·reMdabie. C8W".,.. not be Ualie rOf $11 per week: $ 
1II"fi=44U ....... ooi...,.,.. "'~ln lhead ~do 
Oftnanclal o bull.tin board not ecllhe "'*'" or oontmt '" SIbIt~ d31go lhe meaning o visa 0 me# + acid. words (» 5O¢ ea.: $ 01 lhe ed. CoedIt wfI be _ -. &TOr has beIn 
o dating services Or1da board deI_ IMIhln one week 01 publk:aIIon. T_ sheet. _al:je 
'OfS2/cq>y. expo date Total: $ 
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Weekly· Wellness· Directory 
The Chinese Healing 
Arts Center 
Dr. Zhao Mel 
Traditional Chinese 
regimen for nourishing 
physical and mental 
health 
• Oi Gong Exercise 
• Massage - acupulcture 
without needles 
• Balsnced Diet 
In Touch 
Prof ... i"""l 
MusageAsaociatea: 
Elizobeth London Patricia Bemdt 




-.,...... THE ~ 
STRESS RELIEVER 
apts/rent 
SOUTH PORTlAND- Sublet furnished. 
large. 1 BR. water views. parking. heaV 
HW included. LR. OR. storage. S54CV 
mo. 799-0697/773-1990. ext. 192. 
STATE ST.- 2 apts.- 1) 3-4 BR. large 
kitchen. DR.LR. storage. pari<ing. $49!V 
mo.+: 2) 1 BR. largeLR. kitchen. stor-
age. pa ri<ing. $200/mo. +sec. dep .• lease. 
878~19 or 780-5574. 
houses/rent 
GORHAM- Spacious. 4 BR house. LR. 
DR. kitchen. 2 baths. pari<ing. yards. 
fireplace. storage. piano. pets OX $650/ 
mo.+. Minimum 5-month lease. Avail. 
111/93.772-9615. 
LOCATED IN LITTLE FALLS AREA of 
Gorham. Small house lor rant ok heat 
new appliances. Aski ng $400/mo + utils. 
892-1402. ready now! 
NORTH DEERING- Newly renovated 2BR 
ranch. WIlIl-mointained by owner. quiet 
neighborhood. large backyard. garage. 
storage. hardwood floors. set~n kitchen. 
WID hook-up. oil heat convenient to 
schools, on bustine. $65QImo.H8Ierences 
lease. security deposit 797-4315. 
NOYES ST.- 2 BR. hardwood floors, fir&-
place. laundry. 2 LA. DR. off-street park-
ing. borders a nice park. $685Jmo. +utils. 
onlces/rent 
CENTRAl PORTlAND- Spacious ollice 10 
share5OiSOwith psychotherapist Historic 
building. fireplace, nice neighborhood. 
Contact David Bigelow. 767-6137. 
IMPECCABLE OFFICE SPACE- Excellent 
lortherapistorconsultant Spacelorgroup 
of 10. S2G'day. Call StBYe at 642-5094. 
THERAPIST WANTED to share bright 
sunny ollice. comfortably furnished. 
handicapped accessible. Anylall day until 
5 o·clock. $8Ihour. Some relerrals. Dr. 
Robinson. 773-5573. 
art studios/rent 
ART AND CRAFT PEOPLE- Rent a work-
ing studio in a building devoted to you. 
317 Cumberland Ave. lights. heat in-
cluded. Pari<ing avail. Call 772.fJ527. 
SlUllOSPACEAVAILABLE next to active 
sculpture studio. 17')(22'. w/sink& shared 
bathroom. 517!Vmo +utils. 70 Merrill St.. 
PortlaOO. Call Connie,854-49t 5I8~4. 
Call McKenney Counseling 
Service todayl 
AtcboboUsm . Drug Abuse 
Codependency • Smoking 
. Gary Mckenney. LSAC, 77l-3889 
Rc::uom.blc: NClool1Cd. Ratca 
SHIATSU 
ACUPRESSURE 
Gentle. relaxing. healing. 
An exp"ienct of dut balanet 
~ ACUl'UNCTURE 
WITHOUT NEEDLES 
16-Week therapy group fonning to assist panicipanu in teCOYering 
from hannful relationship dependency pattern •. 
The group is designed to help rnemben: 
• Identify addictive relationship dynamics 
• Understand the origins of relationship dependency 
• Learn ways to work through withdrawal symptoms 
• Learn to develop and maintain heal1hy intimacy in primary 
relationships and friendship. 
• Increaoe self e.teem 
• Procell r=wery through joumaling and experiential group "".reise. 
For more infonnation 00IlIact: 
Lucy C. Chudzik, LSAC 
(207) 761-9096 
A woman's group using dreams. 
images. 'Iories and the body to 
facilitate: 





• dilCOVCry of the creative 
energy of the feminine 
" devel"(""enl of • positive 
",!auonship with the 
feminine Trust us wit.it your body 
seasonal/rent 
SCARBOROUGH- Higgins Beach 3 BR 
home. WID. close to shore. Avail immed. 
Cable & phone Inci. S6OO/mo. + utils. 
(508)667-7478. 
real estate 
40 ACRES- Old farm. good buildi ng site. 
woods. fields. small brook. 200' Iront-
age. $13.900; 60 ac re homes~e. paved 
road. utilities. 415' Irontage. $21.000. 
(207)455-4433. 
DO YOU HAVE A HOUSE FOR SAlE? 
Why not advertise it through THE SURE 
SELL? Call 775-1234 or 883-4149. 
FAlMOUTH FORESIDE- Unusual condo 
priced to sell! 3.5 BR. 2 baths. move-In 
condition. fireplace. alc. pool. tennis 
courts. Trees surround private patio. 1 
blocklromwater. Call owner. 781-4591. 
MUST SIU- SCARBOROUGH. 5 BR. 3 
BA home w/attached oversized garage 
and 2 Ii replaces. Located on Pleasant 
Pond. Best oller 883-6404 .. 
NEW WINTERIZED. Lakelront cottage 
in Burnham. pnvacy. well landscaped. 2 
BR. kitchen. living room. bath & 
bunkroom. Dock and many extras. 
$98.000. Call 813-791-6062. 
WlNDIiW- Attractive 6 BR. 3.5 bath gar-
rison in rmture development 11 rooms, 
2.5 car garage. new deck, 112 acre lot 
Greailarrily hom&! 5169.000. 892-8871. 
child care 
BEARS & BLANKETS. licensed home 
day care. owned and operated by li-
censed nurses. Sale. lun. hOrmHike 
environm&nt Lot's of TlC. 011 outer-
Forest Ave .• dead-end stroot. 797-6397. 
LOOKING FOR SOMEONE PROFFICIENT 
in College Algebra for a math project 




DENTS- PARTTIME JOB- Earn $20-$30 
per week lor 4-5 hours delivering 
Penny$avers and Magazines. Walking 
and driving routes available. Call Ad-
vanced Delivery 883-1735. 






Sunday DEC. 13 
10 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
Bath Ir. High School 
Bath. Maine 
(Exit U.S. I al Congress Ave.) 
- 60 Dealers -
ADM $2.50 " w/ad $2.00 
P.T. Promotions Inc 
P.O. Box 333 
Bath. Maine 04530 
207/443-8963 
help wanted 
CHILD CARE NEEDED IN PORTLAND 
HOME Mon. & Fri. lor ages 5. 2. & 4 
mos. Experience. relerences. NIS. Call 
775-0619 between 6-9pm. 
CRUISE SH IP JOBS- Up to S90OIweekly. 
Free room'board. now hiring skilledl 
unSkilled. men/Women. No experience 
necessary. 818-960-9144. ext. C909. 
EASY WORK! Excellent Pay! Assemble 
products at home. Call toillree. 1-800· 
873-6365 ext. 1379. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND ASSIS-
TANCE regarding the investigation 01 
linancing. business opportunities and 
work at home opportunities. Casco Bay 
Weekly urges it's readers to contact the 
Better Business Bureau. Inc .• Maine Di-
vision. 812 Stevens Ave.. Portland. ME 
04103-2648. 
GIRLS WANTED FROM ME. NH & MA-
Between 7-19. tocompeta in this year's 
4TH Annual 1993 Portland Pageants. 
Over $20.000 in prizes and scholar-
ships. Call today 1-800-PAGEANT Ext 
1376 (1-800-724-3268). 
TEACl£RS WANTED lor Alterschool Sci-
ence Classes. Must have experience with 
children and an interest in science. Call 
Cathy. n5-7362 for more i nforrration. 
music 
DRUMMER: New to Portland. R&B. jazz. 
funk and world Iolk influences. Some 
pro experience. Looking to back-upsen-
sltive musicians. especially women 
musicians. Robert. 935-3011. 
JUST IN TIME FOR CHRISTMAS- Stu-
dio sale. Guitars: Ovation 12-string. 
$150; 2 Guilds. $300. electric. $100; 
Yamaha DX-7 keyboardw/extras. $500; 
Olari 8-channel studio recorder w/ex-
tras. $4000. 828-0279. 
MUSIC RECREATION- Have a really fun 
party including hands-on musical in-
strum&nts. Treat your guests to an op-
portu n ity to express their hidden talents 
in an inlormal atmosphere. Call Sandy 
772-5636 leave message. 
SINGERSI SONGWRITERSI BANDS-
Record your songs at Portland's pre-
mier demo studio. Digrtal effects and 
rrixdown. $15/hr. Call lor details and 
Iree consultation. (207)775-2159 
wheels 
$$rASHC'ASHCASHSS-WEHAU.AWAY 
JUNK CARS NKJ TRUCKS, any condition. 
_ days a week. ~9. 773-&78 
1982. 98 OLDSMOBILE V8. brand new 
i nspection sticker. rebuilt engine. approx 
56k miles, good condition. power. AMI 
FM stereo. Also '79 280Z needs body 
work. both lor $2.500 799-2736. 
1990240SX-12.OOO rriles. stored win-
ters. CD player. sunroof. black 59.500. 
767-0614. 
1990 CHEVY BlAZER- 1500 Silverado. 
auto. excellent condition. 4x4. V-8, 33k 
rriles. running boards, ti nted windows. 
Iully loaded. gr6f/silver. $I 5.500885-5442. 
BLAZER S10. 1986. 4x4. Tahoe pack-
age. air. loaded. excellent condition. 
98.000 rri •• mostly highway. no rust 
54.500 Callweekdaysatter7pm. all day 
weekends 283-1115. 
BMW 750IL 1990- Black on black. 
68.000 rriles. car phone. CD player. new 
tires. always garaged. Loaded! Excel-
lent condition. $l5.ooofirm. 622-0131. 
BUICKSKYHAWK 1985-Autotrans. ps. 
PB. gOOd condrtion. runs super. 51700 
883-6976. 
Please Recycle this Paper 
BUICK SKYlARK. 1970- new brakes. new 
duel exhaust. new tires, new waterpump 
rad~or. som& rust needs some work but 
ru ns WIllI. Asking $1.5OO0r8O. Greatdeal! 




Unlock the spiritual energy 
created by you as a couple 
Peter A. Rush. MA. LSAC. 




hardly used. excellent cond .• gOOd 
starter bike. Paid $1.000 new. will take 
$600- 2 years old. 883-9698. 
HONDA ACCORD HATCHBACK. 1981-
5-spd .• runs fine. needs bodywori<. 
$800. 846-3365. 
HONDACMC'87 -RustIree.originai owner. 
non-smoker. clean. P8PP1'. Ian!astic snow 
& icecar. reliable&econorrical.l!ttjdirll:! 
& save! Discounted $3000. m-2fIl'3. 
HONDA CRX-HF. 1988-White. Am'Fm 
stereo. tinted windows. new exhaust 
and brakes. 5-speed. 81 K, runs great. 
B.D. Call 865-0941. Mitch. 
NOVA. 1987- standard. 4 door. AWFM 
cassette. maintai ned. $2,200 774-1501 
VOLKSWAGEN BUS. 1976- Pop-top. 
automatic. original paint new engine. 
excellent condition. new brakes. 2nd 
owner. $2.995 or B.D. 828-4991. 
VW FOX. 1989- 41 K,l!la:eIlentoondition. 
new tires & tUI1&-UP. Am'Fm cassette. 
very clean. 1-larrily owner. southem car. 
no rust. $3.800. 885-5424. 6-~rn 
VW.ETA. 1982- Very good condition 
and maintanencehls1Dry.5-speed manual 
for fine rrileage. Nice sounds in clean 
interior. $2.100 or B.D. m-3559. 
VW PASSAT 1991- 5 5Pd. 46.000 rri .• 
loaded. sunrool. am-Imcassetts. power 
everything. Even the seats heat up! 
$13.900.865-4549. 
CHEVY CUSTOM DELUXE 4x4. 1969-
Well-kept too many extras to list. FREE 
Yamaha XS-85O w!purchase. $4000. 
Low rrileage. Alpine stereo. explosion-
proolluel cell. 443-3650. 
FORD DUMPTRUCK, 1971- 6 yard ca-
pacity. New power take-oll on dump. in 
gOOd condition with only 18K original 
rriles. Please call 799-3631 . 
FORD F150 19884X2-8' styie-side. 5 spd. 
00. WOo manual trans.. sliding rear win-
dow. cruise. toneau cover. dual tanks, 
rust-prooled. 2411. $6.795 799-0699. 
FORD LTD 1985- Needs some baSic 
maintenance. good condition. 76.000 
miles. PIW. AMlFM ster80. Asking 
$1.000. book valll8 O\Ier $2.000. 799-




• Individual & Group 
Counseling 
Dru Myers, 
LSAC. NCAcn. NCADC 
774-4564 
• IUU'lUTi"8 massage· 
IMrtJ{Hutic louch,facial "wssage 
JinShin Do acupressure 
Gift Certificates Available 
774-2550 
Tuesdays 6 - 8 p.m. 
December 15. 22, 291 Jan. 5 
Keziah Hinchen 
theatre arts 
AUDITIONS- For role 01 Ber1a in Hedda 
Gabler. Portland Stage Co. will beaudi-
tioning non-EQuity actresses aged 40-
60 on Dec. 4th 4-7pm. By appt. only. 
Please call 774-1043. 
learning 
A SPECiAl GIFT To Nourish The Cre-
ativity Of One You Love Very Much-
Drawing: Leaming to See. 10 Weeks. 
Starting January 18th. $250. Call: K. 
Boldt 799-5728. Write: 19Bin;hKnoils. 
Cape Elizabeth. ME 04107. 
COMPUTER LESSONS. CHEAP! Make 
friends with Macintosh the lun and 
easy way. Four lessons lor $80. Gilt 
certificates available. Call The Com-
puterTutor. n3.fJ132. 
animals 
FOR INTERNAl PARASITES. TENDER 
PAIlS. and ear problems, ask OAK HILL 
ACE HARDWARE 883-5058 about 
TRMRMICIDE. PAIlKOTE. MITEX& EAR 
CANKER POWDER Available D-T -C. 
rldeshare 
AUGUSTA TO PORTLAND. MON.-mi .• 
leave 7:00 am. return 5:3~6:00 pm. 
Alternate vehicles? Share expenses? 
NlS. I have pari<ing!!! Call 437-2813. 
DESPERA TEL YlOOKING to share rides 
with someone from OOB to Exrt 8 area. 
797 -8240. days. 934-9493. BYes. 
bulletin board 
SANTA CLAUS IS COMING TO TOWN! 
Brighten your children's parties or bring 
laughter to office parties. For more in-
lormation. call Santa at 761-4505. 
TUCKER'S USED FURNITURE-235 Con-
gress St. in Portland. Buying & selling 
antiques and used furniture. delivery 
service avalible.linle bit 01 everything. 
761-0193 
WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME YOU 
HElPED save a lile? Do it this week by 
donating blOOd at the Red Cross. For 
more inlormation call us at l-8OQ.428-
0734 or 775-2367. 
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• BUSINESS SERVICES DIRECTORY • 
Residential I Commel'cial 
If you've ever cleaned up for 
the cleaning people ... or worse, 
cleaned up afler them ... 
You need me in your life 
NEW! Stoker Coal Stove 
1111111111:11~!liii1:1,1!'I~I:1 1 BIIJ'IlJ Z-3day. without • PEA. NUT I,DelIne or Ibokln& 
• STOVE· RICE ~
• COAL STOVES • 











Stop searching without 
success. Define your goals. 
Match your interests & 
skills. I.e2m to market 
yourself & interview well. 
/"11/ 
207/799-3344 
lit ··.·.·.· •••••• f l 
--








Create the perfect mood for 
H •• i'...,i{{"" l engagements, birthdays, 




,',' " : :. 
business services stull for sale 
"IT TAKES TWO" -A full cateri ng service 
with custom cooking prepared in the 
knchens of Marianne & Maria Off-
premise service for all occassions. Ex-
cellent quality for excellent value. Oefi-
cious menus designed to please your 
palate. Your pleasure is our pleasure. 
772-00601854-8577. 
(we'er·strip'in)·The art of eliminating 
heat robbing drafts around windows 
and doors. For qualny weatherstrip, 8)(. 
pert and friendly adVice, CAlL THE DOOR 
DOCTOR 839-3204. 
ATIENTION OFFICES: We are offering 
select offices a freecandy/snack service 
featuring M&M'sHersheysand Nabisco 
products. ThiS offer is only made to 
firms with over 25 employees, as our 
equipment and suppliesarelimited. Call 
Immediately 799-S018 or 799-2700. 
CAR CARRIER SERVlCE5- Long dis· 
tance hauling, 24 hour towing. Auto 
Brokers pMax 883-5575. 
CARPENTRY· ALL PHASES, no Job too 
small or large. 20 years experience, 
references available, reasonable rates. 
Call Bob Thompson, 175~309. 
DIRTY, HARD·TO-CLEAN BATHTUB? 
Restore any bathtub. Easy cleaning, no 
toxic odor, no mess, no peeling, no 
down time. Lifetime warranty. Poly·Tub 
Restoration. 174-8f84. 
DRAFTING: I'LL WORK WITH YOU to 
draw your custom house plans or other 
designing needs. Reasonable rates. 
Randy 642-4022 leave message. 
ECONOMY DOWN· Will barter for some 
services. light trucking, rubbish r&-
mova!, landscaping, tree work, garage, 
barn, attic demolition. Fall cleanup, pro-
fessional moving. Call761~193. 
ELECTRICIAN· CALL "FORREST" at 
Town & Country Electric for lowest Prices 
in town. Specialty: Fuses to breaker 
panels. Licensed & insu red. Contrac· 
tors- CALL US! 772-5257. 
FALL IS HERE! So call on us, we do fall 
cleaning, lighttrucking, rubbish removal, 
yard raking, landscaping, lawn installa-
tion, attics, basements & garages 
cleaned. CaU 775-7972. 
GREATCfflISTMASIOEA!Custom-made 
pillows. All sizes & styles. Order now for 
Christmas, 7~, ask for Kelly. 
HANDYMAN WITH TRUCK AVAILABLE 
to do odd jobs and moving, locally or 
long distance. Experienced & depend· 
able with references. Call for low rates, 
774-2159 anytime. 
HOLIDAYCOLORANAL YSIS·Learn best 
clothing and makeup colors by top con· 
sultant Only $35 through Christmas! 
Daysleveni ngs.'Neekend appoi ntments. 
TIS the season! 781-4327. 
HORSES,ANYBREEDTRAINEDtodrive 
in harness, hands on owner training. 
Reasonable riles. We teach the owner 
as well as the horse 87!H693. 
HOUSE CLEANING PAR EXCELLENCE· 
Reliable, efficient, affordable rates, ex· 
cellent references. 12 years experience. 
Free estimates. 174-6467. 
IS CLEANING· ironing, toenail cutting, 
errand running, brass and Sliver polish· 
ing and laundry hard for you? I can help 
in many w~ Reasonable rates and 
ref's. Call Patty 172-6825. 
NEED ELECTRiCAl WORK DONE? Best 
dealson service changes, "Fuses toBreak· 
GIS". Ceiling fans- you buy, I assemble and 
hang. Anything electrical, no job too big or 
small. Quality wor1< at very reasonable 
rates. Free estimates. Master Electrician, 
Insured. Gerry's Electric, 773-58ff1. 
NEED HELP? Certified Paralegal can help 
wlthwtlls, power of attorney, living wills, 
living trusts, bankruptcy, dlvorc~, word 
processing, taxes. Carolyn Pardi, 172-
6620. Reasonable rates. 
PEOPLE'S PAINTING- Interior & oo&-
rior, 25 years experience, insured, free 
estimates 774-7254. 
PLlMllNG- CofTlJiele bath and kitchen 
remodeling, forced hotwater heating and 
COI1YlllSons Iooil orgas. Bumham 80ilGlS 
offered. Free estimates. Andy Uhas, Mas-
ler Plumber, s.P. native. 767-5233. 
PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSING-
Papers, letters, resumes, documents, 
editing. Reasonable rates. Same day 
seNice. Pick up & delivery. 799-7236. 
SNOWPLOWING, SNOW BLOWING & 
SANDING· In Greater Portland area. 
Commercial & residential. Free esti· 
mates. Low rates. Call Kevin, 175-3244. 
SUNSHINE CLEANER5- Housecleaning, 
weekly or bI·weekly. by professionally 
trained staff. 16 years experience. Af· 
fordable rates, excellent references, in-
sured! bonded. Free estimates. Greater 
Portland. 799-5323. 
TUCKER'S LIGHT TRUCKING· Maint&-
nance & furniture moving· Painting, 
house cleaning, odd jobs, landscaping, 
tree work, rubbish removal, handywork. 
Cleaning attics and basements. Free 
estimata, low rates. Call 761~193. 
TUCKER'S TRUCKING- Local or long dis-
tance. General trucking & professional 
IrOIing of all types. Rubbish removal, 
basements, attics & garages cleaned, 
freight hauli no- 8 to 24 footers 3V3Ilabie. 
Best rates around. Professional service. 
Fall clean up, calI761~193. 
TUNES "R" US OJ SERVlCE5- All CO's, 
10,OOO~ song playlists. lighting, fog, 
bubbles,I800~watts. Call the pros. $99 
special, some restrictions. n~3. 
Pager, 1-8I)(H;39-7707. 
VIDEO TAPE CONVERSION· American! 
Forelgnor Foreign/American video trans· 




portunity of the 90's. Consvmer elec· 
tronlcs products for home, vehicle per· 
son. Expanding product line, residual 
income, low·risk. Contact: Wendy Reali, 
828-t918. 
stun for sale 
"EMPIRE" 80,000 BTU PROPANE 
HEATER- with blower, $600. "EFEL" 
woodstove with glass front/screen in· 
sert- front or side load 24" log, S6OO. 
929-3513. 
1 BAY WINDOW· measuring 4 112x7 1/ 
2 ft. $225 call 883-9f53 or 174-5919. 
4YR OLD KENMORE WASHER & 
DRYER· Excellent condition $400. Large 
futon and hardwood frame $80, IBM Xl 
computer, monitor, printer wltiio 5114 
drives, excellent condition $500. Pick-
up in Yarmouth, 443-8934 (eves). 
AHHH, Sleep wondefully on two queen· 
size futons complete with wood lrames, 
$225, or on full matress set wlsteel 
frame, $150. Then slip into nice men's 
mad. suede jacket, onlyS30. 874-7475. 
wflambswool collar, $95. Suede jacket 
men's medium, $30. 874-7475. 
BOARD GAMES, $2/each, about30; 7800 
wl69 games, $45; 6-bit N.E.S. wl24 
game packs· opening bid is $200. Tis 
the SEASON ... HAPPY HOLIDAYS, P.O. 
Sox 10787, Portland, ME, 04t04. 
CLEARANCE SALE! At The MAYBE 
SOMEDAY Bookstore. Up to 70'k off! 
Books, tapes, toys, posters, plants, T· 
shirts. etc., incense & oils. Dec. 11-12, 
Fridayl0am~pm,Sat, tOam-2pm. 195 
Congress St. on Munjoy Hill. 773-3275. 
COFFEE TABLE, OBLONG· 2 end tables 
matching, 20" Hoover multi·purposefan. 
Call 799-7544 BYes. after 8pm. 
COLLECfIBLE SPORTS ART· Free infor· 
mation, send SASE 10: "Sports Images", 
P.O. Box 29092, Richmond, VA 23242. 
COMPLETE SOLOFLEX WORKOUT 
equipment, 51,I00value, asking $590. 
892~906. 
DELTA AIRLINES· On&-wayto LA. Call 
772-0932. 
DOLL HOUSE5- All wood. Make some-
one happyforX·Mas. Severaltochoose 
from $50 to $250. Also 0011 House fur· 
niture and misc. 0011 House stuft. Call 
799-6645. 
FISHER MAMA BEAR airtight 
woodstove, $300 or BIO. 879-0284. 
GUARANTEES ARE ONLY AS GOOD as 
the company that offers them. Watch 
out for "money back" offers from un· 
known cOll1lanies. 
l.l. BEAN LEATHER FLIGHT JACKET 
with inside liner- size 44R, mint condi· 
tion. New: $225. will sell tor $1 SO. Call 
174-9659 days or evenings. 
LDOK LIKE A PRO- Officiaily licensed rEL, 
NHL, N8A. MLB and college ~parel and 
ncwelties.Freecatalog.NewEnglandSports 
Connection, 55 Lorraine Terrace, Dept 
PS. Middletown, Ct 06457. 
MATIRESSES & BOXSPRINGS & 
FRAME5- New and used. Also Washelli 
and dryers and appliances. We also buy 
UrM'anted Items. Creditavailable m·fil37. 
NSA WATER FILTERS-BELOW WHOLE· 
SALE COST!! Everyone should have one!! 
Make your own soda with our Spai1der. 
Recommended on National TV asa Money 
Saver. Call Now (207)282-509t . 
ONE·WAY NON·STOP PLANE TICKET 
to Chicago, Friday, Dec. 18th. 5tSO or 
B.O. Call Laura, 174-8203. 
SNOW TIRES· 4 tires perfect for Volvo 
Wagon. Less than 10,000 miles. 
Vredestein 185 SR14. 5100. Call Rob 
after 6pm. 839-2795. 
SNOWBOARD· SIMS 1445 half pipe wi 
junior bindings, pristine condition, cool 
graphics. Great gift for smaller 
snowboarder(80-115Ibs.); REYEYS 12 
oz. leather bOXing gloves, new, $50. Call 
773~231. 
USED MOVIES· $9.95 including adult 
Disney 514.95, posters & standees $. 99 
and up. VCR cleaning & repair. Captain 
Video, Oak Hill Plaza, Scarborough. 883-
6424. 
WOK ELECTRIC Stainless steel Fabetware 
$45, Open Hearth broiler and rotisserie, 
Electric stanless steel FabelWare $50, 
Toastmaster Deluxe Electric Griddle wi 
tellontop $40, Black & Decker Spacemaker 
can opener 512. Calculator 12 dig~ royal 
print and display $30, Sears Craftsman 
electric weedwacker $20, Sears electric 
bIowerWNacu umattachment$35, 2 speak. 
ers, walnut ftame 241lx14Wxllll $25 
each. Call 883-6t94. 
WOMAN'S BLUE 100SPEED FWI· In 
good condition. $tOO ~rm. If interested 
call 767-4374. 
YEAR END SALE· 3 Toro 2f' commercial 
mowers plus partsS350, 4 Echo trimmers 
$250, 1 MacLame edger $50, Honda 521 
snowblOWer $450. 883-58JO. 
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TELE SKIS 
Specializin9 in telemark skis f< 
ski mountaineering equipment 
and accessories. Demos 
available. Mountain-bike sa les, 
rentals, and repairs 
MAHOOSUC MOUNTAIN 
SPORTS 




COLOR CALENDERS· Custom·made 
with your (12) full-color photos. Great 
gift! Call Generated Image, 174-4455. 
COUNTRY WOODCRAFTS- 229 Con· 
gress St. Portland, 871-1350. Large 
selection of wood products, also basket 
weaving supplies, stencils and paints. 
Open 10-5 Mon.·Sat. Classes Available. 
J & P CRAFT GALLERY has stained 
glass supplies! Gift certificates for sup· 
plies and glass are available for Christ· 
mas stockings. Surprise your stained 
glass artist with J & P Craft Gallery's 
selection. 883-4556. 
• ONE TON BOXES 
• WOOD PELLETS • • . 
FREE DEUVERY 
GREATER PORTUND 
OIL TREATI!J)·BAGS OR BUU 




Dale Carnegie Prices? 
~ 
PerlOllll Enb .... me.t Systells 
"Brilw SlICe .... Wiler",,, You Go witlt 
CASSETTE LEARNING COURSES" 
l.eunH""T., 
* Set Y"" pi> * bee' in Sales * ~ LcodcnbipM .......... SkiUJ * RUe Self-Omfidcnoe * IIeaIIb mtFilnea PerfonDlJlCe 
11l PRICE HOLIDAY SPECIAL! 
Scot Seltzer 797-9127 
J & P CRAFT GALLERY offers quality 
hand~rafted gifts tor holiday shopping. 
Find all your special gifts made by 
Maine's professional craftspeople only 
at J & P Craft Gallery, Southgate, RI. 1, 
Scarborough. Hours: M·F, 9:30~; Sat, 
10-5:30; Sun., 12-4; TueslWedlThurs. 
nights, 7-9. 883-4556. 
ILARI", "'JL"NSON & 
CLAUDIA BRZOZA 
OPEN TH EIR STUDIOS AT 
536 CONGRESS S"[ 
SATURDAY, DEC. 12 
10:00 TO 4:00 
HAND DECORATEO SILK SCARVES. 
TIES. PAPERS, BOXES & ORNAMENTS 
828-0274 
yard sales 
KITCHEN-AID FOOD PROCESSOR· Brand 
new, nBYer used. Books, diShes, knick 
knacks, many other Hems. Call 797-2633 
or stop by Sat Sun., t2lt2-13, to-4. 246 
Auburn 51 1135, Portland. 
fairs • festivals 
lENlH SOLSTICE CELEBRATION· Bring 
your family to the Elizabethan English 
Christmas Revels! Edie Doughty's lat· 
est! Madrigals, jesters, merry wenches 
& knaves, Shakespeare, rowdy laugh· 
ter Solstice ritual. Dec. 9, 11, 12, 
7:30pm.0ec.13th4pmatBath'scharm-
ing City Hall Auditorium. Benefits the 
12-step programs. Call 443-9603 for 
ticket information. 
wanted 
SOCIALLY AND FINANCIALLY SECURE 
client for fu II~harg8 domes1ic engi neer. 
Higher ed., ref. & rate, full·time. Phone 
message, 878-22t 7. 
WANTED: Pine, Oak, Fir & Spruce Logs· 
Will pay top dollar! Ask for Candie, 893-
1043. 
WEST END APARTMENT· Married, pro· 
fessional couple, 305, seeks sunny 2 
BR 900-1200 s.f. West End apt. High 
ceiiings, hardwood floors, and parking 
preferable. References available. Call 
761-9426. 
music 
ANTIQUE MANDOLIN in Original case-
Pat. 511511890, F. Schwartzer. Inlaid 
rosewood stripes, pea~ frets. 5200 fi rm. 
865-4898. 
BANJO·GUITAR·MANDOllN· Private 
instruction with experienced teacher. 
Openings for beginning to adVanced 
players. Holiday gift cert~l cates Avail· 
able. Call 773-4943. 
adun services 
1-9O(}.288-ERICA(3742) ... $2/min.Aduits 
Only,NewNumber!"ALEGEND!"Roman-
tic Stories. EPS Co. 700-882-7873. 
761-4303, UNWIND & RELAX in com· 
plete pnvacy and enloyasensual hottub 
or bubble bath. We personally guaran-
tee your pleasure. 
BEAlJTIRJL BABES RIGHT NEXT DOOR· 
The hottest singleglrlsawatt! 1-000-287-
2220, ext. 23. $2.4!1imin. 18~, 24 hours. 
DANGEROUSLY DELICIOUS OATES, 1-
900-903-5688, Only $2/min, wlhome #'s; 
24 hili; 0018+. ALLAlJULTLIFESTYLE5-
Men, Women, Couples- Your chioce. G.C 
Oates &<C. (619)492-8770. 
DATE PERFECT· Promising Relation· 
ship· UPSCALE dating opportunity. Call 
Now and Meet Tonight!!! 1-000-448-
4562, $2.4!1imin. 18+,24 hrs. 
DROWN IN ECSTASY, SWEET AGONY! 
1-800-72-ERICA. $2.991min. VisatMC 
HEAR TALKING PERSONAL5- 1-900-
884-8500, $2!min. (18~) OR: TALK TO 
LIVE GIRLS· 1-900-884-f220, $2.990' 
min. (f 8+). CONNECTIONS USA. Ft. 
Laud., Fl.lnfo: 305-525-5433 (x9122). 
HOT! SINGLE! WOMEN! Call today, meet 
tonight! t-900-288-2575, $1 .99o'mIO. 
Live 1-0N-l TALK, 1-900-288-2595, 
$2.991min. Sev. Oem. , l.B., N.Y., 18yrs.+ 
LOCAl FOXY GIRLS wantto do itlive. 1-
800-776-FOXX (3699). 18+1 billed col-
lecV S2!min. 
LOCAl WOMEN- With phone numbers! 
t -900-884-DATE, 00. 428., $2.90lmn., 
t8+. (T.V., Fort Myers, FL., tt.) 
LOVE PROBLEMS? NEED RESULTS? 
Obtain the power of psychic influence! 
Spellbinders, Fort Collins, CO. 18~, 
$2.4!1imin. t -900-454-2420. 
MOOEL SEEKS SHIPMATE· Attractive, 
adVenturous and avatlable SWf MOOEL, 
23 seeki ng gentleman to sharea roman~c 
o~week Canbbean Cruise I won. Call me 
and leave message for PHOTO. Angie, .1. 
000-787-«>00, box #27618, $2.4!1imn. 
f8+. AMC. WPC, FL. 
ONE CALL BEG INS THE PERFECT DATE· 
Meet the Person of your Oreams. Call 
NOW! 1-900-446-2220. $2.491min.18+. 
SEXY, SWEET & AVAILABLE GIRLS in 
Portland. Get their home phone num-
bersnow! t-900-287-7867,ext 11.$21 
min. 24 hours, 18+. 
SINGLE?SEXY?SMART?CalithePORT· 
lAND dateline, 1-900-884-1585,$1 .990' 
min. Live t ·on-l, 1-900-884-t595, 
$2.951min. Rand, S.D., CA, 18+. 
STEAMY LOCAl CONNECTIONS, 1-900-
903-9119, 51 .981min. ALL ADULT DE· 
SIRE5- Call Now· Gay· Straight· Bi. Be 
18~. 24 hrs. S.S. (SVC (714)647-1992. 
VOLUPTUOUS SHEMALE5- XXX RATED· 
1 (1rlO)33t-33tO. VisalMClAmEx. 
WHY BE ALONE FOR THE HOLIDAYS? 
Snuggle up with someone special to· 
night 1000's of Lonely Singles Awalt! 


























~ANTA * 4 * HIRB@ 
~";, o:J * Letters 
( . from Santa 
'\...~ * Santa·Grams 
~ (207) 854 * 5678 ,,\ 
dating services 
CUPID'S DATING SERVICE· Cumbe~and 
& York counties. Convenient, personal , 
reasonable. For an appointment near 
you call Roberta at 282-5460. 
J 
High Tech? 
Each of these varsity letters 
represents a "school" or "university" 
or "college", and so forth. Letter 6, 
for example, is from Solid State. 
Can you identify the rest? 
1) _____ _ 
2) ____ _ 
3) ____ _ 
4) ____ _ 
5) ____ _ 
6) ____ _ 
7) ____ _ 
8) ____ _ 
9) ____ _ 
10) ____ _ 
11) ____ _ 
12) ____ _ 
13) ____ _ 
14) ____ _ 
15) ____ _ 
16) ____ _ 
w·_· (' 5 
II. lQ 
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IF YOU WANT TO SEE 
A DANNY DEVITO FILM 
1 
Take Out A Casco Bay Weekly Personal Ad 
For a limited time receive a free pass for two to a special 
December 17th screening of "HOFFA" when you place a 
Casco Bay Weekly Personal Ad with Personal Call®. 
Mention this special promotion and get 45 words FREE! 
Call Today! 775-1234 
4 
personals 
Can ou solve the Real Puzzle? There is a $25 gift certificate from Alberta's for the first-pnze 
. Yd · . ~~ ves two free passes to The MoVles at Exchange Street. Wmners wmner The secon -pnze wmner I~~ Ii Obi . 
will r~ei.ve their prizes in the mall. Drawings are done at random. Contestants are ine l!' e to wm 
more than one prize in • four·week span. Only one entry is allowed per person per ~eek. . , 
All entries for this week's puzzle must be received by Wednesday, Dec. 16. The solution to this week s 
puzzle will appeann the Dec. 241SSUe of CIISCIJ Btzy Wuldy. Send your best guess to: 
Real Puzzle '153 
u.sco &y WWdy 
551 A Congress Street 
Portland, Maine 04101 . . . . t Th 
This week, McCrodden and a friend will dine at Alberta's. Marc Hills will take In a movIe a e 
Movies at Exchange Street 
Solution to 
Real Puzzle # 151 
The tanks in "Out of Sight" are in the lower left· 
and upper right-hand corners of the field, as 
shown in the illustration. 
(Dan Rubin's book, BRAINSTORMS, UHIS rtantly pwblishtd by Harper and Row.) 
38 Casco BQy Wee/cly 
CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY caw PERSONAL 
(Calls cost 1.49/mjn. MLBt be 18 or over. Touch-tone phones only. Casco Bay Weekly 207 -775-1234) 
women,.. men 
ACTIVE. ADVENTUROUS MEN!!! Rt. 
attractive Mother & Daughter artists. 
Both single. Looking for fit humorous. 
independent. Gutdoorsey. creative men 
fordinner. dancing +. DOUBlE DATES ... 
NOT! tt 1871 (1/4193) 
AITRACTIVE. PETITE. professional. 34. 
NlS. intelligent. articulate. independent 
hopelessly romantic strawberry blonde 
seeks strong. Intelligent attractive. ath-
letic brunelle. 30-40. for carirIJ. com-
mitted partnernhip. tt 1722 (12121) 
BASIC NICE PERSON- Seeking friend 
forhikirIJ. biking. canoeing. walks. talks 
and good movies. 43. two yourIJ chil-
dren. professional. educated. inquisi-
tive. athletic. 5'9". independent caring 
and fun! NlS. tt 1757 (12121) 
CAPTIVATING BLONDE. long legs. long 
hair. intelligentSWF. 32. with great pas-
sion for IHe desires attractive. intelli-
gent. fun-loving male to share dreams 
come true. tt 1776 (12128) 
DWf. 4Os. 5·S". AITRACTIVE. wishes to 
make Christmas more enjoyable for 
myself & another. Let's meet and open 
a gift of friendship and possibly more. I 
have an attractive bow. Many qualities! 
tt 1897 (1/11193) 
DWF. 44. HIS. PROFESSIONAl.- The Dat-
ing Gameisrightforsome. butnotall.l'm 
inlerested in dating one good man who is 
honest, sociable. and emotiOnally avail-
able. My interests include theater. dinirIJ 
out quiet times, outdoor acIivities. All 
rep/iesanswered. tt 1870 (1/4193) 
fiND THAT SPECiAl SOMEONE Thurs-
day nightattheSeaman·sClub. from 5-
7 pm. It·s the Personal Connection! 
FOllOWINGOOCTOR'SORDERS! ! Over-
wor1Ced and all stressed-out. n'S ffme til 
enjoylHe. MWF. searching forSIDWM. 35-
45. who's sincere. honest, non-judge-
ment1l. NID.lID. clean. and doosnl mnd 
someone who smokes. friendship fi rnt 
couldleadto relationship later.l'mootslim 
& trim and far from perfect Just beyour-
self and give me a call. we can talk over 
coffee. tt 1747 (12121) 
FRISKY & RIPE WOMAN. 35. SEEKS soul 
mate, 40 plus. I voyeurthewild side butam 
oourished by my home. child and profes-
sional prowess like-m nded Mastern of 
the Universe encouraged. tt1811 (12128) 
I AM AITRACTIVE AND AUTHENTIC- f~ 
nally forty. fabulous, fun.Joving female 
fancies findirIJ honest, happy. husky male. 
Seeking someone who is serious. and has 
a sense of humor. who knows how to be 
romantic & playful. I adore books. beaches. 
babies, bubble baths. pels, people. poIi-
tics,pholograp/ly. dancing & music. Happy 
Holidays! tt 1756 (12121) 
INDEPENDENT DWF. 34. blonde hair. 
brown eyes. 5'2". 112Ibs .• professional. 
Two pre-school children. Enjoy coun-
try-stytelivirIJ.Lookingfor SlDWM. 30-
45. secure in who he Is. Romantic. hon-
es! man for friendshiP. conversation. 
fun & adventure. tt 1896 (1/11193) 
IRREVERENT. BlIT POLITE DWF. 49. 
eclectic. self-sufficient. fit. active. at-
tractive. tall. Admires Dillard. Eiseley. 
Beethoven. Joplin. Schwarzenegger. 
Butcher. Idealists, evolution. bats. NlS. 
Seeks companionship. conversation 
with cheerful. unattached. healthy. OM 
parent. 48-58. tt 1741 (12121) 
IS HAVING FUN WHAT YOU DO BEST? 
Fortyish female with hottennis racquet 
looking for steady male opponent who 
doesn't qualify for Wimbledon or even 
close! Myshots are otten laughable. but 
always deserve a comeback. I want to 
get that wor1<out glow at least three 
ti mes a week. Please. no ·married.look-
Ing for more' types. tt 1731 (12121) 
NONSKIER SEEKS SAME- Tall. thin. 
25. loves dancing. movies. good con-
versations and avoiding the slopes. 
Seeks SM. 25-35. happy & silly. but 
sane. tt 1839 (1/4/93) 
OLD-FASHIONED GIRL. 5'3-. 1351. with 
fascination for .-. desires easy-going 
companion with home and respect. 
Someone to be proud of. lID. NID. NlS. 
38-SO. tt 1866 (1/4193) 
PETITE DWf looking for a nice guy 
who's down-to-earth. homebody. who 
likes kids. movies. homelife. Tell me 
about yourself. CBW Box 162. 
PETITE. AITRACTIVE. SWF. youthful 34. 
00 children. seeking intelligent attractive. 
secure.athletic,compassionateSWM.28-
40. for friendship or possible relationslip. 
Great sense of humor. music and animal 
lover a prerequisite. tr 1841 (1/4192) 
PROfESSIONAL. SWF. 31./ookinglorprt>-
fessional. SWM over 30. NIS. who is seIf-
assured. spontaneous and energetic. 
Someonewho appreciates a FarSidesense 
of humor. colJl)3nionship. as well as se-
renity and romance. tt 1838 (1/4193) 
QUIET. COUNTRY LIfESTYLE with 
someone who enjoys a sense of humor. 
movies. music. slow-<lancing. football. 
DWf. 40. looking for SlDWM. 35-45. 
with same interests. tt 1893 (1/11193) 
READY fOR A CHALLENGE? DWf. 
young 3Os. with Murphy Brown lifestyte. 
Lady Di features. chailenges attractive 
L.l. Bean-type. Enjoy romance. special 
treatment and my cooking. Candlelight 
encountern await! tt 1807 (12128) 
SEEKING DANCE PARTNER- SWF. 40+. 
NlS. educated. professional. time for 
R&R. dance lessons. companionship. 
fun. SOH. honesty. integrity. dining in/ 
out. classical. country. comedy. mys-
tery. tt 1840 (1/4193) 
SICK Of DISHONESlY- Would like an 
honest man for lasting relationship. I'm 
not a size four. but loving. caring. attrac-
tive. Love to give of myself for happiness 
and expect the same. Hyou're honest and 
carirIJ. 30-45. please call. tt 1816 (12128) 
SPEND THE WINTER SINGING & SKI-
ING- SWF. 31, dar1< brown hair/eyes. 
physically fit has season pass to Sun-
day River. seeking ski companion & 
karaoke fan. tt 1910 (1/11193) 
SPONTANEOUS. AITRACTIVE. Wlnv 
SWf. 19.1ookingforfriendly. fun-loving 
gentleman. 19-26. with great sense of 
humor. for friendship. possibly more. 
Looking forward to hearing from you. 
tt 1884 (1/11/93) 
TWO DWFs. 405. ATlRACTIVE. bright 
and fun to be with. are having a tough 
time meeting interesting men who are 
physically fit and like to laugh. dance 
and talk (not necessarily at the same 
time). H you're out there. let's meet for 
a discussion of life's big questions. or 
some small talk. tt 1805 (12/28) 
TWO SWFs. ROOMMATES. 22. looking 
for two SBlSWMs to sweep us off our 
feet. Must like to have fun. like sports 
and be spontaneous. tt 1749 (12121) 
VERY ATTRACTIVE. CENTERED SWF. 
with petite build. looking for handsome. 
tall. responsible. clean. rugged type. 
into country living & outdoorn, 25-35. 
NlS, Vl./D. tt 1801 (12128) 
6'2".2501. BlONlWlUE. WEAlTHY-I have 
your attention. don' stop. Forget the head-
line. the truth reads; 5'10'. 210#. enjoys 
outdooractiYilies. movies. T.V .• plays, & last 
but not least, 64y.o. tt 1869 (114193) 
A MAN. 33. DARK. VERY HANDSOME, 
limited Intelligence but affable, well-trav-
eled. a liltie wise. would like to meet a 
smart. happy woman. tt 1815 (12128) 
ADVENTUROUS SWM. 31. very fit. shy. 
professional. Enjoys the outdool'O. ski-
ing. cycling. hiking. wor1<ing out. travel-
ing. quiet evenings. hugs. laughing and 
true love. Looking for SWf for life's 
adventures. tt 1744 (12121) 
CHRISTIAN DWM. 26. tall. attractive. 
humorous and loves outdoorn. Seeking 
a nneaningful. monogamous. long-term 
relationship. Sincerity. faith. integrity all 
very much desired. tr 1846 (1/4193) 
CLEO FUND PET OF THE WEEK is a 
tall. adorable. long-haired rock musi-
cian. Very friendly. intelligent. loyal, 
fairly mellow. and employed. This 
f~~5.~' ;~:4t~1~~~~\ible. fi~ SF •• 
DEAR SANTA, FOR X-MAS DWMwishes 
to meet a funny. well-educated. slim, 
pretty. happy. financially secure. 35-42, 
SlDWF. for playful! activities and candle-
light moments. I've only been a liltie 
nasty. tt 1899 (1/11/93) 
r--;;;:II@;:;;;;,I:m;::;:;;-· -----,-p-er-s-on-O---='--:-;;Ih:--e-w-e----:ek:--l DWM.29.HOCKEYSTICKS. Mudhoney. Tenderkisses.AndrewWyeth. Calamari. 
IW:J.:W [!) J-Class boats. Ayn Rand. Gossling's 
I rum. Racquetball. Victoria's Secret. persona S Raoul's. Riding crop. Mountain bike. lifE! tt 1789 (12/28) 
U w -- m DWM. 34. 5'10', EASY-GOING, I enjoy connec on all sports. the ocean. mountains. camp-ing. long drives. and almost anything 
SPEND THE WINTER SI NGING & SKI else. Looking for female, financiallyse-Thursdays 5-7pm - cure. takes good care of hemelf. NlS. NI 
at ING- SWF, 31, dark brown hair/eyes, D. tt 1880(1/11193) 
The Seamen's Club DWM. 38. PROFESSIONAl. seeks intelli-
375 Fore Street physically fit, has season pass to Sun- gent physi(ally fit SlDWF. 3Os. Active 
Portland outdoornand enjoys dancing. plays. con-
8roughttoyou by day River, seeking ski companion & certs. movies. kids (6 and 7). SeekirIJ 
commtted relationship. tt 1728 (12121) Ci • karaoke fan. 'B' 1910 (1/11/93) DWM.BIWR.5·&W.1551. seekshar-
, '. • " mony. monogamy with a compassionate. 
!'" "'. ' pretty. shapely. physically active, outgo-
Each week, 8 Caoco Bay'Mlekty ptnOIlSl ad io chosen 88 CBW'. irIJ. sottspokenwoman. 33-44. Sharefeel-
L...;;WC.;,.U.;,.98.;,. • .;,.'.;,.TII.;,.EP.;,.QR.;,.T_Th_e_S_eam_e_"_·s_C_I_ub....L._·P_B_I1IO_n_of_the_W_eek_' an_d_i._lNi_ard_ed_8_P_riz_._p8C_kag_ •• ____ ....J irlJs. stories. listening. emotional vulner-
SWf. 27. Sli GHTL Y SINFUL with active 
imagination. voracious musical appe-
tite and many wonderful imperfections. 
seeks man who weal'O guy's shoes to 
share Garrison Keillor and dinner at the 
Cafe Beuf. RSVP P.O. Box 5322. Port-
land. ME 04101. tt 1819 (12128) 
SWF. 30. LOOKING FOR PROFESSIONAl. 
HlSSWM, 3O-something. who knows how 
to Romance The Stone. Hyou are focused. 
sociable and have a lIISI for life. please 
respond. tt 1742 (12121) 
SWF. 33. NlS, UD. SEEKSSWM. 30-40. 
for possible long-term relationship. who 
is honest. caring. sensitive with a sense 
of humor. I enjoy x-country skiing. hik-
ing. dining out. movies. Quiettimes and 
good conversation. tr 1755 (12121) 
TRYING TO KEEP WARM SO AM look-
ing for a guy who likes to chop wood. 
Sex. drugs. rock & roll. I like long hair. 
tr 1782 (12128) 
VERY AITRACTIVE-I'mtheglrl every-
one says they've been looking for, but 
I ""n't find the man I'm looking 10r_ 
Are you the one? DWf. 38. profes-
sional. tt 1734 (12121) 
WHOLESOME SWf. 22. looking for 
preppy. attractive. fun 20-something 
SWM. Athletic NlS. good shape. sense 
of humor. great smile. and healthy atti-
tude a must! I'm innocent. well-man-
nered outside. yet devilish. insatiable 
inside. I'm pretty w/attractive figure. 
energetic. intelligent humorous, look-
ing for fun and love! tt 1909 (1111/93) 
men ... women 
48 Y.O. MAlE LOOKING for attractive 
woman with good mnd and nice legs to 
spend Wednesday & Thu rsday daytime at 
my place. outside of Portland. Smoke & 
wine O.K. CBWBox 161. tt 1809(12128) 
ITry the Sure Sell: 775-12341 
ARE YOU A WOMAN THAT A MAN can 
trustw~h his heart? DWM. 40s. seeks a 
friend. Outer beau/V. health. charm. in-
telligence secondary. but not unneces-
sary. I like beach. outside activities. 
home. quiet times. talks. walks, being 
close. occassional nights out. NlS.lID. 
NID. tt 1908 (1111193) 
AITRACTIVE SWM. 26. domnant. yet 
gentle and caring." astrong-willed man 
is what you long for. then come take 
your place at my side. tt 1797 (12128) 
AITRACTlVE.ATHLETIC. SM. 46, well-
read and travelled teacher. feminist and 
supporter of the arts seeks a wise. well-
educated woman: tt 1849 (1/4193) 
BAR fliES NEED NOT APPl Y- SWM. 36. 
father. Athletic. likes sports. wor1ting out 
dancing. movies, spendirIJ timewithfam-
ily. Seeks SIDF. HIS. who is physically and 
mentally fit tt 1895 (1/11193) 
CAlL ME! SWM. 5'8".1601,26, seeks SI 
F. I enjoy: sports. art, poetry and good 
convernation.Let·sgettogether for cof-
fee. tt 1855 (114193) 
ability. affection. Beachwalks. hikes. sun-
soaking. water. VCR movies. dancing. din-
ing. quiettimesathome. Greater Portland. 
tt ln4 (12121) 
GENl1.E. PLAVRlL ~. '2. 6'. with-
special2Bal. wants adventuresome;pos;:. 
tive-minded woman with lots of energy to 
join meinfinding life'sjoysand challenges. 
Hyou'rewarm, open. and shunthecorpo-
ratewo~d.let·s meet! tt 178<1 (12128) 
GOOD-LOOKING. YOUNG. 42. DWM. 
professional. NlS. with a Harley. seeks 
attractive. adventurous blonde. 25-38. 
lor some good times. tt 1796 
GREATKISSER-Intellectually. emotion-
ally and romantically available. Love the 
beach. dancing and cuddling. DWM. 43 
and refuse to act it. Hoping to find SI 
DWF. 20s or 3Os. who loves life and is 
extraordinarily beautiful. We both win! 
tt 1778 (12128) 
HANDSOME BlIT LONEL Y- DWM. 40. 
5'6". BRIBR. 150#. seeks sincere. at-
tractive lady. 30-45. for romance and 
friendship. Committment?Lel'sseewhat 
happens! Call me! tt 1788 (12128) 
FREE FOUR-WEEK PERSONAL AD WITH PERSONAL CALL® 
Noll to mpond to a personal ad: 
Just call 1-900-370-2041 anytime. 24 hours a day. from any touch-tone 
phone! Enterthefour-dig/t .. number of the ad you wish to nlSpondto.llsten 
to the greeting. lhen leave a nlSponse. (An advertiser may not have 
reconled a greeting by the lime you call. You may still leave a message on 
that person's line.) The date althe eod of the ad is the last day to reply to 
that ad. You may also choose to "browse' through all ads in a specific 
category (companions and othe ... not available to "browse"). Calls cost 
$1.49Imin. You must be 18 or over. 
To nlSpond to a caw Box t. address mail to Casco Bay Weelcly. 551A 
COrlgressSI.. Portland. ME04101. making sure to print1he Ihree-digit caw 
Box • clearly in the lower left-hand comer of the eovelope. 
HOII to place your personal ad: 
To place a FREE ad with Pel'1lOl1al Call1Zl. fill out tha coupon and ma~ or 
FAX it (775-16t5) to us. (If faxing. please photocopy the coupon first and 
then fax it. The newsprint doesn't reproduce wei.) The deadline for placing 
personal ads is Friday at noon. FREE penoonele ads are 25 words or less 
(includilg headline). and run four weeks. No personal ads will be accepted. 
over the phone. Personal Cal~ ads with more than 25 words cost 50¢ per 
additional word. We'II send you a four-digit. number(lo appearin your ad) 
and a security code for exclusive access to your responsesthrough anBOO-
line at no cost to you. Ads without Pel'1lOl1al CalIIZl cost.50 per word plus 
mail-fOlW8rdlng or P.O. Box charges. 
caw Box.s and P.O. Box Is cost $20 pertwo-week ad. Ads may be 
paid for with Visa. MasterCard. local check or cash. 
Noll to use your Personal tall® .lIbol: 
After you receive your ". number and private security code. you may 
record your personal introduction. Use your introduction to tell more about 
yourself than your ad does. Give YOlrfirst name. but DON'T give your last 
name. phone number or address. Make sure you ask your call"'" to leave 
their names. phone numbers and the best times to call them A1llntroduc-
lions are /9\IIewed by CBWand go on line within 24 hours. 
25-Character Headline: includes spaces. be creative! 
00000 00000000000 000000000 
Your Ad: first 25-words FREE with Personal catl~ 
Guidelines: 
Pensonalad ...... availableto...inglepeopleeeeking_nohipa.Ade_inglobuyorselloexuai 
sarvicea will be refused. No full n ...... alnlet add ...... or phone numbero will be published. Ada 
conIIIining explicit _uaI or -">micallanguage will not be publiahed. We reMrV8 the right to edit. 
_ or recategorize &trY ad. Advertiaera IfUII be CN ... 18 Y"'" of _. 
category: 
o women or men 
Omen ... women 
o women or women 




rNe cannot print your ad wl1hout 11.) 
phone: ____ __________ _ 
name: ______________ __ 
address: _____________ _ 
c~:---------------
s18te: ________ zip: ____ _ 
First 25 words & headline 
with Personal Call®: __ -=-=Rt=&=-__ 
add'i words @ .50 each: ____ __ 
Without Personal Call® 
all words @ _50 each: ____ __ 
CBW Box or P _0. Box (add $20): ________ _ 
Total: ____ __ 
NEED LADY TO PAMPER- SWM. 30. SWM. 36. AITRACTIVE. Bvis look-a-
men'" women 5'11'. 170/. NlS. NlD. looking lor a like. Gemni. enjoys dancing. romantic special lady to pamper. I enjoy cook- times. hugs. kisses. cookies. seeks at-
ing. movies. outdooractivitesand chil- tractive. romantic. SWf. 25+. for fun. 
HANDSOME.INrn.UGENT.athletic. gen- dren. tt 1818 (12128) possible relationship. tt 1740 (12121) 
erous, compassionate, funny SWM, mid- NEVER SAY '1 CAN,.. UNLESS YOU SWM, 37. WANTS TO WHILE AWAY 
3Os. seeks pretty. heanhy. famly-m nded TRY. SWM. 33. tall. professional. new some winter nights (and days). dance. 
SWF. brunette. weight proportionate. 28- to area. seeks SWf to explore all Mal ne ski. romance. and hang out with fun. 
35, to adore and share my/newith. CBW has to offer. If you're 25-35. outgoing intelligent woman. 28-40. CBW Box 163. 
Box 164. tt 1889 (1/11/92) and enjoy the outdoors. Old Port, and SWM. 41. honesL sincere. funny and 
HARD-NOSED DREAMER. 37. with pas- gelling a liltie crazy once in a while. try romantic. Enjoydancing. dining. sports. 
sion for life and spontane~. seeking it. you'lIlike it! tt 1791 (12128) kids. outdoorn. old-fashioned values. 
uninhibited woman with similarthirsts. NEW KID IN TOWN seeksguidetoplaces and a sensuous woman.L~e·stooshort. 
No expectations. Goals: good converna- Go for it! tt 1730 (12121) 
tion. friendship. making each other 
I'd never find alone. I'm 30. profes-
sional. thinking. fit. and not rich. You're TAll. HANDSOME, educated. liberal. ath-laugh. tt 1891 (1/11/93) bright. attractive. spir~ed w/sense of Ietic. looking for very attractive. compat-
HARDBODY WANTS HAROBODY- DWM. direction. tt 1851 (1/4193) ible female, 25-35. NIS. NID. Skiers weI-
31. looking forthatsomeonewho is health NEW TO AREA and don1 know PorUand come. 00 cetaceans. tt 1785 (12128) 
and fitnessconscious. Hyou'relooking for very well. SWM. 28. good with di lBCIions, THAT SPECiAl SOMEONE YOU SEEK 
acari rIJ. honest,and sensitive man. please seeks SWF. 23-39. I'm 5'10'. 190#. BRI could bewaiting for you attheSeamen's 
respond. tt 1904 (1111193) HZ, attractive, professional. Prn tW. Club on Thurnday nights from 5-7 pm. 
HElP THIS WORK fOR ME! SWM. 20. independent successful person who en- II's the Personal Connection! 
good-looking. shy. seeking intelligent joys movies. music. dinirIJ out sports, WANT TO STAY SEXY AND fiT so this 
attractive SWF. 18-23. for friendship 
fitntlSS. golf. beach. reading. Anyone for 
SWM. 39. seeks buxom SWF. 33. who happy houl? tt 1843 (114193) 
which may ormay ootlead to a relation- likes walking. dancing. laughter and love. 
ship. tt 18<14 (1/4193) OLDER WOMEN! The pleasure of your tt 1881 (1111193) 
company is requested ... Professional 
HI. NO MIRAClES HERE. just a smart 3().ish SWM desires more than com- WHITE KNIGHT? WELL. MAYBE- SWM. 
solution to the bar scene. Attractive panionshipfrom a woman over 45. Give 23. dedicated to finding and giving happi-
SWM. 35. K-Port area. seeks well-<le- and getasyou deserve. tt 1790(12128) ness & pleasure. Looksnotthatimportant 
fined SWf for fun and dinner engage- Yo~: S'OWf. 2().30. tt 1795 (12128) 
ments. tt 1905 (1/11/93) ONE WOMAN MAN- If you want co m-
X-I-l0. N-2-8-f. C-Q-R, R-T N-L-X-tH. c-panionship. honesty. lasting relation-
IVE DONE rIi'( PERSONAl. HOMEWORK ship from a NIS. NID M. 48-55. please x n-4-c-n b-u-t R uc-n-c-r.l~-s, f-l0 
and now I want to play! Visionary. magical call. I like drives in the country. candle- y-s? 4-10-8 n-f 23-14-f-l?C-m i-<l.J?X-I-
SWM, ordinary looks, professional exte- light dinners. tt 1783 (12128) n? 4-2-8-5? X-s-f?! tt 1725 (12121) 
rior. impish interior. seeks intellectually 
curious. emotionally sensual. spiritually SEEKING ASIAN CONNECTION- Inter- women -- women adventurousfernaleforfriendship. frolick- ested in Eastern ways. exteriorn and 
ing. (potential) romantic fusion. and walks inlerlorn. SWM. 41. tt 1911 (1/11193) 
together through the Enchanted Forest SENSITIVE. SECURE. SWM. 43. NlS-l'm 
AlL TAlK. NO ACTION has been my 
holding hands. tt 1898 (1111193) experience so far. Feminine BiWf. 27. tall. fit and have a positive outIooitl enjoy seeks other BiWFs for intimate times. 
JUMP! OM. 40. needs sky-<livirIJ part- B-baIl and good humor. walks and ideas. Serious responses only please. Clean. 
nero free fall into love. open our chutes Part-time parent. Seeks sincere. honest discreet. LeI's talk! tt 1758 (12121) 
& soar. My needs are rTi nor. mygiftsare partner. Brunswick area. ttl848(1/0V93) 
AITRACTIVE. FIESlY. BiWF. 20. seeks great! tt 18<17 (1/4193) SINGLE DAI}. SWM. active. outgoing. mature, fun-IDYingwomyn. 18-25. to help 
LEWISTOtwORTlAI{) NtfA. Blue col- athletic. Looking for the right SlDf to curbthechiH of the ~mingweather.lt's 
lar professional. DWM. 41. 5'8". average spend qualitytinnewith. Race. religion. already too cold. tt 1799 (12128) 
build. NIS. VlAl. easygoing, IookirIJ D Origin not important. Let's meet over AITRACTIVE. PROfESSIONAL. BiWf. 
meet intelligent, affectionate woman. 30- lunch. coffee. etc. tt 1845 (114193) 34. seeks same. 20-40. for friendship 
42. with opIi rristic pelSOnaiity for Iong- SKI SKI SKI SKI SKI SKI- SSB (SirIJle Ski and fun times! Must be mature and 
term relationship. tt 1892 (1/11193) Buff). 29. loves black diamonds, double open-minded. tt 1852 (114193) 
LOOK NO FURTHER-Recenlly relocated black diamonds. and detachable quads. AITRACTIVE, SENSITIVE. fUN-LOVING LookirlJforfemaieadiventurerfordownhill OWM. 38. no children. emotlonally/li- fun. Beginnern O.K. tt 1888 (1/11193) BiWf. 29. searching for just the right nanciallysecured. 5'6". brown hair/eyes. friend to share 'special' times together. 
medium build. seeking SlDF for friend- SPONTANEOUSANDUNCOMMONeal1y Must be attractive BiWF. 27-35. who 
shiP. maybe more. tt 1842 (1/4193) 40s. 6'3" professional. educated. se- likes to explore. Call to find out what we 
LOOKING fORAITRACTIVE fwho has 
cure. keen sense of humor. mischi&- have in common. Confidentiality & clean-
vous. seeking SlDWF. 32-42. with simi- liness required. tt 1605 (12121) 
so mething between her ears, affec- lar qualities. to share adventures with. 
tionate. caring. good dancer. and tt 1886 (1111193) FRIENDSHIP/lOVETO SHARE- Discreet 
knows how to sail with a 51 yr. old NlS. SL. early-4Os. seeks shy. sincere. 
Aquarian. tt 1729 (12121) SWM LOOKING fOR ACTIVE SF-Look- NlS l. Let's enjoy mutual interests to-
ing for LADY that enjoys outdoor fun & gether. tt 1746 (12121) 
ME CHERE PERSONNE- DWM. 43. NlS. sports: fishing. camping. snow mobiling 
physically fit. loves kids, jazz, dancing LOOKIN' fOR A GAl w~h 14 cavities or quietT. V. time. Preter 30-55. healthy that can groove to The Jackson Five. and theater. Seel<ing friendship with & big. tt 1903 (1/11/93) 
DWF. 40+. someone smart. cerebral. Could you be hel? tt 1793 (12126) 
who'II appreciate mycooking. C'estvotre SWM STUDENT SEEKS SWF TEACHER NEEDED: UNIQUE WOMAN.20-25. who 
tour! tt 1792 (12128) for private lessons in love. laugh. IHe and 
intimate ways to keep warm this winter. 
likes reading in public restaurants. ev-
MISSING SOMEONE IVE NEVER MET- Call to get an A+. tt 1906 (1/11193) ery type of music. coffee. and atter-
Handsome. stable. educated. amorous. noons. Laughter and wit are the only 
honest SWM. 26. professional. 6'2". ath- SWM. 28. NlS. professional. allractive. reqirements. tt 1754 (t2l21) 
lelic 185#. dark/hazel. Prefer adventur- humorous. seeks pretty. personable. NICE IS NOTA BAOWORD-GWf.30ish. 
ous. independent. sensual. affectionate. outgoing SWf. childless. 18-35. for sensitive. passionate, kind. intense. 
creative communicator with voracious possible relationship. Interests include seeks physically expressive GF. Inter-
appetHe for learning. captivatirIJ eyes and sports. movies. dining out dancing. ests: music. sports (bowling). crafts. 
stunning figure. Should be highly spiritual exercise. outdoorn. tt 1738 (12121) reading (mostlyfantasy)and more. Let's 
but oot necessarily religious. Open to ca- SWM. 28. seeking attractive. NlS. col- meet over coffee. tr 1901 (1/11/93) 
sual fri endship 0 rserious relationship with lege/career-type SWF. 2().4O.I·m 5'10-. SCORPIO AT lARGE- SBiF seeks SBiF for time. P.O. Box433,Freeport, ME 04032 or 185#. athletic. professional. good-look- intimate relationship. Me: tall. cute, sen-tt 1860 (1/4192) ing. Enjoy dining out beach. movies. sual. U: T all?long hai I1Inteiligent under-
MONOGAMOUS.AITRACTIVEMAN.27. music. sports. tt 1736 (12121) standing. Long walks. quiet talks. intimate 
5'10-. honest. sentimental. undel'Otand- SWM. 31. Interested in meetng a special 
times together. 18-21. tt 1813 (12128) 
ing. passionate. sensual. long blonde, laly. 22-32. who is attractive. intelligent TRANS-ATlANTIC DREAMER- Tired 01 
wor1<i rIJ outto dance music. sleigh rides. compassionate, athletic, and posseses a going solo. patiently awaits sultry 
dining in tux, carolling. seeks classy sense of humor. I can promise the same playwriteto sail away for deeper roman-
lady. tt 1865 (1/4193) and more In return. tt 1885 (1/11193) tic moments. tt 1812 (12128) 
ernie ook BI! LI!I/da Bam! 
WANNA BE Bi- Silent fantasy. 32. lover 
01 life. naturally attractive. healthy. clean. 
always smling. seeks BiWf to make 
fantasy real. tt 1727 (12121) 
men-- men 
A ITRACTIVE BEAR CUB seeks papa bear 
for mooogamous hibernation. NIS. Nlbarn, 
healthy. clean. safe! Enj<¥ cuddlirIJ. din-
ing. movies. animals. exercise. Do bealS 
male for IHe? tt 1854 (114192) 
A ITRACTIVE MAlE SEEKING veryfemi-
nine GWM. TV, TS for frienship. rela-
tionship. Kissing. cuddling. massage. 
dates and? (safe only). Call. we'lI enjoy 
each other. tt 1787 (12128) 
AITRACTIVE. FIT. BOYISH GWM, down 
to earth. outgoing yet straight-acting 
and masculine. Sweet. sensitive and 
emotional but not flamboyant or loud. 
Besimilar. Relationship minded butopen 
to possibilities. I enjoy drives to no-
where. quiet times. The Golden Gi~s. 
Murphy Brown. the ocean. mountains. 
hiking and laughing at Dan Quayle. I'm 
Sincere. in 00 way promiscuous and not 
into head games. solel'stalkeven Hyou 
are new althis. tt 1718 (12121) 
CHARM. TOUCH. SEDUCE classically 
handsome. Latin-blooded man. fairskin. 
blue eyes. gymnasts build. Adventur-
ous and very sensual. Can you handle 
it? tt 1867 (1/4193) 
GOOD THINGS COME IN SMAll PACK-
AGES- Mature.independent siightlly rig ht-
of-centerGWM.23. seeks same. orlett, for 
long walks, romantic interludes, starry 
nights, colf fires, and heated intellectual 
excharlJes. tt 1720 (12121) 
GOOI}.LOOKING GWM. 25. 5'9". BRIBR. 
1601. NIS, straight-acting/appearing, likes 
movies, music, dining out as much as 
indoor acIivities. Seeks similar for friend-
ship and possible commlttment H we are 
right for each other. You'l never klllM' ~ 
you donlcall! tt 1779 (12128) 
GWM. 22. 6'3-. BRIGR. nice-looking. 
straight-acting. athletic build. seeking 
muscular. gym-type men for safe & 
discreet fun. tt 1765 (12128) 
GWM. 25. 6'. BRlBR.looking lor down-
to-earth GWM. 25-35. for relationship. 
Butch masculineonly. Noalcohol. fems. 
or drugs. Enjoy walks. cuddling. con-
vernatioo. tt 1780 (12128) 
GWM. 32, 5'8. br. hairlbr. eyes. New in 
town. straiilht-acting.likes movies. work-
ing out Looking to meet peopIeforlriend-
shij)'relationship. 18-32. tt 1721 (12121) 
GWM. 35. SEEKS FRIEND between 18-26. 
straight-acting. any race. tt 1786 (12128) 
GWM. 37. DEAF. professional. hand-
some. straight-acting. easy-going. 
somawhat shy. wants to meet open-
mnded person. 25-40. for friendship or 
relationship. Interested? Let's meet. 
CBW Box 159. tt 1798 (12128) 
GWM. 48. PROfESSIONAL. KIND. 
friendly. NlS. NID. discreeL str.-acting. 
likes camping. walks. movies. quiet 
times. cooki ng. have many hobbies. SeeI< 
40s or less. Let's be friends & develop 
relationship. tt 1883 (1/11/93) 
HELP-LOVETO PLAY GAMES. 46. 5'9". 
185#. need passive friend for long rela-
tionship. Love passion. foreplay. porn. 
hugs. kissing. safe sex. let's talk. Let's 
meet. Let's get it on. tt 1872 (1/4192) 
IS YOUR ZIP CODE 90210? So is mne. 
GWM. 20. 5'10'. 165#. BRIBL. looking 
for Mr. 90210. 18-25. with good looks 
and pernonality. friends? or relation-
ship? tt 1800 (12/28) 
December 10,1992 39 
A four-week, 45 word Personal ad 
& Personal CallGD 
775-1615 
LET'S HEAT UP THE NIGHT! Who'skid- YOUNG MEN WANTED!! GWM. 49. 
ding who?Uwantit! Iwantit! WM. 30s. 5'11'. 1951. adventuresome. loving. 
6'. 185#. Discretion assured, will an- sexual. healthy. into travel, outdoors. 
swerall. Do it! Call me. tt 1853 (1/4/93) kink. leather. arts. etc. seek sincere. 
discreet guy to explore with! I'm in So. 
LIFE IS TOO SHORT! GM. 21. active. Maine. tt 1890 (1111193) 
fun-loving. wants to meet others. 18-
24. seeking tofullill life's pleasures with others friendship and good times. No 
committments. just fun! CBW Box 158. 
tt 1719 (12121) DISSATiSfiED. fRUSTRATED. BORED? 
LOOKING fOR HUNTER- 5'9".160#.30' 
Does your lile lack romance and adven-
ture? MWM. 38. seeks SfISBF. 25-40. 
waist sandy hair. beautiful eyes, 9% for friendship and romance. free week-
bodyfat. who can run 1.5 milesin under days. tt 1864 (12121) 
10.00w/nice legs. Call tt 1750 (12121) 
GREAT CHEST. TIGHT BUNS and flat 
NICE-LOOKING GWM. 20. looking for stomach. I ama very attractive. m. clean. 
my personal 1 O. Please be good-look- straight. professional SWM. 30. who 
ing. straight-acting. andl8-25with good seeks a professional f. 20-405. who is 
personality. Friendshipsalso important. trim and super clean for great fun and 
tt 1902 (1/11/93) friendship. tt 1863 (12121) 
NIGHT WORKER- Good-looking BiWM. HUG A TREE fOR JIM HENRY! 
28. masculine. athletic build. seeks LOOKING fOR TULA- Basically straight 
clean-cut. straight-acting. in-shape G/ WM. 45. clean. discreet. health profes-
BiM for dayshift encounters. lI's 7am. sional. seeksattraclive TVITS forlriend-
call me. tt 1803 (12/28) ship. companionship. High heels and 
R U HOME AlONE 2? Mischievous 22 mlni'sa must. tt 1900 (12/28) 
y.o. seeking playmate. 18-30. I am 6'. MWM SEEKS MWf for extra-marital 
180#. black hair/brown eyes. Can you affair. I'm 45. 6'3'. 200#. dar1< hair/ 
come out and play? tt 1856 (1/4193) complexion. mustache. good-looking. 
REAlLY SWEET GUY. BOYISH. attrac-
Age not important. passion is! Discre-
tion required. Daytime is best. Let's 
tive. straight-acting. seeks monogamous startwithcoffeeandgowiththeflow. tt 
relationship with similar2O-38.l'mwarm 1850 (12121) 
and caring. enjoy natue. the ocean. quiet 
PWffiY PWEASE MAKE MY DAY-times. cuddling with someone special. 
Is that you? tt 1882 (1/11/93) SWM. 24. student bodybuilder and 
downright healthy. Seek 2 Bi or straight 
REGUlAR GUY- Good-looking. mascu- females to fu~iII my ultimate fantasy. 
line GM. 33. in-shape. seeks same. 26- Assured discretion and safety a must 
35. who enjoys the outdoorslindoors, Hurry! tt 1887 (12128) 
movies. laughter or quiet limes in front 
SANTA! We want the sweet. ki nky as-ofthe fireplace. for honest, sincere rela-
tionship. tt 1907 (1/11/93) sortmentforChristmas! Gorgeous. '10'. 
BiWf. 33. & attractive husband. 40. 
SOUTHERN BEE CHARMER SEEKS hoping to unwrap & taste: 181M. 1 Bif 
northern honey supplies. I am tired of and 1 BiC. After savoring individual 
refined sweets. Now looking forall-natu- morsels may do a party mix for New 
ral treats. UR 2()'35. Me: 28. 5'8". 180#. Years! tt 1859 (12121) 
brown/green. tt 1857 (114193) SBiM SEEKS COUPLE or BiF for holiday 
STILL LOOK IN' FOR RIGHT GUY- 26 yr. happenings and beyond. ConSiderate. 
old- interests include dancing. travel. imaginative. palient. Enjoys voyeurism' 
and sports. Seeking similar. attractive exhibilionism. role revernals. sharing of 
NlS. between early20s-early 30s. Please 
experiences. touching. tt 1861 (12121) 
call soon. tt 1726 (12121) SWM. 31. SEEKING MWF- Missing that 
STRAIGHT-ACTING GWM. BRIBR. 18. 
TLC you used to have? Trust your fan-
tasy and call. I found it. Discretion and 
5'10-. 145#. Enjoy going out to eat TLC assured. tt 1862 (12121) 
going to movies, outdoors, the arts & 
the mall. Looking for friendship. rela- lost souls tionship. Et toi? tt 1753 (12121) 
WM. 27. AITRACTIVE. MASCULINE. "CASCO BAY WEEKLY'S PERSONAlS looking to meet other BilGWM. 22-30. newest category is for those ships in the 
Must be masculine w/good looks. for nightthatpasswithout getting each OthelS 
friendship and? Must have it together! number. Rates are SO centsIWord for a 
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HOLIDAY BASKET BOUQUET 
A beautilul bamboo braided red and green basket is Iilled 
lor christmas with a joyous assortment 
01 holiday flowers. Garnished with cinnamon sticks and 
candy canes, this bouquet will surely lilt the holiday spirits. 
A Harmons and Bartons exclusive. 
25.00 30.00 35.00 
CANDLELIGHT BOUQUET 
A seasonallavorite lor the holiday table. A traditional 
three-candled long and low centerpiece with your lavorite 
holiday greens and Ilowers. Bright loops 01 velvet and red 
glass balls complete this beautiful setting. 
A Harmons and Bartons exclusive. 
37.50 40.00 45.00 
~ 
-CHRISTMAS AROUND THE GLOBE 
All the rich beauty and Iragrances 01 the holiday season is 
captured in this Christmas centerpiece. 
Fresh evergreens, pine cones and lestive holiday Ilowers 
are beautilully designed around an elegant glass globe and 
red taper candle. 
A Harmons and Bartons exclusive. 
32.50 37.50 42.50 
Fro HOLLY BASKET 
BOUQUET 
This beautiful hand-painted red basket, accented 
with a holly leal design is brimming with a 
wonderful assortment of holiday greens and traditional 
flowers of the season. Share the spirit with this special 
arrangement. 
Send this bouquet anywhere in the country. 
27.50 30.00 32.50 
'Decorate rIo Celebrate 
THE FfD BRASS HORN 
BOUQUET 
Brighten the Holidays with this beautiful centerpiece 
featuring a brass horn, traditional holiday greens 
and flowers. Then cheerfully accented with red glass 
balls and gold lame ribbon. A wonderful gift for Christmas. 
. We would be happy to send this bouquet anywhere 
in the country. 
40.00 45.00 50.00 
HOLIDAY BOWL BOUQUET 
A less traditional bouquet for the holidays, yet elegant and 
tastelul. A glass ginger vase is designed 
with liner, more sophisticated flowers. 
Lilies, freesia, gerberas and roses to name a few. 
Trimmed with red and green Gucci 
ribbon to complete the look. 
Each bouquet may be custom ordered and designed 
exclusively lor you. 
40.00 45.00 50.00 
T _______ - BARTO N' S 
584 Congress Street 117 Brown Street 
Portland Westbrook 
774·5946 854-2518 
Free parking at both locations. All major credit cards accepted on phone orders. 
!J{o iiays 
~ SINGLE CANDLE BOUQUET 
A great gift for the holidays. A single red taper candle 
towers brilliantly over a lovely 
centerpiece of your favorite seasonal greens and holiday 
flowers. Accented with red glass balls and loops of velvet 
A beautiful way to say Merry Christmas. 
A Harmons and Bartons exclusive. 
27.50 30.00 32.50 
GLOW 
CHRISTMAS 
The beautiful golden glow bouquet is 
our way of showing a more 
sophisticated and formal look for 
Christmas. White roses, dendrobium 
orchids and white freesia, accented 
with varigated holly, generous loops 
of gold lame ribbon, and golden 
glass balls. An elegant way to say 
Merry Christmas. 
A Harmons Bartons exclusive. 
40.00 45.00 50.00 
